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Preface

The first decade following the end of the Cold War did not
bring an end to conflicts between nationalist/ethnic groups around
the world. Such conflicts revolve around issues of identity; territo-
rial control; access to policy making; and political, economic, and
social resources. These conflicts pose a challenge to scholars and
policy makers searching for practical solutions. Thus, the question
arises: how can conflicts within and between states among various
ethnic/nationalist groups be ameliorated or reduced? In this book
we seek to understand the link between identity and institutions
as a means to reduce ethnic/nationalist conflicts. We challenge the
consociational and federal models on the grounds that internal
solutions are unlikely to foster overlapping identities. Differing
from consociational theories, we make the novel argument that
cross-border (external) parliamentary institutions can ameliorate
ethnic conflict by promoting and/or constructing overlapping iden-
tities. These institutions provide multiple forums of representation
and pool sovereignty across ethnic divisions. Increased access and
representation leads to a reduction in political tension and
ethnic/nationalist conflict by reducing threat perceptions and
ethnic security dilemmas, and increasing trust. Moreover, through
external institutions, outside parties can make credible commit-
ments to the conflicting parties, which cannot be done with consoci-
ational or federal institutions. This commitment is needed to
reduce the ethnic security dilemma faced by groups that have
unequal access to policy making. Thus, this book contributes to the
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theoretical debate over the utility of internal institutions as a
means to resolve ethnic/nationalist conflicts. 

The book illustrates the argument in more detail through an
examination of cases that explore the link between identity and
institutions. Three cases are investigated: the efforts of the Span-
ish government to address the continuing conflict from two groups,
the Basques and Catalans, through federalism; the development
and evolution of the European Union (EU), along with the deliber-
ate effort by the institution to promote a European identity that
transcends the national identities of its member states; and the
attempt to resolve the conflict between Protestants and Catholics
in Northern Ireland through the 1998 Good Friday Agreement. We
hope that students of international relations and comparative poli-
tics will come away with a better understanding of the connection
between an overlapping identity and representative institutions as
a means to reduce conflict between nationalist and ethnic groups
who seek to overcome issues of inequality in access to political,
social, and economic resources.

We would like to thank four people for their valuable comments
on the manuscript. We thank Nathan Richardson of Bowling Green
State University and Shawn Reichert of Central Florida University
for their comments on the chapters on Spain and the EU, respec-
tively. We also thank the two anonymous reviewers of the State
University of New York Press for their helpful suggestions.

Portions of chapters 1 and 4 appeared as an article, “Resolving
Nationalist Conflicts: Promoting Overlapping Identities and Pool-
ing Sovereignty-The 1998 Northern Irish Peace Agreement,” Politi-
cal Psychology (September 2001). We are grateful to Blackwell
Publishing for permission to reproduce parts of this article. We also
thank the following undergraduate and graduate students for their
research assistance: Peter Clayson, Katie Dilworth, John Dreyer,
Adam Hunt, Eric Kintner, Jennifer Lambert, Nicole Oberthur,
Daniela Tepe, Karl Vogel, Angela Whitely, Stephanie Whitely, and
Amie Wynn. We also thank Deborah Larson and George Tsebelis
for their mentorship so many years ago which contributed to our
intellectual and professional maturation.

We would like to thank a number of people at State University
of New York Press for their contribution toward this endeavor. In
no particular order we thank Acquisitions Editor Michael Rinella,
Senior Production Editor Diane Ganeles, Copyeditor Marilyn Sil-
verman, and Marketing Manager Susan Petrie.
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Finally, Neal G. Jesse would like to thank his parents, Jess
and Paula, and his brother Stewart for their support. Kristen P.
Williams thanks her husband, James, and her children, Anne and
Matthew. To these family members, we dedicate this book.
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1

Theory of Identity and Institutions

Quarrels would not last long if only one side were wrong.

—Francois de la Rochefoucauld, Maxims

The end of the Cold War brought about the end to the East-
West conflict between the United States and the former Soviet
Union. And yet, the first decade of the post-Cold War period did not
bring about an end to conflicts between nationalist/ethnic groups
around the world, as witnessed by the conflicts in Bosnia-Herze-
govina, Kosovo, Rwanda, East Timor, Sri Lanka, and other coun-
tries. Such conflicts revolve around issues of identity, territorial
control, and access to policy making. These conflicts are the result,
in large part, of unequal access to economic, political, and social
resources. 

These conflicts pose a challenge to scholars and policy makers
searching for practical solutions. Thus, the question arises: how
can conflicts within and between states among various national-
ist/ethnic groups be ameliorated, or reduced, so that inequality in
wealth and power can be overcome and peace be achieved? This
book examines the role of international institutions in promoting
overlapping (superordinate) identities as a means to resolve
nationalist/ethnic conflicts through the pooling of sovereignty.
Pooled sovereignty provides a mechanism for groups and states to
obtain greater access to policy making, thereby enabling them to
gain equality in resources. 
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Importantly, we develop an argument that links resolving
issues of identity and perceptions of inequality to the establish-
ment of cross-national, democratic institutions. We posit that cross-
border parliamentary institutions can affect deeply held attitudes
by promoting overlapping identities and pooling sovereignty. More-
over, we distinguish our argument from that of consociationalism,
which relies solely on internal, national parliamentary/federal
institutions.1 Pooling sovereignty across a number of international
(and national) representative bodies leads to increased access to
governmental policy making for all the parties involved, with each
principal actor having a stake in government. Increased access,
therefore, leads to a reduction in political tension and ethnic/
nationalist conflict that results from real and/or perceived unequal
access to resources. Increased access reduces threat perceptions
and ethnic security dilemmas, and increases trust. Thus, cross-
national parliamentary institutions may provide a solution to these
conflicts. 

The first section of this chapter discusses the argument in
detail, particularly the role that cross-border institutions play in
promoting multiple (and overlapping) group identities. The next
section addresses the link between identity and institutions,
through an examination of the literature on social identity theory,
enemy images, and the security dilemma, as well as the literature
on institutions (both domestic and international) as applied to
ethnic/nationalist conflicts. 

The third section presents our research method and design. In
this section we proffer a new theory of conflict resolution in terms
of the role that cross-border institutions play as a means of resolv-
ing ethnic group conflict resulting from inequality. We also eluci-
date our hypotheses and discuss why we chose the cases that are
presented in subsequent chapters of the book. The chapter con-
cludes with an overview of the remainder of the book’s structure. 

The Argument

We argue that national and cross-border parliamentary institu-
tions allow multiple forums for representation for any group with
possible overlapping identities. Such institutions promote political
trust, and allow for credible commitments and pool sovereignty,
leading to an amelioration of conflict over unequal access to
resources by promoting overlapping identities among the warring
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communities. We make the novel argument that cross-border insti-
tutions have an effect on the expression of multiple group identi-
ties. It is this expression of multiple (and overlapping) identities
that reduces tension by creating an atmosphere where different
ethnic groups lose their strict definitions of the self and other (i.e.,
enemy images). Thus, we look to the interaction between the two
independent variables, international institutions and overlapping
identities, to account for the reduction in ethnic/nationalist conflict.
The argument diagrammed is as follows: international institutions
(with representation and pooled sovereignty) ➞ promotion of over-
lapping identities (common interests) ➞ decrease in ethnic/nation-
alist conflict. 

To some degree our argument is consistent with the consocia-
tionalism and federalism literature; to some degree it is not. Specif-
ically, we embrace the consociational prescriptions of proportional
representation, grand coalition, and minority veto as well as fed-
eral prescriptions for autonomy for ethnic groups.2 We assert that
these internal mechanisms can create both a forum for representa-
tion of all groups and pool governing responsibility. However, we
assert that the cross-border derivation of ethnic identities limits
the ability of internal institutions to reduce conflict, especially fed-
eralism and autonomy. Thus, internal arrangements alone will not
succeed in the future when the sources of ethnic division are at
least in part derived from external sources.

Cross-border institutions promote overlapping identities in
three important ways. First, they provide an alternative forum for
representation in addition to the national or regional ones. Second,
representation in a cross-border institution permits the expression
of an overlapping identity for each group. The ethnic group can still
express its local (or community) identity, but it also can express its
national (or transnational) identity. For example, a political party
delegation to the European Parliament (EP) denotes its national
affiliation (i.e., local in this usage, British Labour) and also a Euro-
pean affiliation (e.g., Party of European Socialists). The potential
for groups at the local level to use the other layers of representa-
tion to get what they want pushes these groups to reach across the
community and to develop cross-cutting identities in the process.3

Third, cross-border institutions pool sovereignty. This pooling
of responsibility and governance creates an opportunity for leaders
to seek accommodation and consensus. Rather than having sover-
eignty divided into federal regions, these institutions unite regions
into a larger governing structure. Moreover, they bring external
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actors into direct contact with internal actors in an environment of
mutual recognition.

As much as our theory relies on the argument that institutions
can promote a change in group/individual identity expression, it
agrees with (and can be criticized along with) the consociational/
federalism literature about the direction of causation. Turning to
this point, we believe that it is not possible at this time for us to
untangle the complex relationship of cause and effect in identity
formation and conflict resolution. It is certainly probable that
reciprocal effects exist. A change in identity, however caused, may
lead to a change in institutions in some instances. And of course,
more than just institutional change can elicit a change in the
expression of identity. We do not seek to solve this dilemma in this
book. Rather, we merely posit that cross-border institutions con-
tribute to the overall relationship and that this contribution has
been neglected. It is our hope that by focusing on this neglected
piece of the puzzle a greater understanding of the overall pattern
becomes clearer.

Identity and Institutions: The Link

Intractable conflicts within and between states often revolve
around issues of inequality in access to political, social, and eco-
nomic resources. Issues of “property rights, jobs, scholarships, edu-
cational admissions, language rights, government contracts, and
developments all confer benefits on individuals and groups.”4

Scarcity of resources means that some groups win while others
lose, leading to inequality. This inequality often manifests itself in
group identity and threats to identity in the form of enemy images
and ethnic security dilemmas. This section brings together the
social psychology literature on social identity and the link to enemy
images and security dilemmas, followed by a discussion of the
political science literature on institutions. 

Social Identity, Enemy Images, and Security Dilemmas

Individuals and groups have a social psychological “need to belong,”
and express this need through their social identities (or such cate-
gories as ethnic group, nationality, or political identification).5
According to Henri Tajfel’s Social Identity Theory (SIT), individuals
and groups have social identities that enhance their self-esteem and
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cohesiveness through the comparison of their group with others, the
out-group.6 These social identities are descriptive (what the attrib-
utes of the group’s members are), prescriptive (how the members
should behave and think), and evaluative (how the group compares
to other groups).7 As Ted Hopf notes, identities have three functions:
tell you who you are, tell others who you are, and tell you who
others are. The function of telling you who you are—your identity—
indicates interests or preferences.8

In building on social identity theory, Marilynn B. Brewer’s
theory of “optimal distinctiveness” further explains the process of
social identification. Individuals have two important, yet opposing,
needs: (1) the need for assimilation and inclusion (need to belong
leads individuals to become members of groups), and (2) the need
for differentiation from others (acting in opposition to the need for
assimilation in a group). These opposing individual needs are
assuaged through membership in a social identity group (need for
inclusion and belonging) that distinguishes itself from other groups
(need for differentiation from out-groups).9 In the case of national-
ist (or ethnic) groups, individuals’ need for inclusion leads to social-
ization into perceiving themselves as belonging to a particular
nationalist (or ethnic) group, in contrast (differentiation) to
another group or nationality.10 For example, Catholics in Northern
Ireland perceive themselves as Irish, in opposition to Protestants,
who perceive themselves as British.11

Social identity theory further posits that the need for a posi-
tive in-group evaluation and perception can lead to comparisons
with the out-group as negative. This in-group favoritism can lead
to conflictual relations with other groups, particularly if there is a
perception of a threat to group identity.12 From the perception of a
threat to one’s group identity, enemy images about the other group
emerge based on exaggerated differences, historical antagonisms,
past experience, and collective memories.13 Moreover, according to
Shannon Lindsey Blanton, the “adherence to rigid images reduces
the likelihood that even genuine attempts to resolve issues will be
successful.”14

As long as the in-group views the out-group in negative terms
(enemy image) and perceives a threat to its own identity, a lack of
trust between the groups is likely. Mistrust reinforces the negative
perceptions each group has of the other, especially hostile inten-
tions, and thus each group may be inclined to threaten the other,
leading to counterthreats and to a spiral of escalation of the con-
flict.15 This cycle of mistrust and perception of hostile intentions
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results in the security dilemma, a concept found in the interna-
tional relations literature within political science.16 In essence,
“what one does to enhance one’s own security causes reactions that,
in the end, can make one less secure.”17 The security dilemma can
also apply to ethnic and nationalist groups.18 When one group
threatens another, the competition fuels the mutual mistrust that
further aggravates the already tense relationship. Rather than
backing down in the face of threats, the other group may react with
counterthreats, thereby leading to a spiral of conflict.19 For exam-
ple, in the few short years leading to the breakup of Yugoslavia,
actions by both Serbs and Croats reinforced the mistrust both sides
had of the other and of threats to each other’s identity. As noted by
Barry R. Posen, “in the spring of 1990, Serbs in Croatia were rede-
fined as a minority, rather than a constituent nation, and were
asked to take a loyalty oath. Serbian police were to be replaced
with Croats, as were some local Serbian officials. No offer of cul-
tural autonomy was made at the time. These Croatian policies
undoubtedly intensified Serbian fears about the future and further
tempted them to exploit their military superiority.”20

Moreover, the security dilemma and concomitant mistrust can
lead to group conflict if one group is dominant over another, as is
the case in Northern Ireland, where the Protestants are the major-
ity within the police forces, professional services, government
services, non-manual labor, and overall employment. The dispro-
portional dominance of Protestants in these areas has led to long-
term inequality and tensions with Catholics. The out-group, or
minority (in this case, Irish Catholics), may perceive itself as
having no recourse to address its complaints, furthering the con-
flict between the groups.21

Trying to overcome the security dilemma is crucial to resolving
conflicts, including nationalist and ethnic ones. The need to reduce
the security dilemma involves establishing trust, credible commit-
ments, and a changed image of the enemy. If groups maintain mis-
trust resulting from the security dilemma, they are unlikely to be
able to reach agreement in order to resolve their differences. Alter-
natively, mutual trust makes it possible for groups and states to
negotiate agreements and to increase cooperation.22 To demon-
strate trust, groups (and individuals) can make costly concessions.
According to Deborah W. Larson, costly concessions are those that
have an effect “on a state’s [or group’s] bargaining reputation,
image, or tactical advantage” and are believed to be irrevocable,
such as formal recognition.23 For example, in the 1998 Good Friday
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Agreement the Republic of Ireland revised Articles 2 and 3 of its
Constitution, which explicitly called for the unification of both
parts of Ireland. The Agreement specifically stipulates: “It is the
firm will of the Irish nation in harmony and friendship, to unite all
the people who share the territory of the island of Ireland, . . . rec-
ognizing that a united Ireland shall be brought about only by
peaceful means with the consent of a majority of the people, demo-
cratically expressed, in both jurisdictions in the Island.”24 Thus,
the Republic of Ireland made a costly concession to the Unionists in
Northern Ireland by ending its constitutional claim to the North.
The Irish government’s concession was costly because it involved a
complete reversal of a constitutional provision in existence since
1937 and could have triggered domestic political opposition toward
the Irish government.

An example of a costly concession can also be found in the
Catalan nationalist movement and its relationship to the post-
Franco Spanish state. After the general elections of 1977, but
before the approval of the 1978 constitution, Catalan nationalists
had many aspirations. Of central concern to the main Catalan
political parties was whether the monarchy had a legitimate role in
a democracy and in the purging of former Francoists from the state
apparatus (the “democratic break” or “rupture strategy”—la
estrategia de ruptura). The Spanish state persuaded the Catalan
parties to abandon these demands and to take a more moderate
stance. The government conceded to nationalist demands for
greater regional autonomy and for official legitimacy for non-
Castilian languages in the Constitution. Thus, the credible conces-
sion by the government led to a credible and costly concession by
the Catalan nationalists. As a striking counterexample, the Basque
nationalist parties refused to make concessions and opposed the
Constitution. This difference in approach has led to a large differ-
ence in conflict reduction in Catalan versus Basque areas.25

By fulfilling its obligations, a group demonstrates its credible
commitment to an agreement.26 For example, in 1998 the British
and Irish governments were required to hold referenda in their
respective countries on the Good Friday Agreement. Each country
fulfilled its commitment by holding a referendum on May 22, 1998:
the result was overwhelming support for the Agreement. However,
Larson argues that mutual trust is a necessary but not sufficient
condition for states to incorporate their agendas. Other factors may
hinder agreement and cooperation, including domestic public opin-
ion, ideology, opposition from allies, and strategic interests.27 In
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the case of Northern Ireland, opposition from some political groups
in the North affected the negotiation process of the Agreement. For
instance, the Democratic Unionist Party (DUP), under the leader-
ship of the Reverend Ian Paisley, opposed the inclusion of Sinn
Fein in the all-party talks. The DUP also encouraged its supporters
to vote against the Agreement in the referendum that ratified the
Agreement. 

What, then, connects social identity, changing enemy images,
and reducing the ethnic security dilemma that emerges from
inequality so as to resolve such conflicts? A key to solving the
puzzle is the agreement among many scholars that identities are
socially constructed:28 through social interactions, the values and
beliefs that define one’s identity are shaped and molded (i.e., con-
structed).29 As Alexander Wendt notes, “social identities are sets of
meanings that an actor attributes to itself while taking the per-
spective of others, that is, as a social object.” Moreover, these
“actors normally have multiple social identities that vary in
salience.30

In the case of national identities, leaders can mobilize people
by appealing to the primordial attachment individuals have toward
their nation, thereby socially constructing national identity. Sym-
bols of the nation, such as parades, holidays, flags, national
anthems, and ties to the family and community (e.g., “the sons of
Ireland” and “defending the homeland”), are means by which lead-
ers can promote national identity and nationalism. In turn,
appeals to national identity and nationalism can explain why indi-
viduals are willing to engage in conflict with others. Additionally,
when leaders are successful in appealing to nationalism and
national identity, other identities are attenuated.31

The question arises: if identities are socially constructed, can
that not also mean that they are malleable? If so, can altering the
salience of particular identities then help to resolve previous con-
flicts between groups by making some identities more important
than others, given that people have multiple identities?32 We argue
that this is the case. It is important to bear in mind that ethnic or
nationalist identities are not necessarily incompatible with other
identities. Groups and individuals may have other social identities
that overlap or crosscut.33 For example, a person may identify with
Edinburgh, Scotland, the United Kingdom, and Europe. Overlap-
ping identities in Northern Ireland include religious identification,
political party identification, and national identification. A person
could be a Protestant, a member of the Ulster Unionist Party, and
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British. In addition, recent survey research demonstrates that a
considerable number of Catholics and Protestants in Northern Ire-
land claim a Northern Irish identity—a more inclusive identity.34

These overlapping, or multiple, identities may be the key to reduc-
ing intergroup bias.

Overlapping or multiple identities (or memberships) are exam-
ined in the social psychology literature on cross-categorization that
augments social identity theory. The literature demonstrates that
overlapping memberships in different groups can lead to decreased
intergroup bias and decreased conflict between in-groups and out-
groups.35 In synthesizing the literature, Lynn M. Urban and
Norman Miller found that when in-group members had opportuni-
ties for interaction with out-group members, increased personaliza-
tion and less stressful and negative moods led to less intergroup
bias.36 In the case of Northern Ireland, the leaders of the various
political parties involved in the Good Friday Agreement negotia-
tions maintained overlapping identities/memberships: identities as
members of their political parties, identities as people of Northern
Ireland, and identities as negotiators. During the negotiations the
leaders came to know each other through the personalization of the
intergroup interactions. Indeed, even when the talks stalled over
the issue of decommissioning of weaponry, the parties continued to
meet as members of the larger group involved in the negotiations,
intent on continuing their dialogue as the first step in resolving the
conflict. The chair of the talks, former senator George Mitchell,
noted: “Merely continuing the talks had become an important
objective. There was a broad consensus that if they ended without
an agreement there would be an immediate resumption of sectar-
ian violence, possibly on a scale more deadly than ever before.”37 As
part of a larger (overlapping) group, the positive (but sometimes
acrimonious) interaction between in-groups and out-groups during
the negotiations reinforced their commitment to finding an agree-
ment despite their differences over particular issues. 

Consequently, a mechanism that can promote overlapping
identities may afford the means to resolve, or at least reduce, con-
flict between opposing groups that result from inequality.38 The
creation of institutions that overlap identities (structure cross-cate-
gorization) and provide credible commitments can overcome the
enemy images and security dilemmas that hinder the development
of trust between conflicting groups. As will be discussed in the next
section, by creating institutions that promote overlapping identi-
ties, individuals and groups have more than one avenue for 
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self-identification and means for reducing polarization of interests
between groups and, therefore, for reducing conflict. 

Creating Institutions to Overcome Inequality and to 
Reduce Nationalist Conflicts

The neoliberal institutionalist paradigm in political science argues
that international institutions can provide the necessary conditions
for states that want to reach cooperative agreements and arrange-
ments. Unlike neorealism, neoliberal institutionalism asserts that
states need not always be in conflict. Through communication,
interdependence, and interaction, expectations and policies con-
verge to the point of creating common institutions. Through poli-
tics, these institutions, in turn, can lead to new relationships and
identities built on trust and cooperation.39 Institutions provide
information, establish rules, safeguard expectations, and reduce
uncertainty. Furthermore, institutions make commitments more
credible and facilitate reciprocity, in addition to creating issue link-
ages. Institutions matter because they can change state prefer-
ences and, therefore, behavior.40

In terms of ethnic and nationalist groups, institutions may
promote cooperation if they are structured in such ways that they
change the behavior of previously conflicting groups to one of coop-
eration. Both majority and minority groups must have access to
policy making and be able to express their grievances and inter-
ests. Importantly, internal reforms can promote inclusion of
groups within the state: all groups in the society have an opportu-
nity to be represented and have a voice. When groups are
deprived, perceiving political and economic inequalities, they are
likely to feel frustrated, often leading to conflict with the existing
regime and with other groups.41 Consociationalism and federal
autonomy are two such institutional arrangements within states
that seek to deal with nationalist and ethnic cleavages. In either
institutional arrangement the central government must take
measures to protect the rights of minorities as well as to promote
civic nationalism. Civic nationalism, which is based on the concep-
tion of citizenship, is inclusive; ethnic nationalism, which is based
on ethnic identity, is exclusive. As such, civic nationalism is more
likely to promote harmony and less divisiveness and separation
than ethnic nationalism.42

Federalism offers a solution to ethnic conflict when ethnic
groups are territorially (regionally) concentrated because “federal-
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ism deflects hostility from the central government by creating new
political institutions and political competition at the local level.”43

Moreover, federalism can be successful if it raises the costs of
secession. For example, in certain towns in Kenya, such as Nairobi
and Mombasa, the Luo occupy important positions “outside their
regions.” Therefore, for the Luo, secession is costly because of the
loss of significant opportunities in other regions in Kenya were
they to secede.44

Many scholars make persuasive arguments that federalism
provides the best possible government for a nation of considerable
ethnic and regional disparity. Especially in territorial federations,45

federalism is an institutional arrangement that provides ethnic
and/or regional communities with due territorial recognition.46

Federalism may also aid in the management of conflict by provid-
ing many political centers, each of which may be the locus of
resolving disputes.47 Federalism may also constrain central power,
thus allowing for more regional autonomy.48 Alexander Murphy
posits that federal systems provide incentives for groups to create
separate policy within their territorial unit. While such policy vari-
ance may be difficult for the state as a whole, it may eliminate, or
at least ameliorate, conflict between regional units.49 More gener-
ally, Sharda Rath goes so far as to say that federalism promotes
peace, security, strength, democracy, liberty, and identity.50

Federalism is not without its detractors. K. C. Wheare agrees
that federalism is one method by which to solve ethnic conflict.
However, he argues that federalism may produce a constitutional
crisis in some instances. Such a crisis can occur because of the
built-in disequilibrium in federalism: the struggle between the
imposition of common values by the central government and the
jealous protection of local powers by regional units.51 Jonathan
Lemco elucidates a dozen prerequisites for federalism to be an
effective method of stemming state dissolution in multi-ethnic
states.52

Federalism also suffers from the problem that minority groups
within the state remain a minority in positions at the federal
level.53 For example, in the former Yugoslavia, each federal repub-
lic became ethnically based.54 The minority groups within Serbian
territory felt threatened by the increasingly ethnically focused
actions of the Serbian government, and President Slobodan Milose-
vic in particular. Each group sought to further its interests,
thereby contributing to the ethnic security dilemma within each
republic. Moreover, the fear always exists that regional leaders will
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seek further autonomy and separation from the central govern-
ment, leading to demands for independence.55

When ethnic groups are intermingled, consociational institu-
tions offer a solution because minority groups are represented in
the central government and thus have an opportunity to engage in
the act of governing.56 Importantly, the consociational literature
emphasizes the need to match the proper set of institutions to
divided societies. The right institutions (e.g., a proportional repre-
sentation electoral system, a power-sharing executive, federalism,
and a grand coalition) are said to promote elite accommodation.
Elite cooperation would then ameliorate the community conflict.57

I. William Zartman argues that consociational institutions can
create new and overlapping identities, such as multi-ethnic or
transethnic coalitions that move beyond singularly ethnic parties
and ethnic majorities.58 Indeed, Arend Lijphart argues that conso-
ciational institutions are responsible for the ethnic cooperation
that has brought peace and harmony to divided Belgium.59

However, not everyone agrees that consociational and federal
institutions are so benevolent or successful. Setting aside until
later the disagreements on whether the bulk of empirical cases
support or reject these theories, critics make several arguments.
First, one line of thought suggests that the direction of causation
points the wrong way. Institutional change does not lead to social
change. Rather, the moderation of cleavages allows the successful
implementation of democratic institutions.60 Conflict reduction
requires mechanisms to disperse the loci of power, emphasize
intra-ethnic divisions, provide incentives for interethnic conflict,
and so forth. Second, elite accommodation may lead to political
compromise, but it does not lead to a long-term solution to the
divided society, which is the source of the conflict. Cameron Ross
argues that federalism allows authoritarianism to flourish in many
of Russia’s eighty-nine regions and republics.61 Third, ethnic
groups often do not want to cooperate with each other, cooperation
that is necessary for effective government under a proportional
representation system as found in consociational structures.
Fourth, such a structure invariably solidifies (and perhaps exacer-
bates) ethnic divisions by making ethnicity more salient. Institu-
tions that separate groups into hierarchical/geographic political
units (e.g., federalism) sharpen social divisions.62 Political parties
tend to reflect this salience by promoting themselves as ethnically
based.63 For example, as Yugoslavia’s breakup occurred, political
parties defined themselves in ethnic terms, and voting in elections
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held in 1990 reflected the nationalist/ethnic divisions within the
republics.

Additionally, if the allocation of proportionality is considered
unalterable, problems may arise when the actual proportional dis-
tribution of groups changes.64 For example, Lebanon’s government
was structured as a consociational democracy from the time of
independence in 1943 until 1975, when civil war erupted. The
consociational formula was constructed such that the relative
importance of the top government positions reflected the propor-
tion of the population of each sect: a Maronite Christian president,
a Sunni Muslim prime minister, a Shiite Muslim chair of the legis-
lature, and a Greek Orthodox deputy chair and deputy prime min-
ister. While this arrangement worked for three decades, it faced
the challenge of the changing proportionality of the population.
The Christian sects had been a majority in the earlier census and
thus allocated the position of president. Over time, however, the
proportion of the Muslim population overtook the Christian popu-
lation, thereby leading to demands by the Muslim sects that the
composition of the government reflect the changed status. Soon,
periodic clashes between groups erupted into full-scale civil war.65

Ian S. Lustick takes a different approach by attacking the
research heuristic behind the consociationalist literature. Lustick
argues that the “success of the consociational research program
cannot be explained on the basis of its explanatory power.”66 He
points out that even early into the “consociational research pro-
gram” critiques existed. In particular, Lustick cites Eric A.
Nordlinger and his criticism of Lijphart with “the imprecision of
his terms, the awkwardness of his typology, and his mischaracteri-
zation of key cases.”67 Lustick includes a quote from the work of
M. P. C. van Schendelen, a Dutch scholar, who disagrees with
Lijphart’s classification of the Netherlands (the bedrock case) as a
consociational democracy. Van Schendelen “concludes that Lijphart
probably cared little about the empirical validity of his theory”68;
he “seems to attach more value to the theory’s potential for engi-
neering societies than to any other criterion of science.”69 Lustick
shows in a convincing manner that Lijphart advances consociation-
alism as a valid normative prescription for divided societies
“(almost) regardless of its scientific status, because it serves the
ends he values.”70

Lustick is quite critical in his treatment of Lijphart’s research
agenda in the 1980s and 1990s. He marshals evidence and argu-
ment from David D. Laitin to illustrate that Lijphart’s extension of
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his work to South Africa is problematic. Lustick employs John
McGarry and S. J. R. Noel and their criticism of the same case. But
Lijphart himself supplies Lustick with his most damning argu-
ment. Lustick points out that in a move typical of the “late-
Lakatosian” mode (i.e., the mode in which a research agenda
moves forward despite a lack of scientific rigor or contribution),
Lijphart finds the ability to “transform an anomaly into a pro-
foundly confirming case of its [research agenda] hard-core theoreti-
cal propositions.”71 Lijphart argues that India is indeed a
consociational democracy.72 This, despite Lijphart’s own earlier
analysis that labeled India as neither a consociational nor a long-
term democracy.

Returning to empirical evidence of consociational success or
failure, a number of scholars even criticize some of the foundation
examples of successful consociational democracy. Maureen Covell
argues that bargaining theory better explains the tenuous grasp on
unity that exists in Belgium. She posits that the actual process of
accommodation, and not the institutional devices, leads to stable
negotiations between political elites. She echoes the worries of
Brian Barry that “the extension of these [consociational] ‘devices’ to
countries marked by sharp political conflicts will be futile at best
and possible dangerous.”73 Peride Kaleagasi posits that “it is
incredible to think that federalism has worked well so far and that
more federalism is going to be the solution to Belgium’s problems.”
She says further that federalism “has helped to mitigate ethnic
conflict, but has not been enough by itself to eliminate it.”74

Michael O’Neill inquires as to whether increased globalization will
lead Belgian ethnic groups to consider surviving alone and cutting
adrift “from the drag of a larger polity that submerges and dis-
counts their particular interest.”75

Clive H. Church puts forth the argument that Switzerland is
not a good example of consociationalism either. He gives three rea-
sons. First, Church states that Switzerland has a “consensus”
democracy and not a consociational one. His reasoning seems to
rely on at least two components: direct democracy through the ref-
erendum and the extensive process of policy consultation. While we
do not fully agree with this, we do agree with Church’s second
reason: the divisions within Swiss society do not approximate
Lijphart’s “pillar” model of ethnic division. Church argues that the
society is stable because ethnic groups are “all divided up inside or
among cantons so that cross cutting cleavages are the norm.”76 He
argues that there are no simple pillars and thus wise elites are not
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needed. Church’s third reason is the complex web of context and
behavior that promotes the unique Swiss political culture. He
states that Swiss political culture encourages power-sharing and
consensus.77 Robert Senelle agrees, stating that strong cultural
diversity unites Switzerland and that sub-cultural segmentation
does not dominate.78 Kaleagasi points out that the Swiss political
parties do not resemble ethnic parties. There is a complete absence
of ethnic parties at the national level. Moreover, political parties do
not correspond to language regions.79

In a similar vein, Rotimi T. Suberu argues that federalism has
not been a panacea for nationalist problems in Nigeria. Suberu
acknowledges that “Nigeria is perhaps the paradigmatic African
case of the innovative use of federal principles and institutions to
accommodate diverse communal constituencies within the power
structure of the state.”80 He finds five ways in which federalism
has been useful for Nigeria. First, it devolves ethnic conflict from
the national capital to regional capitals. Second, it fragments the
identities of the three largest ethnic groups. Third, federalism pro-
tects the smaller minorities from the larger three. Fourth, it pro-
motes a state-based identity, particularly through administrative
units. Last, federalism devolves resources and opportunities to
diverse territorial interests. Despite these advantages, federalism
is still an incomplete answer to ethnic conflict. Suberu argues that
federalism in Nigeria is flawed because it emphasizes distribution
of resources over development, breeds corruption, and encourages
further political fragmentation.81

Adding to the criticisms of Nordlinger, Donald L. Horowitz,
and others, we argue that the internal focus of these approaches
neglects any external components that shape the group identities.
Consociational and federal solutions have failed because they
refuse to recognize the external derivation of identities and
groups. Because these institutions rely on the very divisions that
cause conflict, they cannot and do not promote overlapping identi-
ties. In the end, such consociational and federal institutions will
only be successful in the future if states pair them with cross-
border institutions.

It follows that institutional arrangements that address ethnic
and nationalist conflicts need not, and should not, be located solely
within the domain of a single state. States are members of interna-
tional institutions, which provide another arena or layer for policy
making, representation, and, thus, identity. For example, members
of the European Union (EU) have representation in the European
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Parliament (EP). In addition, the EU has created a EU flag,
anthem, and passport. Therefore, citizens of the EU may perceive
themselves as having an ethnic, regional, national, and European
identity as a result of these various avenues for representation
(including transnational political parties) provided by the respec-
tive national and European institutions.82 Indeed, recent Euro-
barometer (EB) surveys indicate that significant numbers of people
in the EU feel both a national and European identity.83 Likewise,
group identity that derives from cross-border identities (e.g., the
British and Irish identities in Northern Ireland) can be repre-
sented in cross-border institutions. For example, in the EP, North-
ern Ireland is a single constituency with three Members of the
European Parliament (MEPs). These MEPs are also members of
the various political parties in Northern Ireland and yet “speak
with one voice” in the various committees on which they serve.84 In
essence, the fact that they speak with one voice indicates a possible
common group identity as “Northern Irish” MEPs. The implica-
tions can be far-reaching even in terms of nationalist strategies.
Ferran Requejo points out that the enshrinement of European
regionalism in the Maastricht Treaty has fundamentally altered
the strategies of Catalan nationalists:

So, from the perspective of present-day Catalan national-
ism, it is no longer a question of achieving the highest
number of instrumental “state” competences as possible, as
this is clearly obsolete in view of the current process of eco-
nomic and technological internationalization. It is more
important to achieve the highest possible level of demo-
cratic self-government (symbolic, institutional and func-
tional/financial presence) in those areas that reinforce and
develop Catalonia’s national personality as far beyond its
borders as possible.85

Of course, any institution, whether national or cross-border,
needs to promote fair representation of the competing groups. Ide-
ally, agreements and institutions that deal with ethnic and nation-
alist groups should focus on “the rights and responsibilities,
political privileges, and access to resources of each group.”86 How-
ever, in trying to design such institutions to resolve ethnic and
nationalist conflicts, the problem of credible commitment arises.
With uncertainty and lack of full information about each other’s
intentions, groups may fear the worst and be reluctant to accept
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mutually beneficial agreements. Conflict results because groups
are unable to commit credibly to agreements that would be advan-
tageous to all groups. One or more groups may believe that the
others cannot guarantee that they will fulfill the terms of the
agreement in the future; rather, maybe they will abandon the
terms, particularly if the ethnic/nationalist demographic balance
changes.87 The fear of the uncertain future makes groups less
likely and less willing to commit to such agreements, and conflict
continues. 

According to James D. Fearon, one way to overcome the credi-
ble commitment problem is through external guarantees, namely a
“powerful third party willing and able to commit to intervene if the
majority does not respect political commitments to the minority.”88

Fearon asserts that international organizations, for the most part,
are unable to make such credible commitments; however, external
states in close proximity to the conflicting state may be able to do
so, particularly if kin from the conflicting state reside within the
external state. Fearon cautions, nevertheless, that in the case of
“nested minorities” the spread of ethnic conflict is high. Nested
minorities are those situations in which members of group X are a
minority within a political/administrative system dominated by
another group, Y. Yet group Y is a minority within an even larger
system in which group X is the majority. He notes the example of
Ireland: Irish Catholics are the minority within Northern Ireland
dominated by Protestants (and also within the UK), but Protes-
tants would be a minority within a unified Ireland. Situations of
nested minorities increase the likelihood of the spread of ethnic
conflict.89

We disagree that nested minorities necessarily lead to an
increase in ethnic conflict. Could not institutional arrangements
that include third parties connected to the conflict possibly reduce
tensions and resolve, or at the least ameliorate, the conflict? The
idea of helpful, external third parties is congruent with our argu-
ment for the inclusion of cross-border institutions. For example, in
the case of the Northern Ireland conflict, the Republic of Ireland
(with its Irish Catholic population) and Britain (with its Protestant
population) are more likely to make credible commitments to the
1998 Good Friday Agreement than the ethnic communities in
Northern Ireland. Moreover, the institutions of the Agreement,
which provide varying layers of representation, can reduce the
uncertainty of the future, as well as provide information about
interests, intentions, and concerns of the various groups. 
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Research Method and Design

To restate our puzzle: how can conflicts within and between states
among various nationalist/ethnic groups be ameliorated, or
reduced, so that inequality in wealth and power can be overcome?
In order to develop our argument and present our analysis, we
combine the social psychology literature on identity and cross-cate-
gorization and the political science literature on institutions. We
show how social identity theory posits that “in-groups” distinguish
themselves from “out-groups,” thus producing mutually exclusive
group identities. We integrate the political science literature on
security dilemmas to show how exclusive identity groups living in
distrust of each other fuel mutual antagonism. We hypothesize
that cross-border parliamentary institutions are key to the solution
to community conflict. Cross-border institutions can promote (and
perhaps construct) overlapping social identities if they possess the
following attributes: (1) allow multiple forums for group represen-
tation, (2) promote cross-community trust and, (3) encourage
groups to see a common identity in pooled sovereignty.

Consequently, in this book we set out to develop a new theory
of conflict resolution. We have made some fairly strong claims
about the role of cross-border institutions as a means to solve, or
reduce, ethnic group conflict that often results from perceived
inequality. From the theory we derive some testable hypotheses.
First, the establishment of cross-border institutions should pro-
mote the growth of overlapping identities among the groups in con-
flict. If our theory is correct, as communities gain representation in
new forums, they should begin to express multiple, and overlap-
ping, identities. This should be evident in cross-community cooper-
ation and alliances in these new forums. If groups refuse to work
together and maintain strict, unitary identities, such evidence
would disprove our hypothesis. Second, the intensity with which an
individual holds her primary identity should decline with the con-
tinuation of functioning cross-border institutions. Third, group
identification of the self and other should become more complex
and less antagonistic over time. Such a reduction in antagonism
would reduce the ethnic security dilemma. Evidence that the inten-
sity of primary identity increases with involvement in cross-border
institutions or that each group’s definition of self and other
becomes more monolithic would disprove our theory. Last, the final
indicator of the success or failure of the theory is the eventual ame-
lioration of the conflict. 
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To test the hypotheses, we use the method of comparative case
study of three cases of identity and institutions, recognizing the
limitations of a small-N study (and thus the importance of “inten-
tional selection of observations”).90 For each case, we discuss the
identity issues of the various parties to the conflict, and the
inequality of access to resources, as well as the existing institu-
tions, both external and internal. The evidence we examine
includes attitude surveys and the secondary literature on the back-
ground history of the conflicts. As there is significant research on
the three cases examined, the information can be corroborated, and
thus no one interpretation is relied upon. As for the attitude sur-
veys, we are confident in the interpretation of surveys done by
other scholars. We have also utilized primary survey data (e.g., the
biannual Eurobarometer surveys conducted by the EU, and Coop-
ers and Lybrand surveys conducted for the BBC Northern Ireland)
as evidence for our cases.

The three cases used to illustrate the argument are as follows.
First, the efforts by the Spanish government to address the contin-
uing conflict from two groups, the Basques and Catalans. Second,
the development and evolution of the EU, along with the conscious
effort by the institution to promote a European identity that tran-
scends national identities. Third, the attempt to resolve the conflict
between Protestants and Catholics in Northern Ireland through
the 1998 Good Friday Agreement. 

These cases were chosen because of variance along the inde-
pendent and dependent variables.91 In terms of the independent
variables, in some cases international (cross-border) institutions
were established in order to address the various grievances among
the ethnic groups. In one case (Spain), the government promoted
an internal (federal) institution. In each case there is evidence of
an overlapping identity (Spanish, European, and Northern Irish,
respectively). There is also variance in terms of the dependent vari-
able (reduction of ethnic/nationalist conflict). In the case of Spain,
despite a federal system, conflict between the Basque region and
the center remains. The jury is still out on Northern Ireland, as the
Good Friday Agreement has yet to be implemented fully. In the
case of the EU, while not a case of ethnic/nationalist conflict per se,
the promotion of an overlapping identity has reduced the level of
conflict and tension among its member states. 

As is evident from the geographic location of the cases, we
readily acknowledge that there is an inherent European focus. The
limitations in utilizing cases from other parts of the world arises
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due to the fact that there have been relatively few attempts at the
creation of both international, cross-border legislative institutions
and the promotion of an overlapping identity—and where attempts
have been made, they have failed. For example, two attempts at
the creation of a supranational state, one in the Middle East, and
one in the Caribbean, failed after only a few years. In the case of
the United Arab Republic (UAR, 1958–1961), Egypt and Syria
formed a political union, partially based on “a general and vague
spirit of Pan-Arabism”—an overlapping identity. Moreover, the
institutional structure was weak, and importantly, unequal as
Egypt was the dominant partner. After three years, the UAR col-
lapsed when Syria seceded.92 In 1958, under the direction of
Britain, several islands in the Caribbean attempted to form The
Federation of the West Indies. While focused on anticolonialism as
a unifying slogan, citizens’ identity with their island was stronger
than “with the federation or the ‘West Indian Nation.’”93 Addition-
ally, divisions between the larger (islands Trinidad and Jamaica)
and smaller islands (including Antigua, St. Kitts, and Barbados)
challenged the effectiveness of the federation, particularly given
that Britain favored the smaller islands. Following Jamaica’s
secession in 1962, the Federation fell apart.94

Conclusion

This chapter addressed the main argument that we propose: cross-
border institutions can affect deeply held attitudes by promoting
overlapping identities and pooling sovereignty. Pooling sovereignty
across a number of international (and national) representative
bodies leads to increased access to governmental policy making for
all parties involved, with each having a stake in government.
Increased access may lead to a reduction in political tension and
ethnic/nationalist conflict that results from unequal access to
resources, through reducing threat perceptions and ethnic security
dilemmas, and increasing trust. Thus, international institutions
may provide a solution to these conflicts. 

This book, therefore, contributes to the theoretical debate over
the utility of internal institutions as a means to resolve ethnic/
nationalist conflicts. We challenge the consociational and federal
models on the grounds that internal solutions are unlikely to foster
overlapping identities. Neither consociational institutions nor fed-
eralist structures entail a credible commitment from outside par-
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ties. This commitment is needed to reduce the ethnic security
dilemma faced by groups that have unequal access to policy
making. Moreover, we link the literature from two disciplines: the
social psychology literature on social identity and enemy images
with the political science literature on institutions and conflict res-
olution. This interdisciplinary approach permits a richer explo-
ration of the issues involved, namely ethnic security dilemmas and
inequality.

The conclusions of this book are important for both academic
research and for normative prescriptions. First, our analysis opens
up a new path in the exploration of conflict reduction. We bring
identity back into the calculus. Lijphart and others in the consocia-
tional school treat identity as non-malleable: identity is fixed.
Therefore it cannot be an explanatory variable for change in the
level of conflict. The consociational school thus must look else-
where. This reduction in the importance of identity has been the
dominant paradigm for over two decades. We reintroduce identity
as an explanatory factor. By showing that identities not only
change, but can also be constructed, we demonstrate that this
change can lead to a change in the level of conflict. Second, by
examining the connection between identities and institutions, we
are linking the literature on international relations and compara-
tive politics to that in social psychology. Thus our work is interdis-
ciplinary. Third, our analysis opens up new normative conclusions.
Primarily based on the consociational school but also on other
works, institutional engineering has been dominant in trying to
bring stability to divided societies. For decades constitutional engi-
neers have sought to tinker with institutions, hoping to get just the
perfect match for each society. The failures of constitutional engi-
neering (documented earlier) have been dramatic and heartbreak-
ing. Our study points to a different approach. Institutions should
be chosen to help construct overlapping identities. Once citizens
possess overlapping identities there will be a reduction in conflict
with almost any institutional arrangement. Our prescription is to
create institutions that allow for change in identity and promote
cross-national cooperation. Our approach denies a role for institu-
tions such as the minority veto that operate on the sole under-
standing that societal division is permanent. 

The remainder of the book is as follows. Chapters 2 through 4
examine three cases to illustrate the argument: Spain, the EU, and
Northern Ireland, respectively. In chapter 2, we examine the state
of inequality of the Basques and Catalans as expressed through
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nationalist concerns in Spain, the failure of federalism (an internal
solution), and the potential promise of the EU (an international/
external solution) to accommodate nationalist claims in this coun-
try. Importantly, this case demonstrates that federal solutions can
exacerbate sub-national demands by segmenting the society into
exclusive political communities as well as failing to promote an
overlapping state identity.

We then explore the case of the EU in chapter 3. While there
are no intractable ethnic/nationalist conflicts between the fifteen
members of the EU (and soon to be expanded by an additional ten
members), the case does provide interesting insights into the estab-
lishment of an international institution that has purposefully pro-
moted a European identity. This Europe-wide identity overlaps
with national identities, with the concomitant representation of the
citizens of Europe in the EP through transnational groups and in
national and sub-national governments and legislatures. In this
way, groups are able to rectify perceived inequalities through rep-
resentation in such institutions. 

In chapter 4, the last case study examines the protracted con-
flict between Protestants and Catholics in Northern Ireland. We
examine the historical background of the conflict, including the
attempts by the British government to establish internal solutions
that ultimately failed. We also provide evidence of a Northern Irish
identity that transcends strict definitions of Protestant and
Catholic. The existence of such a Northern Irish identity provides
an opportunity for both groups to focus on viewing common inter-
ests. The chapter then looks at the 1998 Good Friday Agreement
that contains both internal and international (cross-border) institu-
tions as a means of increasing representation for both groups, but
particularly Catholics, the minority. The Agreement also stipulates
the role of the two main governments, the Republic of Ireland and
the United Kingdom, as well as a role for the EU. The concluding
chapter revisits the theoretical argument and recaps the analysis
of the three cases. We then provide suggestions for areas of future
research.
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2

Inequality and Nationalist Conflicts

The Dual Process of State-Building 
and Nation-Building in Spain

De ponent ni gent ni vent! 
(From the West neither people nor wind).
—Benplantat the Giant, the mythical leader of the Catalan
spirit, warning against dealing with other nations

Joseph Carner Ribalta, The Catalan Nation and Its People

Spain is an instructive example of state-building in a multina-
tional polity. The centralization of a Spanish state has progressed
along with nation-building, especially among the historical
minority nationalities. This dual process of state-building and
nation-building maintains an uneasy, juxtaposed relationship. The
centralization of Castilian authority in the nineteenth century and
the efforts at centralization that the Franco dictatorship attempted
in the twentieth century have done little to stop the forward
motion of nation-building among, in particular, the Catalan and
Basque communities. The failure of Spanish centralism is impor-
tant because it is the main impetus for the contemporary federal
Spanish state that emerged in the post-Franco period. To some
degree, federalism is the new answer to the multinational makeup
of the Spanish state. 

Spain is an instructive example for a second reason: it provides
a look into identity building in a postauthoritarian state. Gen.
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Francisco Franco, dictatorial ruler of Spain from the end of the
Spanish Civil War to his death (1939–1975), enlisted the power of
the state in an attempt to homogenize the minority cultures in
Spain. He tried to create a highly centralized, uniform image of
Spain centered on the Castilian culture and language. To this end,
the Spanish state oppressed its ethnic/cultural minority groups, in
particular the Basques and the Catalans. The historical mistrust of
the central government, a view held by the minority groups, wors-
ened under the Franco dictatorship. The post-Franco transition to
democracy combines two seemingly divergent processes: the cre-
ation of autonomous regions and federalism, with the subsequent
building of national identities and the integration of Spain into the
European Union (EU) and the building of a European identity.

Taking these two issues together, we argue in this chapter
that the federal system does not solve the inherent tension
between state-building and nation-building. The nature of the
autonomous communities and the federal system promotes nation-
building at the expense of state-building. The decentralization of
politics and issues of identity has led to a renewal of calls for sub-
national government and independence. While we do not predict
that the Spanish state will fracture under the federal arrange-
ment, we do argue that the climate of increased sub-national
demands inhibits state-building and fuels sub-nationalist move-
ments and even terrorist/paramilitary activity. The formation of
exclusive identities is the link between federalism and nationalist
tensions. The division of the Spanish state into autonomous com-
munities promotes the building of an exclusive identity in each
community. This is more pronounced in the “historical” communi-
ties of Catalonia and the Basque Country, but it is also evident in
the newly created communities.

The central thesis of this book is that cross-border parliamen-
tary institutions are necessary in order to promote overlapping
identities. These institutions in turn ameliorate conflict by promot-
ing compromise and concession between national/ethnic groups.
Spain is an example of how increasing the number of governing
jurisdictions and providing a degree of regional governance and
autonomy does not insure a reduction in sub-national demands.
Rather, federalism exacerbates sub-national demands by segment-
ing the society into exclusive political communities. These exclu-
sive communities use their autonomous position in an attempt to
secure further devolution or even independence. The failure of fed-
eralism is that it institutionalizes ethnic/national differences; it
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does not promote recognition of an overarching state identity.
Therefore, we argue that the federal Spanish state is unlikely to
contain or channel sub-national demands into the greater project of
state-building. Consequently, we conclude that federalism is a poor
model for state-building in a state with ethno-nationalist divisions.
The current constitutional arrangement does not encourage the
nationalities to work together. It encourages instead the slow disin-
tegration of the Spanish state.

The first section of this chapter provides some background
information on the multinational character of the Spanish state. It
highlights the long historical presence of a number of national com-
munities and the lack of any early centralization of the state. It
also provides a brief description of the centralization under the
Kingdom of Castille-Leon. The second section looks at the Franco
regime (1939–1975) and at the second attempt by the Spanish
state to centralize authority. Franco also engaged in a forced nor-
malization of the population through assimilation into the Castil-
ian culture (i.e., the Spanish culture). We depict how these efforts
by the regime laid the foundations of the current sub-national
demands for increased autonomy.

The third section examines the transition to democracy and
the development of federal Spain. It highlights the tension between
creating a democratic, Spanish state and the accommodation of
ethno-national demands. We demonstrate that while nationalist
groups supported the ratification of the democratic Constitution,
they did not agree unanimously to support the federal division of
Spain. The Basques sought greater autonomy and recognition of
their status as an historical community; thus they did not support
the Constitution. In the last decade, there have been demands by
the Basques and by other nationalities to alter the federal arrange-
ment to provide the autonomous communities with even greater
autonomy. We also examine the tension between national demands
and state-centralization and the unfortunate degradation of the
political dialogue to violent and military action. The fourth section
focuses on identity building in federal Spain. It elaborates the
counterproductive building of exclusive and sub-national identities
in the autonomous communities. We argue that the inability of the
federal arrangement to promote overlapping identities will hinder
state-building. The fifth section provides an analysis of the connec-
tion between state-building and identity building. It outlines the
reciprocal of our thesis: that the reduction of overlapping identities
and the promotion of sub-national identity by institutions (i.e.,
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federalism) leads to an exacerbation of tension and conflict rather
than an amelioration.

The Multinational Spanish State

Our goal in this section is to provide a brief overview of the multi-
national character of modern Spain for the reader who may not
possess extensive knowledge of the subject. As such, we do not
intend to provide a complete picture of Spanish society or culture.1
Our emphasis is on outlining the national and regional divisions
within the Spanish state. We strive to show that modern Spain is
now and always has been a divided state. Moreover, this section
highlights the context in which we examine topics in later sections:
the battle between center and periphery, between a Castilian (or
“Spanish”) identity and other national identities and even between
state-building and nation-building.

Political, national, and linguistic borders divide modern Spain.
Understanding the regional differences is paramount to under-
standing contemporary Spanish politics. As one scholar claims,
“since the nineteenth century, regional demands have constituted
one of the central issues in Spanish politics.”2 But the word
“regional,” especially as it relates to the term periphery, can mean
two different and separate things. First, it can refer to political
division (i.e., separate legislative and administrative jurisdiction)
with the connotation that the current Spanish states and their
demands are a central issue. Second, the word “regional” can refer
to national division (i.e., separate communities) and nationalist
demands under the central Spanish state. There is of course some
overlap between these two definitions, as the minority nationalities
tend to reside in well-defined and exclusive political communities.
But there is a degree of divergence as well. Certain national
groups, such as the Basques, reside in more than one political com-
munity. In the analysis that follows we endeavor to untangle these
different meanings and show the diversity of multinational Spain.

That Spain is multicultural is evident. The diversity of culture
is most obvious in the diversity of languages spoken within the bor-
ders of the Spanish state. While Spanish is universal in Spain not
every citizen uses it as her first language. Table 2.1 lists the rela-
tive and absolute number of Spaniards who use a language other
than Spanish as their first language.3 Roughly 18% of the popula-
tion uses a non-Spanish language as their language of choice and
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24% can speak a non-Castilian language.4 Four different languages
reside in Spain: Spanish (or Castilian), Catalan, Basque, and Gali-
cian, in descending order of usage.

The distribution of non-Spanish speakers is concentrated in
certain regions. Map 2.1 portrays the political and geographic
boundaries of modern Spain. It is clear from map 2.1 that the lin-
guistic minorities reside primarily on the periphery. For instance,
almost all speakers of Galician reside in the Autonomous Commu-
nity of Galicia. Likewise, almost all Basque speakers reside in the
Basque Country and Navarre. Catalan is spoken in a number of
different areas: Catalonia, the Balearic Islands, and Valencia
(where the name of the regional dialect of Catalan is called Valen-
cian).5 The 1978 Constitution provides for the official recognition of
these languages as coequal with Spanish. Roughly 42% of the
Spanish population resides in Autonomous Communities (Commu-
nidades Autónomas) that recognize a coequal language.6

National identity is a harder concept to measure, although
once again, it is clear that a number of nationalities reside within
Spain. As we discussed in chapter 1 an individual can possess more
than one national identity (i.e., overlapping identities). As such it
is difficult to identify with precision what percentage of the popula-
tion of Spain holds a particular national identity. National identity
tends to coincide with cultural and linguistic divisions, although
not in every case. The residents of Andalucía do not speak a non-
Spanish language, yet 89% of Andalucíans purport to possess an
Andalucían nationality.7 Studies estimate that over 50% of those in
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Table 2.1. Linguistic Groups in Spain
Autonomous Population Percent % Having own
Communities Language (est.) of Pop. Lang. as 1st Lang.

Whole of Spain 38,473,000 100
Catalonia Catalan 6,000,000 16.4 50
Balearic Islands Balearic 680,000 1.76 64

(Catalan)
Valencia Valencian 3,700,000 9.7 40

(Catalan)
Galicia Galician 2,800,000 7.39 55
Basque Country Basque 2,100,000 5.55 20
Navarre Vascuence Basque 515,000 1.34 9

Source: Miquel Siguan, Multilingual Spain (Amsterdam: Swets and Zeitlinger,
1993).



the Basque Country self-identify as “more Basque than Spanish” or
“only Basque” while over 43% in Catalonia self-identify as “more
Catalan than Spanish” or “only Catalan.”8 If such numbers are
accurate, then anywhere from one-tenth to one-sixth of Spaniards
identify more with a non-Spanish nationality than a with Spanish
nationality.

Political division is easier to understand. The 1978 Constitu-
tion creates a federal Spanish state. It divides Spain into a central
government and seventeen Autonomous Communities. The new
federal arrangement is complex and contains contradictory and
ambiguous conditions (we discuss this further in the next section).
In short, the Constitution entails the “recognition of [the] regions’
right to some form of autonomy, but with no statement on the defi-
nition of such autonomy, nor what powers it would entail.”9 Each
Autonomous Community defines its own arrangement with the fed-
eral government through its own “Statute of Autonomy.” All have
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Map 2.1. Map of Spain and Subnational Linguistic Groups

Source: Jose Terrero, Geografia de Espana (Barcelona: Editorial Ramon Sopena,
1978).



in common “a president, an executive and a unicameral parliament
. . . administrative organizations and a High Court of Justice.”10

Each Autonomous Community has its own different set of com-
petencies. The “specific areas of competency assigned . . . are estab-
lished by a complex mechanism, dependent . . . on the particular
route to autonomy . . . and . . . on the basis of negotiation between
the Community and the central state, subject to approval by the
Constitutional Tribunal.”11 Also, while the primary source of rev-
enue for each community is from grants from the central budget,
some communities have the ability to collect a limited set of taxes,
thus raising additional revenue. In particular, the Basque Country
and Navarre collect “contracted” taxes to support their historical
form of administration. Because of these differences, scholars often
portray federalism in Spain as asymmetrical.

The division of the Autonomous Communities also is a bit
irregular. It recognizes the “historic” regions of Catalonia, the
Basque Country, and Galicia while at the same time creating “new”
regions without any “distinctive, historic tradition of autonomous
identity,” such as La Rioja and Murcia.12 The institutionalization of
regional identities in the separate Autonomous Communities has
tended to promote these identities. Unexpectedly, it has also pro-
moted “new” regional identities in the non-historic communities.
We will return to this topic later in this chapter.

The multinational composition of Spain is a recent phenome-
non. The process of state-building in Spain is separate from that of
nation-building. The inherent contradiction between the centraliz-
ing dynamic of state-building and the focus on the locality in
nation-building emerged with the centralization of the state in
Castile in the fifteenth century. Thus, the center-periphery cleav-
age developed as the centralized state developed.13 The next sec-
tion outlines the development of the Spanish state, the process of
centralization, and resistance by the nations on the periphery.

Building of the Spanish State: Castilian and Francoist 
Attempts at Centralization

Both the Catalans and the Basques resisted attempts at domina-
tion and centralism by Castile. But eventually both were con-
quered by the superior military might of the Spanish state.
Centralization of the Spanish state began in the fifteenth century
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and continued through the building of the absolutist state in the
seventeenth century. Catalan resistance to the rising Castilian
regime ended in 1714 with the surrender of Barcelona to Philip V
and his Franco-Spanish army. The Basques traditionally ruled
themselves according to fueros, Basque historical administrative
systems that dated back to the seventh century. Through two long
civil wars, the Castilian regime abolished the fueros in 1876. Thus,
Castile brought the two largest national minorities into union
under the rule of the Spanish king.14 In the following section we
detail the process by which the Castilian state sought to centralize
Spain. We highlight the incompleteness of assimilation and the
continuation of regional identity.

The Crowns of Castile and Aragon (incorporating the Catalan-
speaking community) united in 1479, creating the Kingdom of
Spain. The actual Spanish state emerged in 1492 when the army of
the Catholic monarchs, Ferdinand and Isabella, conquered
Granada, displacing the last Muslim kingdom on the Iberian
Peninsula. The incorporation of Navare (with its Basque-speaking
community) in 1512 completed the acquisition of territory that is
now part of modern Spain. This loose confederation of regions also
was united with the Holy Roman Empire, led by the Habsburgs.
Under the Habsburg monarchy, Spain would colonize Latin Amer-
ica, extend her European possessions, and be the staunchest
defender of the Catholic Church.15

Thus, Spain was a strong, maritime, colonizing state, yet at
the same time it lacked any effective centralization of power.16 The
separate kingdoms possessed different legislative bodies and
autonomous institutions. For example, the Crown of Aragon main-
tained its own parliament (the Cortes), while the Basque provinces
maintained their fueros.17 Furthermore, each of the Basque
provinces had separate fueros as each had separate autonomy.18

While the elite in Castile used a single language, the common
people spoke a number of different languages. In conjunction with
the inability of this loose confederation to centralize effectively the
Spanish state, the power of the Habsburg Empire slowly declined
from the seventeenth to the nineteenth centuries.19

How successful were the Castilians in centralizing the Spanish
state and introducing a single national identity? Did a “proto-
nationalist” identity within the Spanish state exist by the eigh-
teenth century? Scholars disagree. José Alvarez Junco suggests
that a pre- or protonational identity (which he terms ethno-
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patriotic) did in fact exist. He says that while Spain comprises sep-
arate kingdoms the subjects of the Spanish state shared the same
religion (i.e., Catholicism), shared common enemies (e.g., the
French and English), and shared a common literary culture. All of
which leads to a collective Spanish identity. While Alvarez Junco
admits that the “general population felt much more linked to their
local communities than to any ‘imaginary community’ spanning
territory beyond the immediate area” he argues that overarching
institutions, such as the Catholic Church, provided a means to
transmit a Spanish identity.20

Alvarez Junco asserts that this Spanish identity comprised
four features. The first feature was “a fusion of religious and politi-
cal identity.”21 The Catholic identity of Spain became the most
salient identity for Spaniards versus outside nations. The second
feature was “a deep-rooted xenophobia.”22 In particular, Spaniards
feared the English and the French. Spain had fought the former
constantly for centuries both in Europe and in the Americas. From
the latter, Spain adopted its administrative-political system. Its
adoption uprooted many historical and cultural traditions and
engendered in the population an anti-French sentiment. The third
feature was Eurocentrism. The Spanish conquests in America were
secondary to Spanish concerns on the European continent. The last
feature was a “defensive, victimized and self-pitying tone.”23 Spain
saw itself as battered by numerous foes whose superior might pre-
vented Spain from achieving any triumphant victories.

Other authors insist that alternate identities, particularly
among the historical nations, were stronger and maintained their
salience well into the nineteenth century. A number of works
explaining Catalan and Basque nationalism chronicle the existence
and maintenance of these identities despite Castilian attempts at
centralization.24 Consequently, the centralization of the Spanish
state under the Castilian throne did not lead to the rapid homoge-
nization of all Spaniards. National minorities retained their cul-
tural and linguistic identity.   

Economic differences between Castile and the periphery also
contributed to the lack of cultural standardization. At the time of
the Castilian conquest of Catalonia and the Basque Country, both
regions were among the more modern and industrial areas of
Spain. Their subjugation opened both regions to migration from
the less advanced regions, primarily from the central and rural
areas. Thus, both found themselves governed by a militarily
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superior, but economically (and perhaps politically) backward
state. The new immigrants, new language, new laws, and new cul-
ture now threatened the cultural separatism of the two communi-
ties. This led to social and economic transformations that upset the
traditional culture and society in both regions.25 The national
minorities were forced to accept an unequal position in which their
cultures were devalued and judged as being unequal. Preference in
politics and economics was given to those of Castilian nationality.

Pressures for centralization gained momentum during the
nineteenth century. The Napoleonic wars and the Napoleonic army
brought the modern conceptualization of “nationalism” into Spain.
The new presence of nationalism had two effects. First, it led to
calls for a Spanish national identity and for a stronger Spanish
state. In response to the French attempt to change the ruling
dynasty in Spain to one more friendly to France, the Spanish state
rallied in its own defense. In what would later be termed the War
of Independence, the citizens of Spain rallied to protect their cities
from sieges by Napoleonic troops. In this war the supporters of Fer-
dinand presented “the struggle as a national uprising of the Span-
ish people against a French attempt to dominate them.”26 In this
way the mythology of a unified, Spanish state was born.

Second, nationalism spawned prenationalist movements.
These “prenationalisms” would later transmute into full-blown
national movements. Spain did not get to bask in the limelight of
its new nationalism very long before critics questioned its legiti-
macy. The period from 1808 to 1875 saw the rapid replacement of
governments and criticism of the Spanish state from autocrats, lib-
erals, and the military. The Carlist Wars (1834–1837, 1870–1876)
sapped the strength, and quite possibly retarded the economic and
political development, of Spain. After the Napoleonic invasion “a
small ‘liberal’ elite sought to impose a rationalized, uniform and
highly centralized form of state authority, modeled on the French
post-Revolutionary model.”27 The Carlists (i.e., supporters of Don
Carlos, a claimant to the Spanish throne) rebelled against this new
centralization. Support for the Carlists was greatest in the rural
regions of Spain and in the Basque region. In the latter, the peas-
ants fought in support of the fueros (and Catholicism) and against
the centralizing political authority and urbanization of the cities.
The eventual defeat of the Carlists led to the abolishment of the
fueros (1876) and an end to local authority in the Basque region.28

As Ken Medhurst points out, the founder of modern Basque
nationalism, Sabino Arana, came from a Carlist family.29 Arana’s
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new formulation of Basque nationalism incorporated two principles
fundamental to Carlism: affinity for the provincial rights (i.e.,
fueros) and a defense of Catholicism. However, he added two
modern nationalist concepts: race as a basis to espouse an exclu-
sive Basque identity and a call for Basque national independence
(as opposed to just local control). It is important to note here that
Arana studied in Barcelona and to some degree imitated the
emerging Catalan nationalism. The major difference is that while
Catalan nationalism expressed itself through a linguistic and liter-
ary renewal (Renaixença) the Basque nationalism of Arana
stressed ethnicity.30 We will return to this distinction later in this
chapter and show how it has shaped the long-term differences
between Basque and Catalan nationalism.

During the nineteenth century, the Spanish state never
became the liberal nation nor democratic polity that Britain and
France became.31 The Catholic Church, the nobility, the monarchy
and the military maintained power in Spain during this period.
Alvarez Junco points out that this conservative leadership of Spain
failed to support a nationalizing process and did little to build a
national identity. Moreover, the loss of the Spanish navy and its
possessions in the Americas, as well as other factors such as fiscal
mismanagement, placed the Spanish state into a chronic position
of indebtedness. The inability of the Spanish state to rule effec-
tively led to constant opposition to the state by reform-minded
movements.32

The Bourbon Restoration Monarchy (1875–1923), succeeding
the chaotic First Republic (1872–1873), ushered in a period of rela-
tive stability. A consensus between the industrial bourgeoise, the
military, and the aristocracy led to a pseudodemocracy in which the
conservative elements of Spanish society maintained control over
the political realm.33 The two wars of the late nineteenth century
(Spanish-Cuban, 1895–1898 and Spanish-American, 1898)34

exposed the inability of the Restoration Monarchy to create a
strong, central Spanish state. It also exposed the association of
Spanish nationalism with the imagery of the aristocracy. Sebastian
Balfour points out that the monarchy developed Spanish national-
ism in its efforts to fight the Americans and that this nationalism
was accepted by the Spanish society as it mobilized for war.35 The
defeat of the respondent and powerful Spanish “lion” by the
“plebian, gluttonous, dirty, cowardly and mercenary” American
“pig” was almost impossible for the Restoration government to
fathom.36 The Spanish defeat struck at the heart of the Spanish
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identity as a traditional, conservative society by displaying how
powerful the modern, commercial state (i.e., the U.S.) was in
comparison.

The modernization of Spain and the industrialization, urban-
ization, and migration that it brought meshed with the Spanish
defeats to create a crisis of Spanish identity. Challengers to the
Restoration accommodation emerged from seemingly everywhere.
Socialists and working-class movements sprung up on the left.
Anarchists and Republicans sprouted on the right. And, perhaps
more central to this work, regional nationalisms gained in
strength. Catalan nationalism espoused devolution to the regions
and to a multinational Spanish state.37 Basque nationalism, pri-
marily reacting to modernization, spread among the peasantry and
rural clergy.38 The ideology of the military moved rapidly to the
right during this period, posing another threat to the Spanish
state.

The Restoration collapsed in 1923 under enormous pressure
from these unaligned but all-threatening forces. The Conservative
and Liberal parties, the two parties that alternated in power under
the Restoration through support of the traditional caciques, had a
falling-out in 1909 after a failed attempt at reform by the Conserv-
ative leader Antonio Maura. The Mauristas, supporters of Maura,
became the first true right-wing group in Spain. The Socialists
(PSOE) struggled to gain acceptance from the proletariat and anar-
chist groups grew in strength. The end result was the destabiliza-
tion of Spanish politics.39

Spanish neutrality during the First World War did little to
quell the unrest and may have even exacerbated the tension for
two reasons. First, it polarized opinion in Spain into pro-German
and pro-Western camps. Spanish neutrality was initially popular
among almost all groups. However, continued German sinking of
Spanish merchant shipping, the entry of the United States into the
war, and a growing sympathy for the Western democracies led to
calls for Spanish entry on the side of the Western Allies. However,
the king of Spain, Alfonso XIII, continued to veto any shift from
neutrality as he regarded such a move as dangerous to the Spanish
state. Alfonso XIII feared that he might be the next Nicholas II if
the war started going badly. He also was apprehensive about siding
with the wrong side in the conflict, that is, the Western democra-
cies, for fear that this might undermine his rule.40

Second, the war had a profound impact on the Spanish econ-
omy. Industrialization expanded greatly as Spain used its neutral
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stance to supply both sides in the conflict. However, the economic
boom was asymmetrical. Industrialization and urbanization led to
the strengthening of the Catalan region and organized labor while
rural areas experienced food shortages and unemployment. The
government had neither the will nor the resources to address this
differential effect of the wartime economy.41 In 1917 the army
entered directly into politics. Gen. Miguel Primo de Rivera inter-
vened in 1923, establishing a dictatorship under his rule that
would last until 1930 and the founding of the Second Republic.42

The divisions of the Spanish society that had been building
over the last few decades beset the Second Republic (1931–1936).43

These divisions included a class division (i.e., workers vs. owners);
a church-state division (i.e., clerical vs. secular); a center-periphery
division (i.e., central state vs. regions); and a conservative-liberal
division (i.e., Monarchists vs. Republicans). Helen Graham points
out that this polarization of Spanish society and politics accompa-
nied the fragmentation of each component.44 She indicates that
organized labor and the progressive Republicans, two groups
instrumental to the health of the Republic, were both internally
fragmented. Graham continues that this fragmentation helps
explain why from 1931 to 1933 the government could not deliver
social or economic reform. In short, she argues that while the mili-
tary coup of July 17–18, 1936, did not achieve control of the Span-
ish state, it did expose the polarization and fragmentation of
Spanish politics, therefore, “precipitating a state crisis of unprece-
dented proportions.”45

The period of Civil War (1936–1939) is fascinating in Spanish
history, if not European and world history in general.46 One point
that we stress as important to identity building is that the Basque
community divided its loyalties among the Nationalists and Repub-
licans during the war. Basque nationalism revived after the fall of
Primo de Rivera. The repressive nature of Primo’s dictatorship led
to a resurgence of radical nationalism in the Basque regions.47 The
Basque population voted for autonomy in a referendum in 1936
and subsequently established a local government. But Basque
political sympathies were fragmented. While the Basque regions of
Vizcaya and Guipúzcoa supported the Republicans, principally
because the Republicans promised them autonomy, much of Álava
and Navare sided with the Nationalists (i.e., Francoists).48 Many
elements of the Partido Nacional Vasco (PNV) felt more comfort-
able with the heirs of the Carlists than with the Anarchists, radical
Socialists, and Communists fighting for the Republic.49 However,
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with the occupation of the Basque regions by the Franco forces,
most Basques turned toward opposition. In a display of national
identity and after the signing of the Pact of Santoña, the Basque
army declared the war with the Nationalists over and refused to
fight for them outside of the Basque territories.50 This action high-
lights the belief that the Basque participation in the Civil War was
coincidental. The Basque struggle against the Francoist forces was
just one chapter in the Basque struggle against the centralized
Spanish state.51

The significance of this continued struggle of the periphery
versus the central state is that it continued to simmer under the
Franco dictatorship (1939–1975) in spite of Franco’s attempt at
centralization of authority and hispanolizacion of culture and soci-
ety.52 We emphasize the following two points. First, nationalist
sentiments became latent under Franco’s rule but did not dissolve.
Second, Catalan and Basque nationalism diverged greatly under
Franco’s rule, not just in their formulation but also in their
expression.

The Franco dictatorship was repressive and resistance was a
dangerous business. Franco initially imposed a series of measures
that sought to eliminate all surviving opposition. His use of the
army, especially in the Basque regions, subjected portions of the
Spanish population to state-directed terror. Franco directed the
Falange (the Francoist fascist party), the state (primarily through
laws such as the 1939 Law of Political Responsibilities), and the
Church to form a new national identity.53 Franco’s direction of the
Church was important in his control of social organization in
Spain.54

In the process, these same institutions sought to eradicate “all
vestiges of ethnopolitical identity.”55 Literary and cultural works
would no longer be conducted in Basque or Catalan. Initially, the
almost full ban on the use of national languages devastated the
national minorities, sending hundreds of thousands into exile. But
with the Allied victory in World War II and the slow move of
Franco away from fascist ideology, nationalism in the Basque
regions and Catalonia grew slowly in a clandestine environment.56

But Basque and Catalan nationalism did not emerge in the
same form. Basque nationalism became radical and violent. Frus-
tration among PNV members led to the establishment of the
Euskadi Ta Askatasuna (ETA, Basque Homeland and Liberty) in
1959 and a shift toward armed, terrorist resistance. Conversi
explains that the increasing inability of PNV to respond to the
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Franco measures led to nationalist unrest, particularly among the
Basque youths. He summarizes that “the ‘emerging’ generation
were young enough to be impatient with the inertia of the their
fathers, but old enough to remember the atrocities committed by
Madrid after the fall of the Republic.”57 The first ETA act was a
bombing in 1961, with the first victim of ETA violence in 1968 and
the first premeditated political murder by ETA later in 1968.58 On
the other hand, Catalan nationalism became more moderate. The
focus of the resurgent Catalan identity was on cultural and linguis-
tic revival. This may be due to the more elite-driven and practical
nature of Catalan nationalism.59 We will return to the difference
between Basque and Catalan nationalism in a later section of this
chapter.

By the end of the Franco regime its attempts to homogenize
the ethnic minorities had failed clearly. There is ample evidence to
show that far from eradicating non-Spanish, national identities,
these identities “dug in” and maintained themselves.60 The level of
mistrust between the central government and the regional national
groups worsened under Franco, but the centralized government
kept it hidden. With the end of state repression, these nationalisms
became free to express themselves. Just as the end of the Primo
dictatorship brought nationalist calls for autonomy, so would the
end of the Franco dictatorship. We explore the nature of national-
ism under democratic governance in the next section.

The Transition to Democracy in Spain: The Constitution, 
Federalism, and Regional Autonomy

Under the 1969 Law of Succession, Prince Juan Carlos assumed the
position of head of state upon the death of Francisco Franco. Thus
began a process by which the dictatorship dismantled itself. The
entire process of democratization would occur within the boundaries
of the Francoist constitutional framework.61 Franco’s death pre-
sented Spain with a genuine opportunity to reinstitute democracy
and to join the mainstream of European political current.62

Evident at the time were the dangers in the democratizing
process. Spain’s previous attempts at democratic governance had
ended in right-wing dictatorships. Moreover, some of the conserva-
tive institutions that had supported these dictatorships were still
powerful, for example, the army and the Church. Moreover, Franco
had groomed Juan Carlos since he was a child. Thus, many
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questioned the commitment of Juan Carlos to democracy and true
reform. Juan Carlos’s eventual selection of Adolfo Suárez proved
both his true loyalty to democracy and led to a process of reform in
which there was no constitutional crisis or breakdown in state
authority. Suárez even managed to get the Francoist institutions to
legislate themselves out of power.63

Of special interest to this study is the foundation and workings
of the seven-member ponencia. The Committee on Constitutional
Matters and Public Liberties commissioned the ponencia to create
a draft of the new Constitution. The members include three from
the Unión de Centro Democrático (UCD, Center-right, former Fran-
coists), one from the Partido Socialista Obrero Español (PSOE,
Socialists), one from the Alianza Popular (AP, Right Populist), one
from the Partido Comunista de Español-Partit Socialista Unificat
de Catalunya (PCE-PSUC, Communist), and one from the Con-
vergència i Unió (CiU, Catalan moderate). This committee com-
pleted two drafts, one of which the Constitutional Committee, the
Congress, and the Senate, and the people through Public Referen-
dum endorsed in 1978.64 Basque discontent with the constitution
(detailed further in the next section) arises from many issues.
However, the exclusion of the PNV, or any other Basque represen-
tative, from the ponencia signaled to the Basques that the Spanish
parties would not hear their concerns. One author argues that the
PNV may have been less oppositional, and certainly less critical, of
the eventual Constitution if they had been included in its fram-
ing.65 As an example of how disturbing the exclusion was to the
PNV, in May of 1978 when the PNV heard that secret deals were
being brokered in the ponencia they withdrew their membership
from the Constitutional Committee. Thus, the main issue of
whether to have a unitary or decentralized state was made with
some input from the Catalans but none from the Basques. In this
instance, the Basques felt that they lacked representation in deci-
sionmaking that impacted them. The PNV would negotiate directly
with Suárez to obtain promises of some degree of self-determina-
tion, leading to the July 1978 Statute of Guernica. This distinction
is important when we consider later the differences in Catalan and
Basque acceptance of the current federal framework.66

The 1978 Spanish Constitution replaced the extreme central-
ization and conservatism of the Franco regime with a democratic
state and the recognition of national minorities.67 The new federal
Spain would be based on a model of symmetrical decentralization,
referred to colloquially as café para todos (coffee for everyone). The
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Constitution created seventeen Autonomous Communities, of
which some represent culturally distinct minorities (Catalonia, the
Basque Country, and Galicia) while the others do not. The Consti-
tution grants these regional communities a wide range of compe-
tencies (including health, education, and agriculture) while
reserving certain powers (e.g., justice and defense) to the national
government. The 1978 Constitution provided a staggered recogni-
tion of the autonomy of the new Autonomous Communities. The
Constitution granted immediate “full autonomy” to the three his-
torical nationalities (nationalidades históricos, i.e., Catalonia, the
Basque Country, and Galicia) while the other fourteen communi-
ties underwent a five-year period of “restricted autonomy” (we talk
more about this process in the next section). This restricted devolu-
tion created resentment among the fourteen non-historical commu-
nities. These fourteen felt that the “historical” nationalities were
receiving privileges denied the new, territorial nationalities.68 All
communities share a common structure: a unicameral regional leg-
islature and a community presidency. 

Federalism was introduced into the new Constitution as a
solution to the nationalist demands of two regional and cultural
minority groups in Spain, the Basques and the Catalans. The
prospects of democracy allowed submerged nationalist feelings to
rise. Popular demonstrations erupted in most Spanish cities, with
the largest occurring in Barcelona and Vitoria. More than a million
people rallied in Barcelona, pressing demands for “freedom,
amnesty and [a] statute of autonomy.”69 The situation was more
tense in the Basque Country. Police brutality and repression was
excessive toward the Basques during late Francoism. At the time of
Franco’s death, the Basque Country had the largest prison popula-
tion in Spain.70 The Basque perception of unequal standing and
unequal treatment within a Castilian state contributed to the out-
break of violence just before and during the transition to democ-
racy. As a result. ETA and its political wing, Herri Batasuna
(Basque Homeland and Freedom Party, HB), gained in popularity
and Basque nationalism became more radical.

This federal arrangement has not been fully successful in
accommodating the demands of the Basques nor Catalans. Both
communities want to be recognized as nations within a multi-
national Spain. In particular, the Basques argued that the Consti-
tution was ambiguous about Basque rights. Moreover, it treated
the Basque nationality as equal with the pseudonationalities, as
opposed to its rightful position as one of the historic nationalities.71
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Paradoxically, it was this equal treatment of all regional auton-
omies that Basques perceived as unfair.72

A number of scholars point out that the constitution is ambigu-
ous about some very important aspects of the Spanish democracy.73

The three ambiguities regarding the role of the head of state, the
duties of the armed forces, and the status of the Catholic Church
do not play an important role in this study. The fourth, the struc-
ture of the Spanish state is of tantamount importance. Many
authors conclude that the definition of the “state” in the Spanish
Constitution is unclear at best, and used in an inconsistent manner
at worst.74 Paul Heywood points out that the term state has at
least two separate and perhaps irreconcilable meanings in the Con-
stitution. It sometimes refers to “the group of general and central
institutions . . . specifically counterposing these to institutions
which belong to the Autonomous Communities” and other times
refers to “the entire juridico-political apparatus of the Spanish
nation, including those organizations which are specific to the
nationalities and regions.”75 Through comparison with the equally
ambiguous Italian Constitution, another author identifies three
different usages of the term state: Estado-comunidad (state as com-
munity, similar to the second usage), Estado-aparato (state as
apparatus, similar to the first usage), and Estado-ordenamiento
(state as ordinance, meaning the totality of all elements and
encompassing both usages).76

This ambiguity over the definition of the state takes on greater
importance when we juxtapose it to the new federal, decentralized
system of Autonomous Communities (el estado de las autonomías).
The Constitution provides for three separate relationships between
the central state and the Autonomous Communities: powers exclu-
sive to the central state, powers shared between the state and
Autonomous Communities, and powers exclusive to the
Autonomous Communities. The last set of powers devolved to the
regions through either the “fast route” (Article 151) or the “slow
route” (Article 143). As we mentioned previously, the Basque Coun-
try, Catalonia, and Galicia (i.e., the historic nationalities) compose
the three on the fast track.77 Negotiations between Suárez and the
Basques and Catalan nationalists set the precedent for the remain-
ing regions (i.e., the regions without a historic minority) to press
for greater autonomy.

Despite this two-track approach, the Constitution also left
alternate routes to autonomy open for exploitation. In particular,
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the Constitution allows the Cortes to pass laws that devolve extra
powers to the Autonomous Communities. Furthermore, the
regional governments could determine the level of shared powers
through each region’s statute of autonomy.78 A particularly telling
quote comes from an UCD member from Andalusia emphasizing
the psychological effect of the process and how it pushed the
Autonomous Communities into a race toward autonomy sometimes
called “autonomy fever”:79

The UCD made a great error by not understanding the
Andalusian mentality, in the sense that Andalusians . . .
are not autonomists. We are not. But we are not less than
the Basques, not historically, not in any way, because we
have a more ancient civilization than the Basques and the
Catalans. . . . The Basques and the Catalans by [Article]
151, and Andalusians by [Article] 143. Why? . . . Everybody
in the same way, or not at all.80

Thus, “the creation of un estado de las autonomías took place in an
ad hoc, piecemeal, and uncoordinated manner” rather than
through a thoughtful, precise plan.81 This process produced an
incentive for the Autonomous Communities to engage in identity
building in order to prove a need for quicker autonomy. We will
return to this issue in the following section.

After the failed coup attempt of 1981, Spain consolidated its
constitutional rule. Central to this process was the LOAPA (Ley
Orgánica de Armonización del Proceso Autonómico, “the Organic
Law on the Harmonization of the Autonomy Process”), which
sought to harmonize and limit the various powers and competen-
cies of the regions. The Cortes enacted LOAPA in an attempt to
make regional government authority more uniform. One of
LOAPA’s more notorious terms was that central state law was
always to prevail when in conflict with regional law, even law in
the regions of the historic minorities.82 Catalan and Basque nation-
alists appealed against LOAPA in 1983, claiming that it led to gov-
ernment regulation of practices (e.g., the fueros, the set of common
laws, and charters of the Basque Country) that are native to a
region. In particular, the Basques and the Catalans claimed that
LOAPA sought to remove their national identity.83 Both the masses
and the elite in Catalonia and the Basque Country opposed LOAPA
on the grounds that it would limit regional autonomy. One PNV
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official claimed, “The extension of the [autonomy] process to other
communities [under LOAPA], many of them fictitious, and espe-
cially the creation of uniprovincial communities have a very clear
meaning—the weakening of our claims which derive from the his-
toric tradition of the Basques and the Catalans.”84

In the same year the Constitutional Court ruled that while the
principle behind LOAPA was a good one (i.e., that all regions and
groups within Spain should be considered equal) institutional con-
formity was not compatible with the autonomous process.85 From
1983 to 1993 LOAPA was abandoned and the Constitutional Court
handled decisions on the autonomous powers and conflicts between
them and the national powers. Due to a reconsideration of the
power of the Spanish Senate in the 1990s, authority to resolve dis-
putes over autonomous powers moved out of the Constitutional
Court. From 1994 to the present the General Committee for the
Autonomous Communities in the Senate handles such issues.
Thus, despite twenty years of democracy, Basque and Catalan
nationalists have still found that their calls for nationalist recogni-
tion have gone unheeded. Moreover, it is clear that conflict over
center-periphery issues has not receded. All federal arrangements
lead to a certain low degree of continual conflict between the cen-
tral power and the regional powers (e.g., the ever present tension
in the American or German systems between the federal govern-
ment and the states). However, Spain is different in one major
aspect: it does not have a blueprint for the orderly transformation
of the old Francoist, centralized Spanish state to the new post-
Franco, federal Spanish state.86

The lack of a blueprint allows the latent center-periphery
divide to continue without any firm resolution or even an anticipa-
tion of a resolution. Thus, latent nationalist or periphery demands
may reemerge as potent and salient issues. One author claims that
the “peripheral nationalisms of the Catalans and Basques have
become the strongest stateless nationalisms in Western Europe.”87

In the 1998 Declaration of Barcelona the main nationalist parties
of Catalonia, the Basque Country, and Galicia signed a joint decla-
ration demanding a multicultural and multinational definition of
Spain. The goal was to signal their preference for a more asymmet-
rical decentralization. The Barcelona Declaration seeks something
akin to the current wave of devolution occurring in Britain where
Scotland and Wales have gained differing degrees of political
autonomy mirroring their intensity of nationalist aspirations.88 To
summarize, the parties to the Declaration seek the recognition of
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their communities as nations and not as regions. They seek greater
self-determination within a less unitary Spain, their goal for many
centuries. In the next section we examine the continuing salience
of identity and nation in Spain. We show that federalism exacer-
bates the building of exclusive identities, leading to a destabiliza-
tion of Spanish politics. 

Identity-Building: Institutions, Nation, and Nationalism 
in Spain

Our central hypothesis is inherently constructivist: institutions can
promote identity formation, identities are malleable, and individu-
als can possess multiple identities. Institutions can promote either
inclusive, overlapping identities or an exclusive identity. We
argued in chapter 1 that institutions that promote overlapping
identities provide the groundwork for conflict reduction. The oppo-
site is also true: institutions that promote an exclusive identity
provide the foundation for increased conflict. In this section we
show how the federal state in Spain promotes the formation of
exclusive identities. In brief, the pattern of causation is as follows.
Federalism allows for greater regional autonomy. Regional parlia-
ments emerge in order to administer autonomous competencies.
Nationalist and regional political parties contest elections and
eventually win the power to govern the regional parliaments. The
nationalist/regional parties base their appeals on the promotion of
nationalist/regional identity. National identities, rather than an
overarching state identity, gain in prominence and center-periph-
ery conflict increases.

Spain is of interest because of the two historical attempts
(Castilian Empire and Franco regime) at creating a central state.
The centralization of the state did produce by the eighteenth cen-
tury the development of a Spanish identity. Also, the Franco
regime was somewhat effective in its process of españolización.
However, alongside this “national” identity, the regional identities
also developed.89 Non-Castilian nationalities retreated during peri-
ods of intense Spanish centralization, but they neither vanished
nor merged with the dominant culture. The regional nationalities,
especially Catalan and Basque, form a coherent periphery cleav-
age, as discussed previously, which has been latent at times, but
that now is becoming more and more manifest.

The link between institutions and national identity formation
is clear: cultural, social, and political institutions in the nations
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can either promote identities inclusive of a Spanish identity or pro-
mote an exclusive identity. The difference in institutional structure
of each nation provides for the difference in the current pattern of
nationalism. In particular, the Catalan identity is more inclusive of
a Spanish identity while the Basque identity is primarily exclusive
of all other identities. This difference can be traced to three ele-
ments: a difference in the main forms of acceptable political partic-
ipation, a difference in the salience of language, and the impact of
modernization.

Juan Díez Medrano argues that identity and nationalism in
Catalonia and the Basque Country developed in different ways: the
former inclusive and the latter exclusive. Moreover, he seeks to
explain why the Basque nationalist movement developed a radical
flavor while the Catalan nationalist did not.90 Díez Medrano rejects
the theory that Basque radicalism is solely the product of repres-
sion by the central state, as advanced by some earlier authors.91

The repression theory claims that the violence inflicted against the
Basques by the Franco regime forced the Basque nationalists to
resort to the use of violence. This led to the shifting of the national-
ist focus from the PNV to ETA. The emergence of ETA in 1959 was
the direct result of the inactivity of the PNV in opposing Franco.
Díez Medrano rejects this theory (as does Danicle Conversi in the
next section) on the grounds that Catalonia also suffered repres-
sion but did not develop any substantial radical militant national-
ists. The repression theory also has difficulty explaining the
continuance of ETA in the 1980s and 1990s under democratic g-
overnance.92

Díez Medrano advances a “structural conduciveness” theory to
explain the differences in nationalism. The structures of political
mobilization in each community dictate the forms of political activ-
ity by which nationalism expresses itself. If there exists a large
number and/or broad distribution of social, cultural, and economic
institutions to promote political mobilization, the resulting nation-
alist activity encompasses a wide range of action, thought, and ide-
ology. This produces a nationalist movement that can seek
compromise and can accommodate inclusion of others. Díez
Medrano argues that the diversity of the Catalan societal institu-
tions promotes a broad nationalist movement that incorporates
both moderate and extreme forms of nationalism. He points to the
role of the middle class, intelligentsia, universities, and others in
seeking relative consensus.93
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Díez Medrano posits that the socioeconomic institutions in the
Basque region are more dependent on the central Spanish econ-
omy. Moreover, Basque society, with its domination by the Church,
is conservative and reactionary. Basque nationalism developed in a
more radical manner. Under the threats of modernization and
urbanization, the Basque institutions could not find ways to accom-
modate the changes. ETA and others turned to Marxist ideology
and to extreme pronationalist forms of activity. Thus, the “radical-
ization of Basque nationalism can be explained not so much by
Spanish oppression . . . as by the persistence of an older anticapi-
talist political culture whose youthful militants experienced the
full effects of the crisis of late modernity.”94 Therefore, Díez
Medrano qualifies and perhaps clarifies the repression theory.

Conversi agrees that the Catalan nationalism is more inclu-
sive. He outlines six elements that contribute to differences in
Basque and Catalan nationalism: class, culture, economics, poli-
tics, history, and anthropology. His primary focus is on the linguis-
tic differences between the two communities and the salience of
language to each. As Stanley Payne points out, Conversi’s “eco-
nomic and class explanations parallel those of Díez Medrano”95 so
it is Conversi’s emphasis on language that distinguishes the two
authors. Also, both distinguish themselves from previous authors
who focus primarily on Basque culture as the source of Basque
radicalism.96

Conversi argues that one of the primary ingredients of Catalan
nationalism and identity is language.97 The ubiquitous nature of
the Catalan language allows it to persist as an important founda-
tion of Catalan nationalism. Kathryn A. Woolard explains that four
possible popular definitions of Catalan identity (i.e., birthplace,
descent, sentiment/behavior, and language) exist. Of these “lan-
guage . . . is both the most commonly used and the most power-
ful.”98 Language is the foundation of Catalan identity, providing
the focus for inclusion into the Catalan community.

The central importance of language as the definition of Cata-
lan identity unites political and cultural nationalism. Language is
a unifying national symbol. Conversi argues that this unity gives
Catalan nationalism its particular strength, stability, and inclu-
siveness. Immigrants to Catalonia were never resented, but rather
welcomed and assimilated. Jordi Pujol, a nationalist leader and
thinker, expressed the integration of immigrants into the Catalan
nationality in a succinct manner: 
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The basic objective is to build up a community valid for all
Catalans. And I would add that by Catalan I mean every-
body who lives and works in Catalonia, and who makes
Catalonia his/her own home and country, with which
he/she incorporates and identifies. . . . Language is the
decisive factor in integration. It is the most definitive. A
man who speaks Catalan and who speaks Catalan to his
children, is already a Catalan at heart.99

Conversi posits that the widespread use of the Catalan language
and its similarity to Spanish make it more essential to
(im)migrants for employment and easier for Spanish migrants to
learn.100

Evidence of this assimilation exists. Immigrants to Catalonia
and to the Basque Country do identify themselves as possessing
multiple identities. Immigrants who expressed only a Spanish
identity fell by one-half and one-third from 1979 to 1991, respec-
tively in Catalonia and in the Basque Country.101 Moreover, a
growing acceptance of the compatibility of Spanish and a Basque or
Catalan identity is evident even among natives of the nationalist
regions. Only 47.6% of natives in the Basque Country saw them-
selves as exclusively Basque or Spanish, as compared to 60.3% in
1979. Likewise, exclusivity among natives in Catalonia dropped
from 37.1% to 27.9%.102 Taking immigrants and natives together,
there is mild evidence that overlapping identities are emerging.
Gary Marks compares self-identification in the nationalist regions
from 1979 to 1994.103 He finds that the percentage of respondents
identifying themselves as having multiple identities increases by
12% (44% to 56%) in the Basque Country and 17% (50% to 67%) in
Catalonia.104 The percent of immigrants in Catalonia who self-
identify as only Spanish has dropped from 63.8% to 32.0% from
1979 to 1991. In 1991 more than half of all immigrants in Catalan
see themselves as more Catalan than Spanish or at least as Cata-
lan as Spanish.105

The ability of immigrants to understand the Basque language
(Euskera) can provide evidence for or against assimilation. The
Basque language is divided into a number of dialects, is very diffi-
cult to learn, being a remnant of a pre-Indo-European language,
and is spoken by few Basques themselves. Whereas 86% of the pop-
ulation in Catalonia understand Catalan, over 64% can either speak
or read it, and 31% can write it, and only 28% of the Basque popula-
tion can understand Euskera with about the same number who can
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speak, read, or write it.106 The number of Euskera speakers is
roughly 400,000 to 500,00; a figure that has remained fairly con-
stant since the middle of the nineteenth century.107 However, as a
percent of the population of the Basque regions, Euskera speakers
have declined over this same time period from over 50% of the pop-
ulation to certainly less than 30% and maybe even less than 20%.108

However, if we look at the post-Franco period we see a resur-
gence in spoken Basque. The number of Euskera speakers has
increased dramatically from roughly 450,000 in 1981 to 540,000 in
1991.109 Correspondingly, the percent of the population in the
Basque regions who speak Euskera increased from 21.5% to
26.27% over the same time period. The continuation of this trend
into the future looks bright. The number of students educated in
Euskera has advanced 50% since 1981.110

In contrast to the assimilative nature of Catalan nationalism
and its use of language, Basque nationalism uses language as an
ethnic barrier. Basque nationalist Sabino Arana, who himself did
not speak Euskara as a child, but rather learned it as an adult,
commented that the “difference between languages . . . is a great
means of preserving ourselves from the contagion of the Spaniards
. . . if our invaders were to learn Euskera, we would have to aban-
don it.”111 To this end, Arana sought to “utilize the language . . . as
an instrument of political mobilization.”112 The language could be
used to spur Basque nationalism among the Basque people.

Arana was not successful in his attempt primarily because the
inhabitants of the larger cities (e.g., Bilbao) did not speak the lan-
guage and did not care to learn. Furthermore, “some Basques,
uninterested in or disenchanted with the nationalist struggle, have
reacted against the language movement as part of their rejection of
politically motivated Basque patriotism.”113 Predictably, the “politi-
cization” of the Basque language reduces its usage among non-
Basques in the Basque regions.

The exclusivity of the Basque national identity is a way to
keep the Basque people from mixing with immigrants to the
Basque Country or foreigners (maketos). Basque nationalism relies
on the concept of a collective nobility (hidalguía colectiva) of the
Basque people. The Basques think of themselves as possessing an
ethnic uniqueness.114 Foreign immigration into the Basque Coun-
try threatens and possibly dilutes this uniqueness.

This difference in the use of language as a national symbol
contributes to the difference in the nature of nationalism: inclusive
in Catalonia and exclusive in the Basque Country.115 As we
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mentioned earlier, Ole Waever elucidates the distinction between
civic/political identity and ethno-cultural identity.116 It is clear that
Catalan nationalism defines itself by the former and Basque
nationalism by the latter. While Catalan nationalism is centered
on a widespread use of the language, Basque nationalism must
develop the language in order to produce a more widespread
nationalism.

Moreover, the differing nature produces differing methods of
achieving nationalist goals: political negotiation by Catalan nation-
alists and militancy by Basque nationalists. Since the early 1960s,
the Basque separatist group, ETA, has waged a campaign of vio-
lence and terrorism against the Spanish state. Journalists report
that over 800 people have died from ETA actions.117

The activity of ETA elicits a novel definition of Basque identity.
Many ETA activists are sons of immigrants or even immigrants
themselves. Their active participation, not their ethnicity, defined
them as Basques. Action became important as a designator of iden-
tity. Anyone willing to take action for the cause of Basque national-
ism is a Basque.118 Thus, in the last two decades, the Basque
identity has become less exclusive, but the barrier to inclusion is
still quite high.

To return to a concept that we mentioned earlier, another way
to understand the differences between Basque and Catalan nation-
alism is to focus on modernization. While both regions possessed
wealth, Catalonia was already urbanized and a strong middle class
was present. The Basque region was not urbanized nor industrial-
ized. Therefore, “the tone of the two nationalisms was vastly differ-
ent. Catalanism was solidly based on the modernizing Catalan
bourgeoisie and propounded regional autonomy within a more
modern, reformist and progressive Spanish system, within which
the Catalanists hoped to play an even more leading role in the
future.”119 To the contrary, “Basque nationalism developed as a
kind of reaction against the beginning of rapid industrializa-
tion.”120 Basque nationalism refused to assimilate with the Span-
ish nation. 

This difference in economic modernization also provides a
plausible explanation for the differences in nationalism in the
1960s to the present. As we already mentioned, migration into the
Basque and Catalan regions intensified in the late twentieth cen-
tury. Migration from other parts of Spain into the Basque Country
jumped dramatically in the period from 1951 to 1970. Estimates
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place the figure between 300,000 and 400,000 migrants. Likewise,
over 1.1 million persons migrated into Catalonia during the same
period. The result of such a high level of migration is predictable.
By 1981 one-third of the population of the Basque Country and
Catalonia were born in other areas of Spain.121 Franco’s economic
policies led to a growth in heavy industry in both Catalonia and
the Basque Country. Migration into these areas added lower-class
workers to both societies. Catalan society was already “sophisti-
cated and secularized” and could absorb the psychological impact of
the recent arrivals and their customs.122 In the Basque regions the
expansion of industrialization and urbanization “engulfed more of
the remaining culturally semitraditionalist countryside.”123 Conse-
quently, the Basques suffered a greater sense of cultural shock
from migration than the Catalans.124

Federalism and its Impact on Nationalism and Identity

Structural factors have played a more recent part in the develop-
ment of nationalism and identity in Catalonia and in the Basque
Country. We argue that the failure of federalism in constructing
overlapping identities has exacerbated nationalist tendencies in
the periphery. Regional autonomy has neither satisfied the nation-
alist movements nor promoted a sense of Spanish identity among
the Catalans or Basques. In both Catalan and the Basque Country,
the percent of natives who self-identified themselves as being at
least “as Spanish as Catalan/Basque” has steadily declined since
1979.125 This trend is most noticeable in Catalonia where 63.9% of
natives self-identified as at least “as Spanish as Catalan” in 1979,
but only 39.9% did in 1991. Federalism has not promoted a larger
Spanish identity among natives in the nationalist regions. Kenneth
Bollen and Díez Medrano argue that federalism and decentraliza-
tion provide Spanish citizens with competing sources of identity.126

For the historical minorities (e.g., Basques and Catalans), federal-
ism allows them to express their belief in their cultural difference
from the Castilian norm.

As we mentioned in the previous section, federalism provides a
means for non-historical autonomous communities to seek equality
with the historical minorities through the creation of new identi-
ties. The perceived inequality of the non-historical minorities has
many roots. The first is the slower route to autonomy that the 
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non-historical regions must pursue, according to the 1978 Constitu-
tion. The “normal” (or Grade Two) route in Article 143 “required
[non-historical] regions to follow a lengthy process of consultation
before making a formal application and subject to a transitional
period of five years prior to their being granted the option of seek-
ing a level of autonomy similar to that enjoyed by the privileged
regions.”127 The second is the lower level of autonomous powers
granted to these regions.128 The last is the economic differences
between the Autonomous Communities. When we compare the
rank of each Autonomous Community versus the self-perceived dis-
crimination of that region’s residents by other Spaniards, we find a
clear connection. Residents of the poorer regions claim greater
regional group discrimination. The six regions that felt the greatest
discrimination are also six of the seven poorest regions (in order
starting from the poorest): Extremadura, Castile-La Mancha,
Andalucía, Castile y Leon, Galicia, and the Canary Islands.129 In a
1982 survey, 76% of respondents in Andalucía expressed a self-per-
ceived discrimination. A 1979 study finds that “invariably, Basques
and Catalans were regarded the most negatively by other
Spaniards.”130 The study also provides a link between perceived
differences and the economy, “in a number of interviews, regional
party leaders accused Euskadi (the Basque Country) and Catalonia
of lacking a sense of economic solidarity with the less developed
areas of the country.”131 Furthermore, the process of developing el
estado de las autonomías “had exacerbated, if not created, feelings
of relative deprivation and of discrimination among the poorer
regional populations.”132

Federalism also creates new national identities where none
existed previously. We find evidence of new identities in the emer-
gence of new regional parties following the transition to democracy.
Regional and nationalist parties contest elections and hold seats in
many regional parliaments. Other than the expected strong show-
ings of regional parties in the Basque regions and Catalonia,
strong regional parties exist in Andalucía, Aragon, Galicia, Valen-
cia, and the Canary Islands.133 In the March 2000 election to the
Spanish Congress of Deputies, regional parties obtained 34 of the
350 seats, or 9.7%. Although the Catalan nationalists represent 17
seats and the Basque nationalists 8 seats, other regional parties
control the remaining 9 seats.134

Spanish activity in the European Union (EU) provides another
element in constructing and promoting identity in the nationalist
regions. Spanish entry into the European Community (EC) in 1986
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paved the way for supranationalism, or the development of a larger
pan-European identity, at the same time that regional nationalism
was expanding. 

Supranationalism and regionalism pull the construction of
identity in two separate directions: outward toward the larger com-
munity of Europe and inward toward the small national commu-
nity. Therefore, localist and universalist tendencies reside
alongside each other. What is different in modern times is that
these tendencies are not solely the domain of the nation and the
state. Member states of the EU have three layers of “national” gov-
ernment, for want of a better word: region/state, member state,
and EU institutions. Through the dual process of devolution and
European integration, sovereignty moves from the nation-state in
both directions. The regions and the EU take sovereignty from the
national government. In a strange relationship, the processes of
localism and globalism have a similar effect: a diminishing of the
authority and sovereignty of the nation-state.

The participation of Spain in the EU has had a significant
impact upon the nationalist regions. Because Spain is a decentral-
ized, federalist state, the transfer of sovereignty to the EU dimin-
ishes the competencies of the regions. Spain participates directly in
EU decision making, while the regions do not. Thus, the federal
government helps create laws, makes treaties, and enters into com-
pacts that are binding in the regions, but are not necessarily
acceptable to the regions.135 This arrangement does cut both ways.
The effect of an EU directive may lead to regional implementation
when the policy area lies under the constitutional authority of the
regions (e.g., education). Therefore, there exists an incentive struc-
ture for the regions to gain direct participation in the decision-
making structure of the EU. The governing institutions of the EU
are an avenue by which the regions can attempt to rectify per-
ceived inequality.

The nationalist regions have established regular contact with
the EU.136 Likewise, the European Commission already possesses
a number of consultative mechanisms to coordinate policy with
regional governments. Almost all of Spain’s Autonomous Communi-
ties (the exceptions are Navarre and Castilla-La Mancha) are
members of the Assembly of European Regions. Catalonia and the
Basque Country are also members of the Consultative Council of
Regional and Local Authorities.137 A number of regional govern-
ments, including the Basque Country, have established offices in
Brussels in order to lobby the EU. The EU’s establishment of the
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Committee of the Regions (COR) in 1994 highlights the role of the
non-Spanish nationalities on the European stage. Of Spain’s 21
members of COR, 17 are from the regions. Two prominent mem-
bers of the COR are Jordi Pujol and Pascal Maragall of Catalonia.

The transfer of receipts from the EU to the poorer regions of
Spain occurs through the European Regional and Development
Fund (ERDF). These “structural” funds provide a means to build
infrastructure (e.g., roads, energy plants, and communication facil-
ities) in the lesser-developed regions of the EU.138 Spain received
roughly 12 billion ecu from 1989 to 1993 and another 26.3 billion
ecu from 1994 to 1999. This expenditure is roughly 1.5% of the
Spanish GDP (Gross Domestic Product) and over 20% of EU struc-
tural expenditure.139 Over 3 billion ecu went to Andalucía alone.
With the assistance of the EU (then EC), regional authorities
established the Instituto de Fomento de Andalucía to promote the
region’s productive resources and to coordinate the distribution of
EU funds.

Some authors describe the phenomenon of increasing, institu-
tionalized contact between regions in Europe and the EU as the
“Europe of the Regions.”140 With the growing EU emphasis on
cohesion policy and structural adjustment in the poorer regions,
these regions have emerged as important actors. Moreover, the
regions see allies in each other. These “periphery” nations can band
together in the EU and sidestep the authority of their central gov-
ernments. Thus, the EU provides another forum for the represen-
tation of the nations and their national interests. A 1989 survey
shows that regional elites in Andalusia, Catalonia, Galicia, and
Valencia perceive benefits from the participation of the regions in
the EU decision-making framework. Moreover, these elites express
positive attitudes toward the EU and toward the process of Euro-
peanization.141 Among the citizens of Spain, support for EU mem-
bership is as high as 64%, up 9% from the start of 1999.142 Those
who say that Spain has “benefited” from EU membership is at an
all-time high of 61%.143 In 2002 the number of Spaniards who had
a sense of European identity rose to 65%.144 Of this 65%, 4%
replied that they have only a European identity, while 5% said that
their identity was more European than Spanish. 

Thus, it appears that at the same time that regionalism is con-
structing sub-national identities, Europeanism may be producing a
supranational identity. This finding is consistent with that of other
works. As we mentioned in chapter 1, Marilynn B. Brewer identi-
fies federal divisions as important in creating optimal distinctive-
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ness for ethnic groups. We have argued in both chapters 1 and 2
that federalism may exacerbate ethnic security dilemmas and pro-
mote sub-nationalism. Maria Ros, Carmen Huic, and Angel Gomez
point out that the relationship is indeed as complex as the preced-
ing paragraph portrays it. They claim that “In the Spanish context
an important distinction is possible between groups that identify to
some extent with the Autonomous Communities and with Spain
. . . and groups whose identification with the Autonomous Commu-
nities reduces identification with Spain.”145 They also claim that
the survey work of Jose Luis Garcia Sangrador tends to support
this claim.146

Conclusion

In conclusion, federalism in Spain does not appear to be solving all
of the nationalist demands. The end of the Franco regime was not a
panacea for all the ills of the multinational Spanish state. The
1978 Constitution embraced asymmetrical federalism through the
creation of the Autonomous Communities. In a sense, the Constitu-
tion recognized the historical nationalities, but in a sense it made
them indistinguishable from the non-nationalist communities.
Scholars emphasize that the Constitution is ambiguous on key
points regarding the structure of the Spanish state and its relation
to the Autonomous Communities.147 Thus, the centralizing and
normalizing tendencies of the Franco regime (and before that the
Spanish Monarchy over the Kingdom of Castille and Aragon) gave
way to regional administration, but not entirely. Nationalist senti-
ments that Franco pushed into latency became manifest with the
liberalization of society following democratization.

In a comparative perspective, the democratic Constitution and
asymmetrical federal arrangement has done more to assuage Cata-
lan demands than Basque demands. Catalan nationalism has rec-
onciled itself under the Spanish state to no longer seek “the
highest number of instrumental ‘state’ competences” but rather to
“achieve the highest level of democratic self-government.”148 The
bleaker picture is that Basque nationalism continues almost
unabated. It emerged from Francoist rule in a more radical and
violent form than Catalan nationalism. The 2002 banning of Bata-
suna (the more recent incarnation of Herri Batasuna) by the Span-
ish parliament is evidence of the continuing tension between the
center and periphery.
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Asymmetrical federalism is also not contributing to the con-
struction of overlapping identities among national groups in the
nationalist regions. First, national groups do not display any clear
movement toward replacing their national languages with Span-
ish. Most evidence points to the contrary as cultural and social
movements attempt to revive interest in the national tongue.
Second, while migration into Catalonia and the Basque Country
appears to create overlapping identities among the immigrants,
these immigrants are developing new, sub-national identities that
may be hostile to the nation-state. Both trends are certainly more
prevalent in the Basque Country than in the Catalan-speaking
areas. Both promote a furthering of mistrust between the regional
and central governments and the building of enemy images that
portray the other in a negative light.

On the positive side of things, we have shown that Spanish
involvement in the EU, and particularly the involvement of the
nationalist regions, provides a forum for the representation of
nationalist concerns. This has led to the beginning of a European
identity among the nationalist elite. Moreover, the nationalist
movements have organized in an attempt to lobby the EU for policy
favorable to their regions. In chapter 3 we examine the role of
institutions in the EU and their potential to construct a European
identity. We highlight how a European identity is emerging slowly.
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3

Integrating Strong National Identities 
in the European Union

If . . . the victors and the vanquished agreed to exercise joint
sovereignty over part of their joint resources . . . then a solid
link would be forged between them, the way would be wide
open for further collective action, and a great example would
be given to other nations of Europe.

—Jean Monnet, director, French Modernization Plan
As quoted in Carolyn Rhodes, Pivotal Decisions: Selected

Cases in Twentieth-Century International Politics

The success of various symbolic initiatives has demonstrated
that Europe’s cultural dimension is there in the collective
consciousness of its people; their values are a joint cultural
asset, characterised by a pluralist humanism based on
democracy, justice and liberty. The European Union which
is being constructed cannot have economic and social objec-
tives as its only aim. It also involves new kinds of solidarity
based on belonging to European Culture.

—Commission of the European Communities, 1988 
As quoted in Chris Shore, “Transcending the Nation-State?:

The European Commission and the (Re)Discovery of
Europe”

Identity and Institutions in the European Union

The member states of the European Union (EU) are not engaged in
nationalist or ethnic conflicts between themselves. Yet we examine
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the case of the EU as it provides an interesting illustration of the
relationship between overlapping identities and representative
institutions as a means to promote cooperation between states pre-
viously in conflict. Germany and France, at odds for much of their
history over the last several centuries, came together after World
War II to cooperate over a source of continuing tension in their
relations: coal and iron. They established, along with four other
countries, the European Coal and Steel Community, which over
time, became the EU of today. 

The challenge for the EU, as it has evolved and become further
integrated, has been to foster a European identity while faced with
the strong national identities of the member states. In this chal-
lenge, the EU confronts the issue of defining a European identity
that differs from, yet complements, national identities.1 There is
evidence of the existence of overlapping identities of national iden-
tities and a European identity. Recent Eurobarometer (EB) surveys
on the question of identity of the current fifteen EU member states
indicates, on average, that 52% of those polled feel both a Euro-
pean and national identity (with an additional 4% “feeling Euro-
pean only”).2 Moreover, while people feel more attached to their
country (89%), town/village (85%), and region (83%), more than
half (58%) also feel attached to Europe.3

In addition, EU citizens are able to pool sovereignty among dif-
ferent layers of representative institutions as they are able to elect
directly members of the European Parliament (EP) as well as their
national governmental bodies. Parties from the member states
work together in transnational party groups at the supranational
level in the EP.4 Domestic actors can also appeal to the European
Court of Justice for “rulings, based on EU law, that are enforceable
against their own governments.”5 Regional groups exist, through
the EU’s Committee on the Regions, which can promote areas of
common interest. In fact, overlapping authority for the EU member
states is present at the EU, interstate, state, and regional levels6

and hence, there’s the opportunity for overlapping, or multiple,
identities. 

This chapter discusses the efforts of the EU to promote (and in
some sense construct) a European identity through the concept of
the “Citizen of Europe,” in large part, through the various institu-
tions (i.e., European Parliament [EP] and transnational political
parties) and symbols of identity (i.e., EU flag, anthem, passport,
and currency). We argue in this chapter that the EU has been quite
successful in promoting a European identity (and citizenship) that
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links to increasing representation through its institutions at sev-
eral levels (supranational, national, regional, and local). While we
readily acknowledge that there are differences in levels of “feeling”
a European identity in the various member states, the trend, as
indicated by the biannual Eurobarometer surveys, indicates that
large numbers of people in the EU do feel both a European as well
as national identity. Importantly, as the EU has become more insti-
tutionalized over time, people have become more inclined to see
themselves as European as well as their own nationality. In fact, a
previous Eurobarometer survey showed that “it is in the six
founder Member States that we find the highest proportion of
respondents saying they see themselves most of the time in addi-
tion to their nationality as ‘Europeans.’ ‘In the near future’: two out
of three in the ‘old six’ Member States identify themselves as ‘Euro-
peans’ as well as their own nationality.”7

The first section of this chapter briefly discusses the historical
developments, from the original European Coal and Steel Commu-
nity to the present-day EU. This historical background is useful for
understanding the evolutionary process of the organization, partic-
ularly the recognition of its member states of the need to deepen
integration as well as the need to develop a European identity (and
citizenship) in order to address the “democratic deficit.” The “demo-
cratic deficit” refers to the “perceived lack of democratic participa-
tion in and control over the decision-making institutions of the
EC.”8 The second section examines the development of a European
identity (and citizenship) through the actions of elites in the
member states. For the first few decades of its existence, the EU
focused on furthering economic integration. Only in the 1970s, but
more so in the 1980s and 1990s, did the organization actively seek
to promote and construct a European identity. 

The third section examines the various institutions of the EU,
particularly the European Commission, Council of Ministers, and
European Parliament, as well as transnational parties and
regional organizations. These institutions provide different layers
of representation, whether at the supranational, national, regional,
and local levels, through pooled sovereignty. These levels of repre-
sentation enhance cooperation among entities of the EU member
states, while also providing a mechanism to promote a European
identity. However, the EU faces the “democratic deficit” and thus
the challenge for the EU is to make these institutions even more
representative of the citizens of Europe. For example, by “providing
the European Parliament with more effective authority over the
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Commission, and reducing the influence of the Council of Ministers
and the national governments,” the EU can overcome the “demo-
cratic deficit.”9 Only through increased representation can the EU
succeed in developing perceptions of citizenship and an overlapping
European identity. 

The final section addresses the trends for the future of Euro-
pean identity and pooled sovereignty. We argue that there is a pos-
itive trend toward the inculcation and deepening of a European
identity. We also acknowledge that the development of a European
identity is a slow process as such an identity is sometimes viewed
at odds with national identities. Identities are salient, but also
malleable, as discussed in chapter 1 that dealt with social construc-
tivism. Importantly, we argue that such a European identity will
flourish as long as people are able to maintain overlapping, or mul-
tiple, identities. Moreover, these overlapping identities, be they
European, national, regional, and/or local, related to representative
institutions will likely lead to further cooperation and integration
between the member states.

The Origins of the European Union

When the European Community (EC) first formed as a result of the
merger of the European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC), the
European Economic Community, and the European Atomic Energy
Community in 1967, the organization sought to foster economic
integration, with less attention paid toward the issue of European
citizenship and identity. Only in the 1970s did the EC move toward
promoting a European identity. Importantly, however, was the
increased integration of the organization over time that then pro-
vided the opportunity for the promotion of such an identity.

Before examining the development of a European identity, a
discussion of the EU’s history is necessary as it provides the back-
ground necessary for understanding the link between institutions
and identity as a means to reduce conflicts between states or
groups. This section examines the origins and evolution of an
organization formed in response to the historical conflicts in
Europe, namely between France and Germany, which would pro-
mote cooperation through membership in institutions. 

Continual conflict over territory in the region, particularly
between France and Germany, involved control over iron and coal
resources. Consequently, the experience of World War II led France
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to seek to prevent Germany from being able to acquire those
resources for militarization and territorial expansion at the
expense of France. France also recognized the need for these
resources for its own development following the devastation from
the war. As a result, the French government sought to ensure sup-
plies of coal.10 While others, both in the United States and Europe,
spoke of the need for integration and union among the European
states, a particular individual stands out. Jean Monnet, director of
the French Modernization Plan, took the mantle and promoted the
idea of a “supranational authority for overseeing French and
[West] German coal and steel production in such a way as to guar-
antee French competitiveness while at the same time provide Ger-
many with legitimacy in its return to international industrial
competition.”11 Monnet had come to his ideas about the role of eco-
nomic integration in order to prevent conflict in Europe during the
world war. He believed that cooperation in one sphere would have
spillover effects in other areas.12 In August 1943 he wrote to the
French Committee of National Liberation in Algiers that peace in
Europe could only come about if “the States of Europe . . . form a
federation or a ‘European entity,’ which will make them a single
economic entity.”13 In 1950 he “sent his proposal for a coal and steel
community” to French Foreign Minister Robert Schuman and
Prime Minister Rene Pleven. As Pleven did not respond to his pro-
posal immediately, Schuman became the individual charged with
promoting the idea of such a community. The Schuman Plan was
presented to the United States and West Germany for their reac-
tion. Both countries indicated their support for the plan.14 The
West German chancellor, Konrad Adenauer, enthusiastically sup-
ported the idea, recognizing that Germany’s legitimacy as an inter-
national actor was crucial, particularly given Germany’s role in the
outbreak of World War II. The draft treaty called for a common
market under the High Authority of a supranational body, which
eventually became the Council of Ministers.15

In 1951 six countries signed the Treaty of Paris—Belgium,
France, Germany, Italy, Luxembourg, and the Netherlands—that
created the European Coal and Steel Community. The treaty, rati-
fied by all six, came into being a year later. Monnet became first
high commissioner of the new organization. Interestingly, the pre-
amble of the treaty stated that the members “resolved to substitute
for age-old rivalries the merging of their essential interests; to
create, by establishing an economic community, the basis for a
broader and deeper community among peoples long divided by
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bloody conflicts; and to lay the foundations for institutions which
will give direction to a destiny henceforward shared. . . .”16 Thus,
the EU was born. 

Not to be limited only to coal and steel, the six states of the
ECSC sought to work together in other areas of common interest,
namely nuclear power and a customs union. In 1957 the Treaty of
Rome created two organizations to deal with these two areas,
Euratom and the European Economic Community (EEC), respec-
tively. Euratom focused on developing and regulating nuclear
power in an integrated manner, while the EEC promoted a “cus-
toms union and integrated common market.” Specifically, the EEC
comprised three major policies: common external tariff, free trade
area, and a Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) that would set min-
imum price levels.17 As Carolyn Rhodes notes, during the 1960s,
“member states accustomed themselves to, and came to rely upon,
the institutions of the three communities (ECSC, Euratom, and
EEC) to negotiate and regulate trade with third countries and to
encourage deeper cooperation and management of intracommunity
trade.”18

However, all was not well for continued integration. French
President Charles de Gaulle desired a “Union of States,” a Euro-
pean security community, which would enable Europe to resist
domination by the United States and the bipolar structure of the
international system.19 In fact, the members of the ECSC proposed
a European Defense Community (EDC) as a means “to provide a
supranational defense structure based on an integrated European
army under a permanent European command.” Importantly, these
countries worried about German rearmament, and for the French,
the United States’ role in military affairs in Europe. The EDC
failed, however, in 1954, as a result of national loyalties and identi-
ties superceding those of Europe, as well as “suspicions, and fears
of other nations, especially the fear of Germany.”20 The French
National Assembly refused to ratify the EDC treaty, and the gov-
ernment chose to focus on a national nuclear deterrent rather than
European unification of defense and foreign policy.21

De Gaulle became concerned about the impact of the three
European communities on French sovereignty, particularly the
EEC’s executive body, the European Commission, and the EP. As a
result of his concerns about sovereignty, in 1966, de Gaulle success-
fully negotiated the Luxembourg Compromise, which enabled any
member to veto an item considered a “threat to its vital interests.”
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Thus, unanimity was necessary for controversial items, which fur-
ther hindered the development of full integration.22

And yet, integration would not be halted entirely, particularly
given the high rates of economic growth in Western Europe in the
late 1950s and early 1960s. In 1967 the three communities merged
to form the EC with the conclusion of the Merger Treaty.23 Five
years later, the declaration of the 1972 Paris summit stated that
“The member states of the Community, the driving force of Euro-
pean construction, affirm their intention before the end of the pres-
ent decade to transform the whole complex of their relations into a
European Union.” Unclear as to what “European Union” meant
exactly, the declaration of the concept pressured the member states
to push for further integration, or deepening.24

During the next two decades much of the EC’s activities
focused on enlargement of its membership. In 1973, Britain, Den-
mark, and Ireland became members, followed by Greece in 1981,
and Spain and Portugal in 1986. The 1980s also witnessed a desire
for further integration and strengthening of the community as a
more unified entity. In 1986, the Single European Act (SEA) was
concluded in order to create a single market (targeted date: 1992),
as noted in Article 8a: “an area without internal frontiers in which
the free movement of goods, persons, services, and capital is
ensured.”25 Importantly, a free internal market benefited not just
those in business, but ordinary citizens as well. “The idea that the
credentials of lawyers, medical doctors, and other licensed profes-
sionals from one country of the EC would be recognized in all the
other countries of the EC was an attractive one.”26 In addition to
the free internal market, the SEA also included the goal of mone-
tary union. Member states recognized that while a single commer-
cial market was important for free trade, so too was monetary
union as a solution for problems related to fluctuating currencies
exchange rates.27 According to Desmond Dinan, “the SEA was more
than a device to launch the single market program. It was a com-
plex bargain to improve decisionmaking, increase efficiency,
achieve market liberalization, and at the same time promote cohe-
sion.”28 The components of the SEA permitted movement to quali-
fied majority voting from unanimity as a means to ease the
decision-making process as well as overcoming the “democratic
deficit” by increasing the power of the EP.29

Demands by some members of the community and interna-
tional events in the late 1980s and early 1990s (e.g., the collapse of
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the Soviet Union and the fall of the Berlin Wall) led to pressure for
further integration.30 The result: the Maastricht Treaty of 1991
(Treaty on European Union, TEU, which entered into force in
November 1993) and the creation of the EU. The Maastricht Treaty
sought to unify economic policy among the member states even fur-
ther, including the creation of a European Monetary Union (EMU)
with a single currency (ECU, European Currency Unit, later
replaced by the “Euro”) by 2000, a European Central Bank, and the
opening of internal borders.31 Besides economic union, the Maas-
tricht Treaty also included elements of political union, including
two intergovernmental bodies, the Common Foreign and Security
Policy (CFSP) and Justice and Home Affairs (JHA).32 Importantly,
for this project, the Maastricht Treaty extended the rights of citi-
zens in the EU by establishing “the foundations for a Union citi-
zenship which will complement national citizenship without
replacing it.”33

During the 1990s, the EU focused on enlargement, with three
countries gaining entry in 1995: Austria, Finland, and Sweden. In
addition to considerations of enlargement, the EU concluded
another treaty, the Treaty of Amsterdam in 1997, to address issues
of institutional reform. Though scholars argue that the treaty is
not likely to increase the efficiency of the EU’s institutions as
related to questions about their size, the increased power for the
EP and more use of the qualified majority voting are two positive
aspects of the treaty. Importantly, the treaty deals with issues
related to freedom, security, and justice—external border control,
immigration and asylum policy, and cooperation among the various
national judiciaries. While these areas historically are under the
purview of national governments, “most Europeans want to see
more effective transnational cooperation.”34 In 2000, the EU con-
cluded the Treaty of Nice that further addresses the issues of
enlargement and amendments to the Maastricht Treaty. Finally, in
2003, ten additional countries, including Malta, Cyprus, and Slove-
nia, signed a Treaty of Accession, which will enable them to join
the EU in 2004.

European Identity in the Making

As the previous section demonstrates, the first two decades of the
EU’s existence focused on furthering economic integration, with
the added issue of enlargement of its membership, not the promo-
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tion of a European identity. And yet, in the background the rum-
blings of the movement of integration from the economic sphere
into the political and cultural sphere existed. Elites in the member
states recognized the connection between continued integration
and the need for more citizen representation, and thus the desire
to promote a European identity that complemented national identi-
ties. However, this section will show that it was not until the early
1990s that the EU took steps to institutionalize (and thus legalize)
the concept of European identity (and citizenship).35

The final communiqué of the 1972 Paris summit declared that
“the Member States of the Community, the driving force of Euro-
pean construction, affirm their intention before the end of the pres-
ent decade to transform the whole complex of their relations into a
European Union.”36 Following the Paris summit, in 1973 the official
and formal concept of a European identity was brought to the fore
with the “Copenhagen Declaration on the European Identity.” The
Declaration stipulated the components of the European identity:
representative democracy, social justice, rule of law, and human
rights. Linked to these political components, of course, were the eco-
nomic ones, such as a common market and EC/EU common poli-
cies.37 The Declaration, signed by the then nine member states,
noted that they “shared ‘the same attitudes to life, based on a deter-
mination to build a society which measures up to the needs of the
individual,’” “to defend the principles of representative democracy,
the rule of law,” “social justice . . . and respect for human rights.”38

These shared attitudes formed the basis of a European identity and
citizenship. Thus, at the 1974 Paris summit, the final communiqué
focused on the idea of European citizens as it “proclaimed the cre-
ation of a Passport Union and the establishment of special rights for
citizens of the [then] nine Member States respectively.”39

Building on the Copenhagen Declaration and the 1974 Paris
communiqué, in 1975, the Tindemans’ “Report on European Union”
introduced the term Citizen’s Europe.40 In addition, the report rec-
ommended a common foreign policy as well as a popularly elected
legislative body.41 This and other documents, such as the 1983
Solemn Declaration on European Union, pushed for cooperation
beyond economics into the cultural and political spheres as a
means to foster a sense of belonging.42 As Ulrich K. Preuss notes,
“the concept of citizenship is a social construction which is not only
constitutive of the identity of a particular—political—community,
but which at the same time defines the social identity of the indi-
viduals who in their quality as members replace their family, clan
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or tribal affiliation with their status in a more abstract community,
the polity.”43 In this sense, the community tied the idea of citizen-
ship with identity—the construction of a political identity at the
European (supranational) level.

As a result of the low voter turnout in the 1984 EP elections,
the EC/EU began an active and conscious campaign to promote a
European identity with the formation of the Adonnino Committee
(“Committee for a People’s Europe”) in 1984.44 The Committee’s
mandate, produced in two reports (the proposals were adopted by
the Council in 1985), included formulating recommendations to
bolster the European identity and suggesting procedures to
increase the involvement of citizens in the EC.45 The Committee’s
report asserted, “through action in the areas of culture and commu-
nication, which are essential to European identity and the Commu-
nity’s image in the minds of its people, that support for the
advancement of Europe can and must be sought.”46 As noted by
Chris Shore, in order to foster a European identity, the report
made several suggestions, such as the creation of a Europe-wide
“multilingual television channel ‘in order to bring the peoples of
Europe closer together.’” The report also recommended the creation
of a European Academy of Science (“to highlight the achievements
of European science and the originality of European civilisation in
all its wealth and diversity”), educational exchange programs, and
European sports teams. In addition, the report encouraged the
community to provide information about its policies and their
importance for its citizens, “including ‘the historical events which
led to the construction of the Community and which inspire its
further development in freedom, peace and security and its
achievements and potential in the economic and social field.’”47

Importantly, the Committee recommended that symbols of identity,
much like those for states, also be introduced: EC emblem and flag,
passport, driver’s license, May 9 as Europe Day (date of the Schu-
man Declaration), and an anthem (Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony,
“Ode to Joy”). The Committee reinforced the importance of symbols
for transforming the organization into a “People’s Europe”: “sym-
bols play a key role in consciousness-raising but there is also a
need to make the European citizen aware of the different elements
that go to make up his European identity, of our cultural unity
with all its diversity of expression, and of the historical ties which
link the nations of Europe.”48

All these recommendations were designed to promote an over-
lapping European identity that unified the various people of the
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EC/EU, in other words, promoting a sense of belonging through
symbols as well as through economic and political participation.49

As Brigid Laffan notes, “[t]he objective of the package of policies
that flowed from the Adonnino Committee is gradually to change
people’s consciousness of political realities and the political domain
to which they belong. This is a deliberate process of manufacturing
and legitimizing a European identity from the ‘top down.’”50 In
essence, constructing an overlapping identity. Three aspects of
policy are meant to promote the idea of a “people’s Europe” con-
necting identity with representation for Europe’s citizens: “move
from consumer to citizen”; “politics of identity and symbols”; and
“creation of non-economic cross-national networks.”51 Examples
abound of the impact of the Adonnino Committee’s recommenda-
tions regarding symbols of identity: the EU flag is “flown from
public buildings, industrial enterprises and even on beaches that
conform to EU environmental standards. In many regions and
towns throughout Europe, the name of the region or commune is
contained within the 12 stars of the Union. Individual travelers
[sic] arriving at airports or ports are reminded of their status as
Cives Comunitatis Europeae or ‘EC [EU] Nationals.’”52

Several years after the Adonnino Committee’s report, in 1988
the Council “decided to introduce a European dimension into school
subjects such as literature, history, civics, geography, languages,
and music. Legitimacy for future integration is being created by
invoking a common history and cultural heritage.”53 Moreover, the
EU initiated “public awareness” campaigns such as funding the
“European literature prize” as well as the “Jean Monnet Awards”
for the creation of courses in universities that focused on European
integration studies.54 Thus, the 1980s witnessed an overt attempt
by the Community to promote and foster a European identity.

The further promotion and institutionalization of European
citizenship occurred in the 1990s with the signing of the Maas-
tricht Treaty when the EU pushed to link economic/market inte-
gration and political integration. With the “Citizens of Europe,” the
Maastricht Treaty focused primarily on economic issues in the
understanding of European citizenship, such as the free movement
of people across member state borders and the completion of EMU
through a common currency. Besides the economic aspect of citizen-
ship, Maastricht’s Article 8b gives “every citizen of the EU residing
in a member state of which she or he is not a national, the right to
vote and stand as a candidate in municipal elections.”55 As Chris-
tine Lemke notes, the treaty widened citizenship rights (and hence
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participation and representation) within the EU with the voting
rights—“one of the most salient features of national power.”56 In
addition, ratification of Maastricht meant changes in the constitu-
tions of member states that removed their exclusive national sover-
eignty, thus pooling sovereignty among the member states.57 For
example, France’s Constitution acknowledges “that some compe-
tencies are not the exclusive domain of the French state, but rather
are exercised jointly with other states in the EU.”58

Moreover, the treaty made explicit that the EU “[s]hall con-
tribute to the flowering of the cultures of the Member States, while
respecting their national and regional diversity and at the same
time bringing the common cultural heritage to the fore.”59 Impor-
tantly, “the TEU marks an important shift from EU consumer to
EU citizen.”60 Article 8 of the TEU stated that “every person hold-
ing the nationality of a Member State shall be a citizen of the
Union.”61 Thus, the Maastricht Treaty established “legal ties of
belonging.” As Antje Wiener notes, “The legal ties were not only
important for defining the relation between citizens and the Com-
munity anew, they also raised questions about the political content
of nationality.” Thus, because of the different rights citizens were
given at the supranational level, “it became increasingly difficult to
define citizenship practice as based on nationality.”62

The 1997 Treaty of Amsterdam (which entered into force in
May 1999) further integrated the rights of EU citizens, including
voting rights, freedom of movement within the EU (right to reside
and establish a business in any member state), social rights, and
the role of the European Parliament (EP).63 Importantly, the treaty
recognized the notion of multiple citizenship or nationality, and
thus identity: “Citizenship of the Union shall complement and not
replace national citizenship.”64

Some scholars have argued, however, that both the Maastricht
and Amsterdam treaties have not gone far enough in pushing for a
European identity and citizenship. As Jeffrey Checkel notes,
“despite persistent agenda-setting efforts by the Commission and
the EP, the member states maintained firm control over develop-
ment of the TEU’s citizenship provisions—perhaps not surprising
given how national conceptions of citizenship are such a deeply
rooted part of state identity in contemporary Europe.” Moreover, he
argues that the Maastricht citizenship provisions “are a list of min-
imal rights and information, which essentially codify (but do not
further develop) what was already extent in Community law.”65
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Yet, as Preuss argues, “to be a citizen of a supranational entity is a
major innovation in the history of political membership.”66

In fact, the EU did recognize the importance of belonging and
citizenship following the Maastricht Treaty, particularly in the
area of culture. In February 2000, the EP and the Council of Minis-
ters established the “Culture 2000” program (the first framework
program from 2000 to 2004), “to encourage creative activity and
the knowledge and dissemination of the culture of the European
peoples.” According to the official site, “Culture 2000 recognizes the
role of culture as an economic factor and as a factor in social inte-
gration and citizenship.”67 The intent is to strengthen “the feeling
of belonging to the European Union, while respecting the diversity
of national and regional traditions and cultures.” The EU readily
recognizes that “culture must contribute to European citizenship,
. . . to economic and social cohesion among Member States . . . and
generally to enriching the quality of life in Europe.”68

In addition to the formal treaties and proposals addressing the
issues of European citizen and identity, the European Commission
(to be discussed in greater detail in the next section) has taken
measures to foster relations between individuals, groups, and
regions within the member states. For example, the European
Community Action Scheme for the Mobility of University Students
(Erasmus), created in 1987, promotes faculty and student
exchanges at the university level, as well as offering grants for cur-
riculum development. The Action Program to Promote Foreign
Language Competence in the European Community (Lingua) pro-
vides money for learning a second or third language.69

Thus, through the deepening of economic and political integra-
tion through formal treaties and other measures, the EU has
expanded and promoted, and continues to do so, the conception of
EU citizen (legal belonging) and European identity (cultural).70

Evidence of this expansion of European identity and citizenship at
the mass level can be found in the data from the Eurobarometer
surveys conducted biannually by the EU. From 1982 to 2003, for
the EU average, respondents indicated that they do feel European
and nationality (or European only) more so than “nationality only”
(or never feeling European).71 Figure 3.1 displays data supporting
this claim.

Importantly, since 1992 (which coincides with the Maastricht
Treaty’s ratification process and the expansion of EU citizenship
rights), more than half of the respondents claim to feel both a
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European and national identity (and European only). The most
recent Eurobarometer survey on identity of the EU average shows
that 56% of the respondents feel both a European and national
identity (of which 4% feel European only), with 40% feeling nation-
ality only.72

Moreover, people in the member states seem to agree with the
elites that a European identity is compatible with national identi-
ties (thus, multiple identities). For example, in 1992 (prior to the
change from EC to EU) the Eurobarometer survey asked two ques-
tions that related to the compatibility of a European identity with
national identity, and whether “a real European Union” would pro-
tect national identities. In terms of the compatibility of a European
identity with national identity, the question asked: “If all countries
of the European Community come together in a European Union,
do you think that the sense of national identity will end up disap-
pearing and being replaced by a sense of European identity or can
one have a national sense of identity and a European sense of iden-
tity at the same time?”73 “By a proportion of almost three-to-one
(62:32), EC citizens believe that a national and European identity
are compatible. Absolute majorities everywhere see compatibility
possible, from a high of 71% for Italy and 69% for the Netherlands
to a low of 52% for the United Kingdom and 50% for Ireland.”74 In
terms of protecting European identities, 46% responded that “if a
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real European Union came about” it would protect national identi-
ties, 14% said “in between,” and 30% responded that such a union
would end national identities.75

Finally, evidence does show that people do see themselves as
European and have a positive feeling about that identity. In a
recent Eurobarometer survey, for the first time, people were asked,
“Would you say you are very proud, fairly proud, not very proud, or
not at all proud to be European?” For the EU average, more than
half of the respondents (62%) claimed they were “very” or “fairly”
proud of being European. Interestingly, in the two countries with
the lowest percentage of pride in being European of all fifteen
states, Germany and the United Kingdom, “people who feel proud
outnumber those who do not feel proud.”76

As we have demonstrated in the previous section, the EU has
actively promoted and fostered the concept of a European identity
and citizenship that connects to representation and rights. While
the organization began as one that focused on economic integra-
tion, the EU has expanded its goals to include political and cultural
integration. Importantly, the leaders of the EU continue to recog-
nize that a European identity cannot replace national identities
(nor do they claim that such supranational identities should do so),
but hope that with continued integration the overlapping European
identity will bring the peoples of Europe closer together. Interest-
ingly, the people seem to agree. In Eurobarometer surveys con-
ducted in 2002 and 2003, nearly three fourths of Europeans
consider “getting closer to EU citizens” a priority.77 The next sec-
tion examines the various EU institutions that pool sovereignty
and, thus, increase representation of EU citizens—and provides
the link to an overlapping European identity.

Representation in the EU: Pooling Sovereignty as a Means
to Overcome Inequality

The previous section traced the efforts of the EU to promote a
European identity through the expansion of economic and political
rights (citizenship), particularly in the Maastricht Treaty. The
expansion of voting rights (a means for citizens to get their voices
heard) relates directly to representation in the political institutions
of the EU across various levels. The main bodies of the EU are the
European Commission, Council of Ministers,78 and the EP. In addi-
tion, transnational political parties and regional organizations are
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also important. This section examines the various institutions of
the EU because, together, these institutions provide mechanisms
for representation through pooled sovereignty, and hence, promote
an overlapping European identity, and in turn enhance cooperation
among the EU members that is often challenged by perceptions of
inequality among the member states.

Council of Ministers and the European Commission

The Council of Ministers and European Commission have shared
decision-making authority in the EU. EU citizens do not elect
members to either body, but because these two bodies tend to focus
on EU interests rather than on national ones,79 they do provide an
opportunity to promote an overlapping European identity. For
example, the Council, representing the national governments of
member states, acts “according to E.U. interests, just as parliamen-
tarians in most countries, although representing specific con-
stituencies, come together in the capital to discuss the interests of
the nation as a whole.”80

The Council adopts proposals and legislates for the EU on a
wide range of policy areas. The foreign minister of one of the
member states heads the Council for a rotating six-month term.81

The importance of the presidency has increased over time as a
result of deepening integration, increased political importance of
the Council, expanding influence of the European Council, as well
as the growth of working groups in the Council. With the increased
importance, so too have the responsibilities of the presidency,
which include “arranging and chairing meetings of the European
Council (summits),” “preparing and chairing meetings of the Coun-
cil and its subcommittees,” “representing the EU internationally,”
and “acting as an EU spokesperson.”82

Importantly, the state holding the presidency must engage in
a delicate balancing act: advancing their own country’s positions
as well as acting impartially. Interestingly, presidents sometimes
find it “necessary to subsume national under presidential inter-
ests.”83 In addition to balancing between national and presidential
interests, the presidency also works to establish and maintain pos-
itive relations with the other institutions of the EU. In its work-
ings with the Commission, the presidency can contribute to
effectual decision making. In working with the EP, the Council is
colegislator.84
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However, as noted previously, the Council is not a fully demo-
cratic body. It meets in secret and is not collectively accountable at
the EU level, and delegated, not elected, officials make the major-
ity of decisions.85 The fact that it deliberates behind closed doors
has contributed to the “democratic deficit.” As a result, many have
called for more openness in the deliberation process of the institu-
tion and access to the meetings of the Council members. The
Council permits media representatives and members of the public
to view some, but not many, “public ministerial debates” in Brus-
sels (or “Luxembourg if the Council meets there”), but they must
obtain permission beforehand. The Commission sometimes broad-
casts the debates by the “Europe by Satellite” information service.
The problem is that very few people can go to Brussels or Luxem-
bourg to view the debates in person and the “Europe by Satellite”
is not available everywhere.86 Thus, the citizens of Europe may
not feel connected to this particular institution, as representing
their interests.

The Council has tried to address some of these concerns,
namely making more documents of its proceedings available and
permitting access to some debates, albeit on a limited basis, to the
media and public at large. Moreover, because the Council also has
representatives from sub-national governments, citizens’ interests
may be heard and represented at the supranational level. Two fed-
eral states, Germany and Belgium, were able to push for such a
change with the Maastricht Treaty to include regional representa-
tives. “Members of regional governments had insisted on represen-
tation in the Council when the Council discussed issues that, in
their own countries, were the responsibility of regional rather than
federal government.”87

Yet, in the end, the Council still suffers from lack of direct
involvement by the citizens of Europe, and therefore contributes to
the perceived “democratic deficit.” In fact, one of the most recent
Eurobarometer surveys (2003) asked respondents whether ten EU
institutions and bodies played “an important role or not in the life
of the European Union.” For the EU average, the Council of Minis-
ters ranked fifth at 58% (preceded by the EP [78%], European
Commission [69%], European Central Bank [66%], and Court of
Justice [65%]) in terms of a perceived important role.88 Moreover,
in terms of trust of the same ten institutions and bodies, the Coun-
cil ranked fifth (preceded by the EP, Court of Justice, European
Commission, and the European Central Bank). On an individual
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country basis, only for Denmark and Spain did the Council of Min-
isters rank in the top three.89 Thus, these overall results suggest
that the citizens of Europe do not view this institution in terms of
trust and importance very highly relative to other EU institutions,
further contributing to the argument that the Council contributes
to the perception of the “democratic deficit.”

The European Commission, which implements EU policy, also
has no direct democratic requirement although it is held account-
able by the EP.90 The Commission also represents the EU in some
international organizations and trade negotiations with non-EU
states. Each commissioner swears an oath of loyalty to the EU.91

Importantly, the Commission’s members are nominated by their
national governments (and appointed by the Council) but are obli-
gated to act in the interests of the EU—an overlapping member-
ship in a supranational body. The commissioners tend to have held
elected office in their individual countries, “an unofficial criterion
for appointment to the Commission in order to enhance vicariously
the Commission’s democratic legitimacy.”92 As such, according to
Dinan, “the Commission epitomizes supranationalism and lies at
the center of the EU system.”93 The Commission president’s
responsibilities include “launching major EU policy initiatives,”
“representing the Commission in meetings of the European Coun-
cil,” and “representing the Commission in meetings of the General
Affairs Council (of foreign ministers).”94

Besides the “unofficial criterion” of having held elected office
prior to becoming a commissioner, other aspects of the workings of
the EU provide legitimacy for the Commission. As mentioned pre-
viously, because the Commission is held accountable to the EP, the
EP can affect the perception of legitimacy when it threatens cen-
sure of the Commission, thereby demonstrating its desire to
increase its influence over the non-elected body. For example, in
1998 the EP threatened censure, claiming that the Commission
had mismanaged the EU budget.95 In this way, the Commission’s
legitimacy as an institution representing the interests of the EU as
a whole may increase.

Another avenue for increasing the legitimacy of the Commis-
sion is related to the role that the Commission plays in proposing
EU legislation. Both external and internal committees provide sup-
port for the Commission and for its legislation. Internal commit-
tees coordinate parts of the Commission and commissioners.
External committees are comprised of expert committees and con-
sultative committees, both of which consist of specialists in and out
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of government as well as interest group and professional organiza-
tion representatives. “Consultative committees are also valued for
their technical advice and help the Commission keep in tune with
the real world of business and commerce.”96

While this section maintains that the Council and Commission
are not democratically elected bodies, their EU focus demonstrates
the overlapping membership (and perhaps identity) of member
states at the European, supranational level. By providing a means
for national governments to coordinate interests in common areas,
governments influenced by their own citizens, the citizens of
Europe have a voice in the formulation of EU policy. The challenge
for both bodies is to overcome the perceived democratic deficit and
to address the issue of legitimacy.

European Parliament and Transnational Party Groups

The third official institution of importance in the EU structure is
the EP (comprised of 626 members from the member states), which
participates in the legislative and budgetary process of the EU.97

Since 1979, the EP is the only institution in which EU citizens
directly elect their representatives, the Members of the European
Parliament (MEPs). The 1987 Single European Act set up a means
for cooperation between the EP and the Council of Ministers,
thereby increasing the relationship between the various EU insti-
tutions.98 Moreover, the Maastricht Treaty expanded the coopera-
tion with the Council to other areas and granted the EP “a limited
form of legislative codecision with the Council.”99

Importantly, the transnational party-groups in the European
Parliament provide the arena for direct representation of EU citi-
zens and for promotion of a European (overlapping) identity. These
transnational parties form political groups of ideologically similar
national parties. For example, the two largest transnational par-
ties, the Party of the European Socialists (PES) and the European
People’s Party (EPP) are composed of members from the Social
Democratic parties and Christian Democratic/Conservative parties
in all the member states, respectively.100 As Robert Ladrech
asserts, transnational political parties and federations (e.g., Euro-
pean People’s Party and Green/Ecologist) at the European level
formed as a means to increase their power at the supranational
level (and thus, have influence from within the EU) and to further
common goals. For example, the British Labour Party and Danish
Social Democrats objected to coordinating policies at the EU level
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with their counterparts from other member states. However, by the
late 1980s, these two parties ended their opposition and “began to
participate in some transnational initiatives.”101 In 1992, the
Socialist Party federation renamed itself the Party of European
Socialists, whose membership is “based on national party affilia-
tion” with its budget from national party contributions.102 Impor-
tantly, since 1989 the PES has the largest political group in the EP
and its national parties comprise a majority of the governments of
the member states.103

While the PES is thus dependent on the national parties, it
plays an important role as a conduit of information from the Euro-
pean level (EP Socialist group) to the national parties, fostering
“increased transnational contacts among national parties.”104 For
example, the Swedish Labour Party (SAP), at the request of PES
party leaders, produced a report on unemployment. Input from rep-
resentatives from the European Commission, the EP Socialist
group, and the European Trade Union Confederation—the top
levels of party and national governments—demonstrates the
transnational aspect of the report. The PES party-group leaders
submitted the SAP’s report (“The European Employment Initia-
tive”) to the European Council summit meeting in December 1993.
Additionally, national parties receive benefits for those that belong
to these larger transnational parties, including committee chair
appointments.105

In addition to the transnational party groups that coincide
with national parties based on ideology, there are “intergroups,” or
cross-party groups, comprised of MEPs from different party groups
with a common interest on issues, such as disarmament and gay
and lesbian rights. The role of such intergroups is to “build broad
support for important initiatives and proposals.”106

These transnational parties, in essence, foster a European
party identity that is important both for those engaged in policy
making and for EU citizens who are members of their respective
national parties. Article 138a of the Maastricht Treaty explicitly
notes, “parties at the European level,” thus recognizing the pooled
sovereignty across national lines at the supranational level.107 The
treaty further states that these European level political parties
“are important as a factor for integration within the Union. They
contribute to forming a European awareness and to expressing the
political will of the citizens of the Union.”108

As a result of criticisms about the democratic deficit and the
perception that the EU decision-making process kept national par-
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liaments out of the loop, the Maastricht Treaty included declara-
tions directly addressing the role of national parliaments. Impor-
tantly, one declaration stressed that member state governments
would submit to their national parliaments “proposals for (EU) leg-
islation in good time for information or possible examination.” In
this way, the intention of the declaration was to push for contact
between members of the national parliaments and MEPs. The 1997
Amsterdam Treaty further addressed the national parliament
demands for greater influence in the EU through a protocol on
ways for the national parliaments to obtain information on EU
developments. The treaty protocol further called for the Conference
of European Affairs Committees (CEAC) of the National Parlia-
ments and the EP to have input on matters they consider impor-
tant for the EU institutions to address.109

As the body most representative of EU citizens, the interesting
question arises as to how people view the EP. While, on average,
almost two-thirds of people regard the EP as very important/impor-
tant, voter turnout is low compared to national elections. In the
most recent elections, held in June 1999, only 55% of EU citizens
voted.110 In fact, voter turnout has continuously declined from the
high of 63% with the first direct election in 1979 (EP UK Office).
EP elections are regarded as competitions between national politi-
cal parties that focus on domestic, rather than European, issues.111

Thus, as Laffan notes, “[r]epresentative politics is still largely
national which constitutes a barrier to the emergence of a gen-
uinely European political realm. The public space remains frag-
mented into national units.”112

Moreover, the question arises as to how people perceive the
impact of the EP in comparison to their national parliaments. For
the first time, a Eurobarometer survey, conducted in 2000, exam-
ined the extent people feel that the EP and national parliaments
impact their lives. The positive impact of national parliaments
exceeds that of the EP. For the national parliaments (EU average),
20% felt that there was very little impact, 46% considerable
impact, and 26% major impact. For the EP, 33% felt there was
very little impact, 46% considerable impact, and 10% major
impact.113 In a Eurobarometer survey conducted in 2003, the ques-
tion was changed slightly, asking “people’s perception of the
effects” of the decisions and activities of the EP and national par-
liament (as well as the EU as a whole, regional/local government,
and national government). For the EU average, 17% said the EP
had “great effect,” 47% “some effect,” and 22% “no effect.” For the
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national parliaments, 43% said they had “great effect,” 40% “some
effect,” and 12% “no effect.”114 Thus, the view that national parlia-
ments have a greater impact (or effect) on people’s daily lives rela-
tive to the EP may explain the low voter turnout for EP
elections—and also affect the development of a deepening Euro-
pean identity. (Interestingly, the same Eurobarometer survey [EB
59] found that 65% of respondents thought that EP elections are
“really important.”)115

Consequently, the gap between perceptions that the EP is con-
sidered to be “very important” or “important,” low voter turnout,
and the perception that the EP has less impact on daily life than
national parliaments may explain the fact that only slightly more
than half of EU citizens feel both a European identity and national
identity—particularly as long as people view the elections in
national terms. In fact, of those that voted in June 1999, the most
frequent (and seemingly overwhelming) reason for voting (64%, EU
average) was “civic duty,” followed by “to protect national interest”
(16%) and “to support a particular party” (16%) in distant second
place.116

Yet, at the same time, those who voted expressed high levels of
trust for EU institutions, first and foremost, the EP (74%), and
want the EP to play a more important role (69%).117 Of all those
surveyed (voters and non-voters), trust for all bodies of the EU
increased, with the public most likely to trust the EP (53%).118

Interestingly, 67% of those polled stated that they intended to vote
in the 2004 EP elections.119

Thus, as this section demonstrates, the existence of transna-
tional parties at the EP level permits the promotion of overlapping
and multiple memberships, of their national governments as well
as at the European level. Moreover, these multiple memberships
permit the promotion of a European identity as these MEPs advo-
cate at the supranational level while also consulting with represen-
tatives from their national governments. Importantly, citizens of
the member states, who vote for both MEPs and national parlia-
mentarians, gain representation at both the national and suprana-
tional level. Consequently, in line with our argument, as more EU
citizens participate in EP elections (thus a means of representa-
tion) and continue to trust EU institutions, multiple identities—
European and national identity—are likely to become more salient
and enable further cooperation (rather than conflict) between
member states. The ability to have representation at these levels,
national and European, are the first steps at rectifying the demo-
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cratic deficit and at promoting an overlapping identity at the
supranational level.

Regional Representation

At the regional level, EU citizens are able to express a European,
national, and regional identity (and thus transnational linkages)
through various regional institutions that have increased in
number over the years (e.g., regional representative offices
increased from two in 1985 to fifty in 1994).120 These offices, such
as the Association of European Regions, the Council of European
Municipalities and Regions, and the Conference of Peripheral and
Maritime Regions have a transnational focus for both regional and
local communities.121 Of particular importance for pooled sover-
eignty, the Maastricht Treaty established the Committee of the
Regions (CoR), with representatives from regional and local bodies
such as federal states, towns, and municipalities.122 Following the
entry into force of the Treaty of Amsterdam in 1999, the Committee
of the Regions became a consultative body to (and hence a degree of
representation in) the EP in areas such as economic and social
cohesion, education, and culture as well as trans-European infra-
structure networks. The consultative role of the Committee enables
involvement in the making of EU policies that affect these regional
and local bodies.123 For example, according to the mission state-
ment of the EPP Group in the Committee of the Regions, 

Via the political groups the CoR members can effectively
represent local and regional interests by getting their
voices heard in the political concert. As is the case with the
European Parliament, the political parties in the CoR want
to contribute more to political opinion-forming. They intend
to contribute to a more efficient and influential work of the
CoR with a view to becoming a political body which repre-
sents the interests of the citizens in the regions and munic-
ipalities in the best possible way.124

Moreover, according to the Party of European Socialists (PES)
group in the CoR, the CoR provides an excellent opportunity for
“closeness to the citizen” and a means to overcome the EU’s demo-
cratic deficit: “European integration must be explained at grass-
roots level. This is the only way to avoid democratic deficit. The
CoR strengthens the democratic legitimacy of the Union.”125
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Additionally, these many sub-state regions in Europe “estab-
lished missions to the EU in Brussels.” Such sub-state regions are
able to “bypass the state . . . becoming increasingly important
voices in European affairs.”126 As Alexander Murphy notes, “[m]any
of the lobbyists are bypassing the state and going directly to Brus-
sels because they see in the EU a viable alternative to the state as
a focus for the organization of cultural, social, and political life.”
For those regions that are poor, focusing on a European “posture”
may be more beneficial in meeting their demands, than is the case
for appealing to their state governments. “The pursuit of such
strategies fosters structures and arrangements that lend credence
to the idea that Europe does indeed matter.”127 A clear example of
how sub-state regions are linked to a conception of European iden-
tity can be found in the actions of nationalists in Wales who have
looked to the EU in order to push for enhancing their regional
status relative to the United Kingdom, but not quite a state either.
The former leader of Plaid Cymru, the Welsh nationalist political
party, stated that “one day Wales may be able to be a region within
a unified Europe without having to apply for UN membership.”128

In another example, as discussed in chapter 2, the Basques have
looked to the EU as a means of promoting their interests, in
essence, leapfrogging over the Spanish national government for
representation. 

The importance of such regional bodies as related to identity
and citizenship can be found in the levels of attachment people feel
toward their region, town/village, country, and the EU. According to
a 2003 Eurobarometer survey, 90% feel “very” or “fairly attached” to
their country, 87% to their town or village, 86% to their region, and
45% to the EU (52% did not feel very or not all attached).129 The
problem, however, is that of ten EU institutions, the Committee of
the Regions recently ranked last in people’s awareness of the insti-
tution (26%), whereas the EP ranked first at 91%.130

In summary, this section demonstrates that EU-level institu-
tions, with EU interests (Council, Commission, and EP) as well as
national interests, the transnational links through transnational
parties at the EP level, and representatives at the regional level
provide avenues for representation at different levels. As Ladrech
notes, “[a]lthough national governments continue to play a domi-
nant role in the decision-making process, they are themselves more
deeply enmeshed in the EU system; therefore, bargaining is
affected by dynamics inside states, among states, and above
states.”131 Thus, the EU decision-making process at the various
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levels provides an opportunity for the expression of multiple, and
even overlapping European and regional, identities of the member
states. 

Trends for the Future of European Identity 
and Pooled Sovereignty

While the EU has actively sought to promote, and perhaps con-
struct, a European identity through both the symbols of identity
(flag, anthem, passport, etc.) and representation (EP, transnational
party-groups, and regional associations), the institution does face
challenges from the salience of national identities and from the
issue of the democratic deficit. As Lemke asserts, for democratic
participation, whether at the national or supranational level, three
components of citizenship are important: identity, rights, and polit-
ical participation.132

In terms of the democratic deficit, Eurobarometer surveys indi-
cate that those surveyed are more satisfied with national democracy
than with the way democracy works in the EU. In 2003, the EU 15
average was as follows: 58% are “very satisfied + fairly satisfied,”
with 40% “not very satisfied + not at all satisfied” with their
national democracy. In comparison, 46% are “satisfied . . . with the
way democracy works in the European Union,” and 38% “are not
very” or “not at all satisfied.”133 The fact that slightly less than half
of those surveyed are satisfied with democracy in the EU is a chal-
lenge for the EU as a supranational level organization representing
its citizens. Yet, interestingly, in a list of 27 policy areas in which
the EU can make decisions (e.g., information about the EU, foreign
policy, humanitarian aid, support for regions in economic difficulty,
and currency), 18 of those areas had majorities that “support joint
EU decision-making in these policy areas.” Large majorities sup-
ported European level decision making for several of these areas,
including, the “fight against international terrorism” (85%),
trade/exploitation of humans (80%), information about the EU
(74%), foreign policy (73%), and humanitarian aid (72%).134

In terms of salience of national identities, for example, in a
recent study comparing British and Italian attitudes, Marco Cin-
nirella found that most British people feel more British than Euro-
pean in that they had “no sense of common culture ties within
Europe, which might have allowed for a sentimental/symbolic
attachment.” In comparison, Italians “often felt their cultural and
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historical heritage to be intimately bound-up with that of Europe.”
Interestingly, Cinnirella argues that the difference relates to the
perception of Europe’s future. British people worried that further
integration in Europe threatened their national identity. In con-
trast, Italians saw the future as more positive for Europe and thus
for the possibility of a European identity.135

In addition, the EU faces the question of how to define a Euro-
pean identity, particularly as more states are admitted into the EU
(and those waiting in the wings for admission) with their different
histories. Moreover, the member states may face a challenge from
immigration on the conception of a European identity.136 Finally,
what of the other—the out-group that is so much a part of social
identity theory? To whom are the “others” that Europeans will com-
pare themselves? During the Cold War, the other was the Soviet
Union and the Eastern European bloc. However, many of these
countries have applied for admission to the EU. In the post-Cold
War period, who are the new others that Europe will compare
themselves to, given the need for comparison as argued by social
identity theory? Will it be the United States or perhaps the Third
World?137

Yet, as Anthony D. Smith notes, these states do share some
political and civic traditions and heritage, such as Roman law,
political democracy, parliamentary institutions, and Judeo-Christ-
ian ethics. They also share a cultural heritage: Renaissance
humanism, rationalism, romanticism, and classicism—in essence,
a “family of cultures.”138 Thus, to reconcile national and European
identities, Ole Waever argues that the EU should promote a Euro-
pean citizenship based on civic and political identity, rather than
on an ethno-cultural identity. In this way, the political identity for
Europe does not supplant national or state identities, rather a
“fusion of national and European identities, and more specifically,
the importance of Europe in national identities.”139 As Waever fur-
ther notes, “[a]n identity basis for Europe is probably only possible
if it penetrates, rather than confronts, national identities, giving
European and national identities an interdependent relationship,
where each is mutually present in the other’s identity.” Moreover,
in the case of immigrants, the civic and political identity is inclu-
sive, allowing them to become “European.”140

In the end, a shared European identity may only be possible if
based on the idea of multiple, or overlapping, identities.141 As the
social psychological theories discussed in chapter 1 indicated,
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people do hold multiple identities. As the Eurobarometer surveys
indicate, a majority of EU citizens do feel both a European and
national identity. In addition, significant numbers of people trust
the EP—the only institution directly elected by EU citizens and
also influenced by transnational political parties acting at the
supranational level. Moreover, the evidence indicates that there is
a connection between support for EU membership and the percep-
tion that membership in the institution is beneficial. 

Figure 3.2 shows the rate at which citizens of the EU member
states think that EU membership benefits their nation. In Euro-
barometer surveys, the average response (EU15) has held fairly
steady near 50 percent. Some member states have seen a dramatic
increase (e.g., Spain and Ireland); others declined with time (e.g.,
Germany); and others have been persistently low (e.g., the UK). It
is clear that the states that have benefited from direct transfers
from the European Regional and Development Fund (ERDF), such
as Spain and Ireland, have citizens who believe that membership
in the EU benefits their nation. On the other hand, in member
states that give large sums of money to the EU but receive very
little from the ERDF their citizens do not see the direct benefit of
membership. 
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Thus, as we argue, the relationship between representation in
institutions at various levels (local, national, regional, and EU) and
promotion of an overlapping European identity not in opposition to
national identities, will likely lead to further cooperation, support,
and integration between the member states of the EU. As Martin
Marcussen and his colleagues note, “In a certain sense, multiple
European and nation state identities might actually be appropriate
for a multi-level system of governance, such as the EU.”142
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4

Protestants, Catholics, and the Good Friday
Peace Agreement in Northern Ireland

The fact that we agree to negotiate at all on any basis was
possibly the primary cause of our down fall. Certainly it was
the first milestone on the road to disaster.
Robert Barton, Irish negotiator who signed but later
rejected the 1920 Government of Ireland Act

—Robert Barton, Notes for a Lecture

But why should words my frenzy whet
Unless we are able to strike
Our despot lords who fear no threat
But reverence the pike
Oh, do be wise, leave moral force
The strength of thought and pen
And all the value of discourse
To lily-livered men.

Popular ballad of IRA men during the Irish Civil War

—Tim Pat Coogan and George Morrison, 
The Irish Civil War

The people of Ireland are sick of war. They are sick of sec-
tarian killings and random bombings. They are sick of the
sad elegance of funerals, especially those involving the small
white coffins of children, prematurely laid into the rolling
green fields of the Irish countryside. They want peace.

—George J. Mitchell, Making Peace
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Struggle without End in Northern Ireland

The Chief Constable’s Office in Northern Ireland reports that from
the years 1969 to 1996 there were 3,212 fatal casualties from sec-
tarian violence in Northern Ireland.1 Roughly two-thirds of these
fatalities were civilians. The greater part of the violence occurred
from 1972 through 1976, or during the time of the “Troubles” in
Northern Ireland. An average of over 200 civillians and more than
60 security officers (both military and police) lost their lives each
year during this time. Brendan O’Leary and John McGarry figure
that the responsibility for deaths from 1969 to 1989 can be distrib-
uted in the following manner: republican paramilitaries, 57.7%;
loyalist paramilitaries, 25.3%; and security forces, 11.8%.2 Malcolm
Sutton lists every fatality from the violence, including those killed
in Britain, Ireland, and elsewhere in Europe and arrives at a fairly
similar distribution of responsibility.3

The enormous violence in Northern Ireland led eventually to
the negotiating table. The Irish Republican Army (IRA) and Loyal-
ist paramilitaries declared a joint cease-fire in 1994 that led to the
British government initiating inclusive, all-party talks about the
future of Northern Ireland. Despite a resumption of IRA bombing
in 1996, and the removal of Sinn Fein from the negotiating table,
the talks moved forward with the participation of the British gov-
ernment, Irish government, and former senator George Mitchell as
mediator. The talks also survived the IRA’s new cease-fire in 1997,
the reinclusion of Sinn Fein, and the withdrawal of the Democratic
Unionist Party. Eventually on April 10, 1998, the British-Irish
Peace Agreement (or Good Friday Agreement) was signed by all
parties.

The Good Friday Agreement signals a new approach to solving
the regional conflict that has gripped the six northern counties
since the partition of Ireland in 1920. Unlike previous agreements,
the Agreement emphasizes the role of international parliamentary
institutions, as embodied in the proposed cross-border councils. We
argue that the institutions (councils) established by the Agreement
can contribute to a resolution of the conflict. These institutions pro-
mote overlapping identities and multiple layers of representation,
and pool sovereignty that can, in turn, reduce threat perception,
establish trust, and reduce the ethnic security dilemma that exists
between the Catholic and Protestant communities.

The new international councils provide three tangible methods
to reduce conflict in the region and to encourage reconciliation by
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promoting overlapping identities and multiple layers of representa-
tion of the parties involved. First, these institutions give the
Protestant majority an alternative source of security other than
direct British rule or intervention. Second, they allow both commu-
nities (and even divisions within the communities) access to policy
making and representational forums at several levels. Last, they
allow for a qualitative change in British involvement in the region.
Britain’s recent approach to the conflict views it as an “island-
wide” problem, not just as an internal “British” problem. This new
approach led to increased involvement by the Government of the
Republic of Ireland, particularly its inclusion in many of the pro-
posed new councils. In turn, the “pooling of sovereignty” by the
British and Irish governments regarding Northern Ireland has
increased the security of Britain. No longer will both Northern
Protestants and Northern Catholics blame the British government
for a breakdown in peace. Moreover, the British government would
no longer be obligated to intervene in Northern Ireland. Recipro-
cally, the Unionist parties would no longer be able to take for
granted British assistance.4

This new institutional arrangement is certainly a tightrope
walk. The Northern Protestants must feel secure that their power
as the majority is respected. The Protestants have relied histori-
cally upon British assurances of that power, while at the same time
the Protestant dominance of the region has eroded in the face of
demographic changes and economic growth in the Catholic commu-
nity. Under the new agreement, the Protestant community cannot
take for granted any assistance from the government in London.
The dilemma for the British government is how to reconcile two
competing aims: the desire of the British mainland to extricate
itself from the Irish Island while at the same time establishing a
means to ensure the security of the Protestant majority.

This chapter demonstrates how the new international parlia-
mentary institutions can provide a solution to this dilemma. The
first section describes how friendly and enemy images develop
from processes both internal to Northern Ireland and external to
it. This section highlights the international nature of the conflict.
Specifically, it shows how the communities in Northern Ireland
are linked to national communities in both Britain and the
Republic of Ireland. Identity in Northern Ireland is the product of
shared community with other nations and of constructed identity
in Northern Ireland, primarily based on the externally derived
identities.
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We then look at the previous attempts by the British govern-
ment to resolve the conflict. Particularly, we specify the different
institutions that the British proposed and implemented. We exam-
ine each proposal in detail and then discuss why these institutions
failed to promote peace in the region. In the third section we out-
line the Good Friday Agreement and its institutions. This section
pays special attention to the unique cross-border parliamentary
institutions and the international aspects of the agreement.

The next section posits the structure of the European Union
(EU) as an analogy to the structure of the Good Friday Agreement.
This section links chapter 3 to this chapter. We contend that the
cross-border parliamentary institutions of the Agreement are simi-
lar to those of the EU. Following this, in the last section, we present
our argument that the Agreement offers an institutional structure
that promotes overlapping identities and pools sovereignty. The
diminution of exclusive identities, constructed through cross-
national institutions, contributes to a resolution of the Northern
Ireland conflict. At the end of this section we propose that the
Agreement is a model that could provide a possible solution to other
nationalist and ethnic conflicts present in the twenty-first century.

The Internal and External Sources of Conflict in 
Northern Ireland

Getting at the heart of the intercommunity conflict in Northern
Ireland is no easy task. A great wealth of literature has sought to
explain the formation of the competing communities and the rea-
sons for the continued division. Two broad trends in the theoretical
literature are identified: (1) the emphasis on the “internal” nature
of the conflict and (2) the historical process (read: “external”) by
which the divisions were created. Although one may view these two
alternative approaches as being mutually exclusive, they are not
necessarily so. We argue that both capture a portion of the process
leading up to the current situation in Northern Ireland. The inter-
nal model rightly points out the development of exclusive in-group
distinctions between the two communities. The external model
illustrates the role of external actors, particularly state actors such
as Britain, in perpetuating the internally derived group divisions.
To reiterate our argument, we posit that any solution to the conflict
in Northern Ireland must address both the internal and external
causes.
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To understand fully the existing conflict, we provide a brief
summary of the creation of Northern Ireland.5 After French consol-
idation of their control on the European continent in 1540, English
expansion turned from Europe toward Wales, Scotland, and Ire-
land. Settlement of Ireland by English and Scottish settlers was
rapid. “By 1641 Protestant settlers owned 41 percent of the land in
Ireland and held a majority of seats in both house[s] of the Irish
parliament.”6 The victory of Cromwell over the Irish in 1640 led to
the confiscation of Irish-owned land. This pattern repeated itself in
1690 with the defeat of the Catholic supporters of James II. The
Catholic population receded into that of a peripheral nationality on
its own island.

A Catholic revival in the nineteenth century led to calls for
Irish independence. Prior to World War I, Irish Republican political
struggles created what the English parliamentarians called the
“Ulster crisis.” In short, a discussion of whether Ireland should
have Home Rule was debated on both sides of the Irish Sea. A
small group of Republicans felt that the outbreak of the First
World War offered an opportunity to strike at British rule while the
British were occupied on the European continent. The 1916 Easter
Rebellion ended in defeat for the rebels, the British execution of fif-
teen of the Republican leaders, and the subsequent turn toward
terrorism by the new IRA. The British authorities imposed martial
law, which only further inflamed the Republican resistance. The
Anglo-Irish War (as the British called it; the Irish called it the
“Troubles”) lasted from 1919 to 1921, with much violence perpe-
trated by both sides.7

Britain eventually went to the negotiating table with the idea
of partition as a solution to the violence. The plan was for the nine
northeastern counties in the historic area of Ulster to remain a
part of Britain while the remaining counties, all predominantly
Catholic, would be given Home Rule under British dominion. Even-
tually only six counties in Ulster would be considered for partition,
and of those six, Catholics were the majority in two, Fermanagh
and Tyrone, and in the city of Derry. The British Parliament
passed the Government of Ireland Act in 1920, effectively dividing
the North from the South. Negotiations in the remaining twenty-
six counties in the South as to their status eventually led to Home
Rule, a civil war, and eventual development of a new Constitution
and Republic in 1937.8

Returning to our discussion of the factors that led to the devel-
opment of identity in Northern Ireland, the internal model posits
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that the source of the sectarian division is endogenous to the
Northern counties.9 The model does not ignore the important role
played by external powers, but rather places an emphasis on the
particular internal factors leading to intercommunity conflict. In
this model, there is no essential conflict between the British and
Irish states, or even between the British and Irish people. Rather,
the divisions between the two Northern communities give rise to
crisis.

As an example, supporters of this theory point to the civil
rights movement in the late 1960s and its genesis in the Catholic
community. A stronger Catholic middle class was developing as the
result of education and business reforms in the 1940s and 1950s
that liberalized Catholic entry into the workforce. Catholics organ-
ized themselves into political pressure groups. Their goals were to
influence the government to make fairer decisions regarding hous-
ing, education, employment, basic services, and other local issues.10

For example, the first of these groups was the Campaign for Social
Justice (CSJ). The CSJ sought housing improvements among
Catholic renters and equal treatment by the local urban district
council. Over time a multitude of pressure groups with almost
exclusive Catholic membership organized to fight for social rights.11

The culmination of this grassroots effort was the setting up of
the Northern Ireland Civil Rights Association (NICRA) in January
1967. By the summer of 1968 the NICRA was leading the Catholic
community in public protests demanding civil and social rights.
Loyalists gathered for counterdemonstrations and violence was the
inevitable result. The Protestant community divided as the Rev-
erend Ian Paisley launched his virulent form of anti-Catholicism
and found many adherents. The resulting crisis among the Protes-
tant community and eventual British intervention in 1969 was the
product of this demonstration of Catholic voice.12 In relation to the
internal model, actions by the Catholic community in response to
internal conditions forced action by external actors, not the other
way around.

According to the internal model, the ascriptive differences
between the two communities becomes institutionalized in all
facets of society. The two communities live divided by religion,
socioeconomic status, residence, and many other factors. The dis-
tinctiveness of the in-group from the out-group is made more clear
and boundaries between the two are maintained.13

The second large body of literature concentrates on the histori-
cal and external derivation of the conflict. The theoretical link
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between all accounts that stress the external aspects is that the
two communities (Protestant/British vs. Catholic/Irish) are the
product of external forces. The communal division is the result of
the battle between the invading people, culture, and religion of the
British mainland and the Irish people, culture, and religion. Inter-
nal disputes in Northern Ireland are all predicated on the divisions
shaped by the external forces.

Most authors link the development of communal division into
an overall pattern of colonialism and partition of the Island of Ire-
land. Events such as the seventeenth-century colonization of the
northeast of Ireland by Scottish and English settlers produced a
system of relationships that insured British control over Ireland.
English settlement created a privileged position for Protestant set-
tlers while marginalizing Irish natives. The conflicting ideologies of
unionism and nationalism that grew during the British occupation
of the nineteenth century are seen not as the result of tensions
between two communities, but rather as tension between an occu-
pying group supported by an outside state versus an occupied
people fighting to retain their independence. Furthermore, the
nature of the struggle between the two states creates a difference
in access to power and resources. This long-lasting difference in
access produces lasting conflict as the marginalized group seeks
access to that which they are denied.14

The period of partition in the early twentieth century is
another key moment that supports the external school of thought.
The territory enclosed within the nation of Northern Ireland is
artificial, the result of the balance of power between the British
capacity to control Ireland and the strength of the Irish national-
ists in 1920. Even later events depict the role of actors external to
Northern Ireland, such as during the time of British direct rule of
Northern Ireland beginning in 1974. Both communities viewed the
British occupation forces as a foreign intervention into the politics
of Northern Ireland, although the Protestant community welcomed
the intervention but the Catholic community did not.15

Both models produce a compartmentalization of the conflict
that does not do full justice to its complexity. Yet, both point to key
aspects that we seek to address, that is, the building of the internal
divisions and the role of external actors in exacerbating those same
divisions. Joseph Ruane and Jennifer Todd contend that a more
sophisticated model is necessary, one that integrates both bodies of
literature. They see the conflict as deriving from a system of inter-
locking levels in which there are three key relationships: a set of
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real objective differences between the two communities; a tendency
toward communal division, and a structure of dominance, depend-
ence, and inequality.16

First, Ruane and Todd argue that understanding the objective
differences between the Catholic and Protestant communities is
essential to viewing the source of ethnic conflict. They emphasize
that five objective differences between the two communities exist:
religion, ethnicity, settler-native status, concepts of progress and
backwardness, and national identity and allegiance.17 In short the
religious differences revolve around differences in doctrine and
religious organization. Ruane and Todd note that a difference in
class overlaps this religious difference. Catholics are predomi-
nantly from the lower class while Protestants range from the
lowest social classes to the most upper social classes.18

The ethnic differences are the direct result of colonization.
British settlement brought the Scots and English to Ireland. Before
British settlement the dominant ethnic people were those of Irish-
Gaelic stock. As Ruane and Todd acknowledge, the close relation-
ship between ethnicity and religion makes it difficult to specify the
exact importance of ethnicity. Also related to the above two factors
is that of settler-native status. The former group would occupy
most of Northern Ireland but does not identify with the customs,
history, or culture of Ireland. The latter group feels disenfranchised
from its customs, history, and culture.19

The concepts of progress and backwardness are important in
creating the strong in-group versus out-group images. The Protes-
tant settlers saw themselves as a modernizing force in Irish society.
They came from a nation that was industrializing and had a lib-
eral, modern, and progressive governmental structure. They
viewed the Irish natives as barbaric, icon-worshiping, and back-
ward. The Irish, on the other hand, viewed the invaders as just
that, invaders, not as a modernizing and civilizing force.20

The last objective difference, that of national identity and alle-
giance, is based on nineteenth- and twentieth-century ideologies
and concepts of the nation and state. Irish nationalism emerged in
the nineteenth century alongside similar nationalist movements
throughout most of Western Europe. Imported from the French
Revolution, nationalism inspired ethnic groups to seek self-deter-
mination. The end desire of nationalism is the creation of a nation-
state. This Irish political ambition for statehood ran counter to the
desire of Protestant settlers to remain in union with Britain. Thus,
the dueling ideologies of nationalism and unionism appeared.21
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The second key relationship is that the perceived and actual
differences are crystallized into a difference of “community.” An
observer must understand the sense of community that is so
salient to an inhabitant of Northern Ireland in order to view the
conflict in the correct context. Without immersion into the nature
of community, it is hard for an outside observer to perceive the rea-
sons and motivations behind the actions of many participants in
the conflict.22

Communities are “emergent entities, products of structurally
conditioned social practices which, however, possess some general
properties including a level of self-consciousness, integrating orga-
nizational networks and a capacity for boundary maintenance.”23

With this definition, one can identify the main political actors in
Northern Ireland as the dual communities of Protestants and
Catholics. However, this is not to say that overlapping and multi-
ple identities do not or cannot exist. (Recent survey research
demonstrates that a considerable number of Protestants and
Catholics in Northern Ireland claim a Northern Irish identity, 27%
and 28%, respectively.)24

In fact, to the contrary, the development of distinct communi-
ties was a slow process and not all communities are bounded per-
fectly. For example, “[p]rior to partition, Unionists classified
themselves as ‘Irish’—they were, after all, ‘Irish’ within the politi-
cal context of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland.”25

Likewise, internal divisions within the communities exist. On this
last point, the two communities both have sub-divisions. Protes-
tants differ in their constitutional desire for the future of Northern
Ireland. Unionists desire to remain a part of the United Kingdom
while Loyalists would be happy with an autonomous or independ-
ent Ulster. Likewise, the Catholic community divides among
Republicans who seek a united Ireland and Nationalists who envi-
sion an independent Northern Ireland. 

In addition, the political parties in Northern Ireland represent
both the community division and the intracommunity segmenta-
tion. The two main Catholic parties, the Social Democratic and
Labour Party (SDLP) and Sinn Fein, draw greater support from
the Nationalist and Republican segments of the Catholic commu-
nity, respectively. Moreover, the two parties’ leaders (John Hume of
the SDLP, Gerry Adams of Sinn Fein) have defined Irish identity
differently. In an analysis of speeches by Hume and Adams in a
two-year period (1984–1986), Andrea K. Grove and Neal A. Carter
found that although both leaders use the terms Catholics, Nation-
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alists, Irish, and this community, their meanings of these terms
differ tremendously.26 Prior to and following the negotiation of the
1985 Anglo-Irish Agreement (AIA, or Hillsborough Agreement),
Hume stressed that the “primary political group is the community
of Northern Ireland, including Protestants.” When Adams refers to
“this community,” which is infrequently, he does not include Protes-
tants/Unionists. Thus, Hume’s understanding of identity remains
inclusive, while Adams’s understanding is exclusive. Unlike
Adams, Hume’s inclusiveness overlaps: when referring to the
ingroup he sometimes focuses on the people of Northern Ireland,
people on the entire Island of Ireland, people in Britain and Ire-
land, and people in Europe and in the world.27

The literature on Northern Ireland stresses many dimensions
of identity difference between the two communities. Most accounts
center on differences that result from four different historical
processes: ethnic origin, religious indoctrination, colonialism, and
ideology.28 Polar opposition is the usual expression of these differ-
ences: Gaelic-Irish versus English/Scottish, Catholic versus Protes-
tant, native versus settler, or nationalism versus unionism. An
example of this polarization is how each community defines its
national identity. In a poll conducted in 1989, Catholics identified
themselves as Irish (60%), Northern Irish (25%), British (8%), and
Ulster (2%); Protestants identified themselves as British (68%),
Ulster (10%) and Northern Irish (16%), and Irish (3%).29 A 2001
survey found similar results. Catholics identifies themselves as
British (12%), English (1%), European (4%), Irish (65%), Northern
Irish (28%), and Ulster (1%). Protestants identified themselves as
British (73%), English (2%), European (2%), Irish (4%), Northern
Irish (27%), and Ulster (16%).30 Table 4.1 displays this data.

The two communities have an almost exact opposite ordering
of identity. As many authors point out, the tendency toward com-
munal division emerged because of the overlap of these dimensions
of differences. For example, English settlers were often supporters
of Protestantism and fiercely loyal to Britain and to a British iden-
tity. Native Irish were predominantly Catholic and harbored senti-
ments against Britain. The lack of shared identities polarized the
two communities. This relationship stresses the external nature of
the genesis of the sharp divisions.

Last, to Ruane and Todd the structure of dominance, depend-
ence, and inequality in Northern Ireland highlights both the inter-
nal and external nature of the conflict. The integration of Ireland
into the British state from the sixteenth to twentieth centuries
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secured an alliance between the Protestant settlers and Britain.
Both needed each other: the British crown needed the settlers to
control Ireland, while the settlers needed the power of Britain to
maintain their hegemony on the island. Partition in 1920 did not
change this relationship much. The Protestant majority in North-
ern Ireland enjoys access to resources and power (economic and
political) denied to the Catholic minority. The structure of Protes-
tant dominance relies on both their numerical superiority and also
the support (tacit or otherwise) of the British government. Protes-
tant dominance has resulted in long-term inequality between the
communities. The gradual ascension of the Catholic community,
both numerically and substantively, slowly undermines the Protes-
tant position of dominance by reversing the inequality. The erosion
of the Protestant position forces the Protestant community to lean
heavily on its dependence on British support.31

To summarize, the conflict is rooted in both the internal, com-
munal divisions and the role of external actors in perpetuating a
set of unequal relationships. These unequal relationships, percep-
tions of threat, and enemy images reinforce the ethnic security
dilemma in Northern Ireland. As Protestants became more domi-
nant in areas such as employment, housing, and governmental
administration, Catholics became increasingly insecure, fostering
further perceptions of threat and mistrust. Efforts to increase the
security of one group only served to reduce the security of the other
group. Moreover, this pattern of conflict, be it internally or exter-
nally derived, exists under political control by a British parliament
across the Irish Sea from Northern Ireland. British sovereignty
resides in one place: Westminster. The British government has sole
authority over Northern Ireland. It can use policy to dictate events
inside Northern Ireland. The British government has used its
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Table 4.1. Identity in Northern Ireland by Religion 
(percentage)

British English European Irish Northern Irish Ulster

1989 Protestant 68 n.a. n.a. 3 16 10
Catholic 8 n.a. n.a. 60 25 2

2001 Protestant 73 2 2 4 27 16
Catholic 12 1 4 65 28 1

Source: Edward Moxon-Browne, “National Identity in Northern Ireland,” in Social
Attitudes in Northern Ireland, eds. Peter Stringer and Gillian Robinson (Belfast:
Blackstaff, 1991); “Life and Times” Survey, 2001, http://www.ark.ac.uk/nilt/.



authority on occasion in an attempt to control the conflict in North-
ern Ireland.

Previous British Attempts at Resolving the Conflict

The purpose of this section is to show how previous attempts to
resolve the conflict have failed to address the issue of promoting
overlapping identities. We show that British proposals to end the
conflict mirror the changing conceptions of the root of the conflict.
Early proposals viewed the conflict as merely an internal one; as
an example they cited the British attempt to establish an internal
solution (e.g., the Stormont Parliament of 1973). When the British
(and Irish) governments perceive the conflict as having not only an
internal component but also an external one, the structures that
they propose become less “consociational” and more incorporative
of overlapping identities.

That the actions of the British government contribute to con-
flict in Northern Ireland cannot be debated. Exactly how they con-
tribute can be. Britain has conflicting goals in regard to Northern
Ireland. On the one hand, Britain has maintained a relationship
with Northern Ireland that can be termed postcolonial. Northern
Ireland has never been fully integrated into Britain. While the
Protestant majority may feel a “British” identity, the British on the
mainland still refer to the Protestants as “Irish.” In the perceptions
of the British political elite, Northern Ireland is seen more as an
integral part of the Island of Ireland than as a part of Great
Britain.33 Moreover, this view is certainly held by the British popu-
lace. Polls of the British population in 1991 and 1992 reveal that
nearly half of the British polled believed that Northern Ireland
should leave the United Kingdom.(36) Moreover, no poll from 1974
to 1996 has shown that more than a third of the British populace
supports maintaining union with Northern Ireland.34

Furthermore, British support of the principle of majority rule
(as opposed to proportional representation) has exacerbated the
conflict in Northern Ireland by reinforcing the in-group (i.e.,
Protestant) versus out-group (i.e., Catholic) distinction. A hallmark
of British territorial management is the belief in the right of the
majority to rule. This belief is the cornerstone on which the Protes-
tant community is dependent upon continued British support. The
majoritarian principle gives reason for the Protestants to maintain
communal solidarity in the face of a growing Catholic minority.
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On the other hand, Britain has certainly shown a sincere
desire to reach a settlement in Northern Ireland.35 In the time
since partition, the British government has made numerous pro-
posals and initiatives toward ending the conflict. The changing
conceptions of identity have paralleled many of the proposals.
Chief among these was the short-lived consociational power-shar-
ing Assembly of 1973 (Sunningdale Agreement). It contained all of
the provisions spelled out by consociational theorists: power-shar-
ing, minority veto, legislative coalitions, and proportional represen-
tation of minority groups. In addition, the Sunningdale Agreement
called for the creation of an all-Ireland institution, the Council of
Ireland. However, the Agreement faced strong opposition from the
Protestants. Five months after the conclusion of the Agreement,
the Ulster Workers Council incited strikes that led to the fall of the
Assembly and to the establishment of direct British rule of North-
ern Ireland.36

The failure of the consociational arrangement shows the
weakness of consociational solutions. The Agreement contained
only a single cross-border institution with two important flaws.
First, even if it had been established, the Council of Ireland would
not have been an effective governing or administrative body as it
lacked any real authority. Second, the Council of Ireland gave the
Irish in the North a place of representation but did not give the
Protestants in the North any similar body. The Protestant commu-
nity rightfully protested this asymmetry. The talks themselves
were not inclusive either. Only three parties were present at the
talks: the Ulster Unionists, the Alliance, and the SDLP.37 Perhaps
due to the ease with which the two communities could criticize the
agreement and take their case to the British mainland in the way
of voice or violence, neither was required to accept the British-led
political arrangement. Moreover, the Agreement failed to induce a
change in the self-image of the Unionists vis-à-vis their relation-
ship with the Nationalists.38 The lesson from the Sunningdale
Agreement is that the external nature of the struggle in Northern
Ireland prohibits any solution that relies solely on regional insti-
tutions (i.e., consociational) without a commensurate change in
identity.39

In light of the failure of the British government’s 1973 Sun-
ningdale Agreement and the lack of movement over the next
decade to deal with the Northern Irish problem, the Republic of
Ireland established the New Ireland Forum in 1983. The purpose
of this Forum was to begin taking into account Unionist concerns
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about Nationalist and Republican attitudes toward unification.
The New Ireland Forum sought to push for all-party negotiations
to seek solutions to the conflict, instead of the seemingly unchang-
ing demand for unification of all of Ireland. With the Forum, the
Irish government recognized the interests and identity of the
Unionists and attempted to reconstruct the identity of the Republic
of Ireland to include those residents of Northern Ireland who were
not ethnically Irish.40 The secularization process, reduction of the
Catholic Church’s political authority, and extensive abhorrence of
IRA violence all contributed to the Irish government’s willingness
to reconstruct the Irish identity in order to resolve the conflict.
Despite this positive step, the Unionist parties boycotted the talks
while the Thatcher government and Unionist parties rejected the
three options (unitary united Ireland, federal united Ireland, and
joint British-Irish authority over Northern Ireland) presented by
the Forum.41

The 1985 Anglo-Irish Agreement was based on the policy that
only parties acting in a constitutional manner should be privy to
peace talks.42 The notable inclusion of Ireland in a consultative
role and the willingness of the Irish government to accept the
notion of consensus for the North for constitutional change marked
a significant turning point in the process of resolving the conflict.43

Thus the agreement stressed the “Irish ethnic dimension”—rather
than an internal Northern Ireland settlement—to the future politi-
cal structure for Northern Ireland.44

The British government’s enticement to the Unionists for
acceptance of the AIA rested on the diminished role of the Irish
government in the North—if the Unionists agreed to an internal
solution with the Nationalists.45 Yet, the 1985 Agreement failed
because the Unionist parties refused to participate in the negotia-
tions. Their refusal can be explained in their understanding of
their interests and identity. The historical and religious identity of
the Protestants is opposed to the interests of the British and Irish
governments in the peace process. Protestants perceive the
Catholics as the Other—out-group—and are thus unwilling to
reach agreement with the Republic of Ireland.46 Moreover, the fail-
ure of the 1985 Agreement emphasized that the Republican wing of
the Catholic community could not be excluded from a viable politi-
cal solution. Without Republican consent, the communal violence,
and indeed interstate terrorism, continued. 

A change in the British position vis-à-vis Northern Ireland
occurred in 1993 when Britain began to acknowledge the link
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between the internal and external causes for the conflict. The gov-
ernment of Conservative Prime Minister John Major realized the
island-wide nature of the conflict and made overtures to the Irish
government in Dublin and to Sinn Fein. The goal of both govern-
ments became the inclusion of all communities (British, Irish,
Catholic, and Protestant) with a stake in the conflict, which
marked a significant change from previous attempts at resolution.

The Downing Street Declaration (DSD) of 1993 was the result
of this new interstate approach. Britain declared that “it is for the
people of the island of Ireland alone, by agreement between the
two parts respectively, to exercise their right of self-determination
on the basis of consent.” The Irish government accepted that “the
democratic right of self-determination by the people of Ireland as a
whole must be exercised with, and subject to the agreement and
consent of a majority of the people of Northern Ireland.”47 In other
words, Britain protected the Protestant majority by including the
majority principle.

Yet, Britain also accepted a new, important role of both the
Irish government and the Irish community, and particularly Sinn
Fein. Eight months prior to the Declaration, Sinn Fein and the
SDLP met in secret talks. These talks paved the way for the IRA’s
willingness to compromise on its demand for unification in return
for the British government’s offer to allow Sinn Fein a seat at the
negotiating table. In response, the Republic of Ireland began to
move toward a softening of the overt threat contained in Articles 2
and 3 of its own Constitution, the articles calling for the eventual
unification of the Island of Ireland. The Irish government also
issued a statement commending the commitment of the IRA to
accept the democratic process for constitutional change.48

Two years later, in February 1995, the British and Irish govern-
ments published a document entitled “Frameworks for the Future.”
The Frameworks document contained two new proposals: devolu-
tion of British authority to a government in Northern Ireland and a
new framework for agreement detailing the exact relations between
Northern Ireland, the Republic, and Britain. The Frameworks docu-
ment specified “the creation of new cross-border institutions and the
guarantee of a referendum” for any future constitutional change for
the North.49 Importantly, the Frameworks document attempted to
construct a new identity for the North. The document concentrated
on revising the interests and identity of the Unionists away from an
in-group-out-group division of Protestants versus Catholics toward
an identity and interest that complemented and overlapped with
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those of the Irish Catholics and the Republic of Ireland. It did this
in two ways. First, by proposing “devolved institutions with legisla-
tive and executive responsibilities over a wide range of areas,
including security—and an elaborate system of checks and balances
to protect minority interests.”50 Second, it elaborated both North-
South intergovernmental bodies, as well as an “East-West” inter-
governmental conference supported by a permanent staff from both
the British and Irish governments. While these cross-border institu-
tions did not become a reality immediately, the focus on the neces-
sity for such institutions is illustrative of the new focus on seeing
the common identities. Correspondingly, the Frameworks document
had broad support of most Unionist parties (with the exception of
the Democratic Unionist Party), the Catholic Social Democratic and
Labour Party, and the ambiguous support of Sinn Fein.51

Despite a resumption of IRA terrorism in February 1996 and
Unionist retaliatory intimidation, an election was held and all-party
talks commenced, with former senator George Mitchell as chair of
the talks.52 However, the peace talks initially failed to achieve
much. Distrust of the new Irish influence led Unionists to use their
position in the House of Commons to push for concessions (e.g.,
exclusion of Sinn Fein from the talks) from Major’s government.53

Major’s slim parliamentary majority left him dependent on Unionist
votes. Thus, the peace talks appeared on the brink of collapse until
the 1997 British general election and the victory of Tony Blair and
the Labour Party. Labour’s landslide victory left Blair with a large
majority, one large enough to discount any Unionist blackmail.

The British-Irish (Good Friday) Peace Agreement of April 1998
signaled the new direction taken by Blair’s Labour government.54

The Blair government moved quickly to a settlement of the prob-
lem in a manner consistent with its handling of other regional dis-
putes on the British periphery, including the devolution of power to
Scotland and Wales. The goal was to allow the people of Northern
Ireland to run their own government and to determine the even-
tual fate of the six Northern counties. However, Britain would
maintain a role in the final solution through participation in vari-
ous international parliamentary institutions.55 Furthermore, sig-
nificant Nationalist and Unionist leaders changed their views of
the Other as illegitimate to legitimate, signaling a willingness to
find common ground for settlement of the conflict. Unionists recog-
nized the implications of the changing demographics of the north:
in three Northern Ireland elections in 1996–1997, Unionist parties
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garnered 50.3% of the vote, Nationalists, 38.2% on average (a
middle and moderate bloc including members of the Alliance Party
and Women’s Coalition received the remainder of the vote). Union-
ists and Nationalists became more flexible in their negotiating
stance. The Unionists agreed to power-sharing institutions; the
Nationalists agreed to keep Northern Ireland as part of the United
Kingdom if supported by the majority.56

The Agreement needed to be ratified by referendum in North-
ern Ireland and by a separate referendum to amend the Constitu-
tion in the Republic of Ireland. The Agreement called for the
Republic to drop Articles 2 and 3 of its Constitution, the articles
that contained its territorial claim of Northern Ireland and its goal
of eventual unification of North and South. While turnout was low
(56.3%) for the referendum on May 22, 1998, the vote was over-
whelmingly positive toward the constitutional amendment (94.4%
in favor of dropping Articles 2 and 3).57 The referendum in North-
ern Ireland was a bit more contentious. Of the main political par-
ties, only the Democratic Unionist Party (DUP) opposed a yes vote.
Turnout was very high (81.1%) with 71.12% voting in favor of the
Agreement, with a pro-Agreement majority in 17 of the 18 West-
minster constituencies (i.e., all but Ian Paisely’s district of North
Antrim).58

Institutions of the British-Irish Peace Agreement

The British-Irish Peace Agreement creates four new democratic
institutions for Northern Ireland: the Northern Irish Assembly, the
North/South Ministerial Council, the British-Irish Council, and the
British-Irish Intergovernmental Conference. Additionally, the text
of the Agreement links to the European Union (EU), the fifth insti-
tution in which sovereignty is pooled and promotes overlapping
identities (cross-categories). Unlike the prescription of internal
institutions for consociational governments, this Agreement specifi-
cally has an international institutional component.59 Furthermore,
Articles 2 and 3 of the Irish Constitution have been amended to
delete reference to the goal of complete unification of the Island of
Ireland. The British government also agreed to respect any free
decision of the majority of the people of both Northern Ireland and
the Republic of Ireland as to the relationship between Northern
Ireland and Britain.
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Northern Ireland Assembly

The new Northern Ireland Assembly “will exercise full legislative
and executive authority in respect of those matters currently
within the responsibility of the six Northern Ireland Government
Departments, with the possibility of taking on responsibility for
other matters.”60 Thus, while London will financially support the
new assembly in Belfast, it allows the Assembly to exercise
devolved decision-making capability for Northern Ireland affairs.

The Assembly contains much of the same consociational
devices as the earlier 1973 power-sharing Assembly, plus the new
mechanism of “parallel consent.” The new 108-member assembly
will use the Single Transferable Vote (STV) to elect its members. To
do so, it combines existing districts used for elections to the House
of Commons into larger, multimember districts. This proportional
system allows for equal representation of the Northern Ireland
communities.61 Legislation requires a simple majority except in
decisions where a cross-community basis is required. In these
instances “parallel consent” is necessary, that is, a majority of sup-
port from representatives of both communities or “a weighted
majority (60%) of members present and voting, including at least
40% of each of the nationalist and unionist designations present
and voting.”62 This supermajority requirement results in a de facto
minority veto. Decisions requiring cross-community support can be
designated in advance by the petition of 30 of the 108 Assembly
members. A grand coalition is almost assured as the posts of first
minister and deputy first minister must also be decided upon by
cross-community consent. 

Elections to the Northern Ireland Assembly occurred in June
25, 1998. Six seats were available in each of the 18 Westminster
constituencies, for a total of 108 seats. For the first time in the his-
tory of Northern Ireland, a Catholic party won the largest share of
the vote, though not the seats. The SDLP won 22.0% of the vote
and 24 seats. The Ulster Unionist Party (UUP) gained 28 seats, the
most, from 21.3% of the vote, its lowest national vote percentage
yet. Over 73% of the population voted for pro-Agreement parties
with the anti-Agreement parties (DUP; the UK Unionists,UKUP;
and three independent Unionist parties) netting only 28 seats.63

The Assembly met for the first time on July 1, 1998, and elected
David Trimble (Ulster Unionist Party, UUP) first minister, and
Seamus Mallon (SDLP) deputy minister, creating a cross-commu-
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nity government. On December 1, 1999, the British government in
Westminster granted devolved authority to the Northern Irish
Assembly, allowing Trimble and Mallon to begin work.

This Assembly has undergone a difficult existence. The issue of
the decommissioning of the paramilitary forces (detailed in the
next section) has elicited the British government to suspend the
Assembly on occasion. Specifically, Secretary of State Peter
Mendelson suspended the Northern Ireland Assembly from Febru-
ary 11, 2000 to May 29, 2000 because of disagreement over the
reluctance of the IRA to decommission its arsenal. The secretary
for Northern Ireland, John Reid, also suspended the Assembly for
one day (August 11, 2001) over the same issue. The lack of continu-
ity in governance hinders the ability of the Northern Ireland gov-
ernment to pass significant legislation. The result is that the
Northern Ireland Assembly has yet to use effectively its devolved
authority.

As a case in point, at the time of writing, the political parties
returned to the Stormont Assembly after its operation had been
suspended for more than a year. Despite a recent election to fill the
Assembly, no new speaker was selected, no ministers appointed,
and no real power devolved. The British secretary of state, Paul
Murphy, has asked all parties to begin a “party review” process by
which the differences can be bridged and the Assembly put back
into action. However it is not clear that the largest party following
the recent elections, the DUP headed by Reverend Ian Paisley, will
attend the review or not.

North-South Ministerial Council

The North-South Ministerial Council deals with the “totality of
relationships” between the governments of Northern Ireland and
the Republic of Ireland. The purpose of the North-South Council is
to “develop consultation, co-operation and action within the island
of Ireland—including through implementation on an all-island and
cross-border basis—on matters of mutual interest.”63 This new
Council has the ability to make decisions on matters of implemen-
tation for common policy in the two political regions, as well as sep-
arate implementation in each jurisdiction. Participation in the
North-South Council is limited to ministers of the two govern-
ments, with plenary sessions held at least twice a year.
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British-Irish Council

The British-Irish Council (BIC) comprises membership from all
national and devolved assemblies on the British Isles. Representa-
tives of the British and Irish national governments will be joined
by representatives from the new assemblies in Northern Ireland,
Scotland, and Wales (with a provision for representatives from the
Isle of Man and Channel Islands). The BIC will “exchange informa-
tion, discuss, consult and use best endeavours to reach agreement
on cooperation on matters of mutual interest within the compe-
tence of the relevant administrations.”65 The operating procedure
will be consensus, with full agreement of all members participating
in any common policy. Dissenting members “may opt not to partici-
pate in such common policies.”66

British-Irish Intergovernmental Conference

The last new institution is the British-Irish Intergovernmental
Conference. The British prime minister and Irish Taoiseach will
meet at a summit to “promote bilateral co-operation at all levels on
all matters of mutual interest within the competence of both Gov-
ernments.”67 Of special note is the provision for the Conference “of
the extent to which issues of mutual concern arise in relation to
Northern Ireland” to have “regular and frequent meetings.”68 Such
meetings are to address security matters and in particular “rights,
justice, prisons and policing.”69 The Intergovernmental Conference
is also charged with the duty of reviewing the workings of the insti-
tutions created by the British-Irish Peace Agreement.

Confidence-Building Areas of the Agreement: Police Reform, Early
Release of Prisoners, and Decommissioning

A number of provisions of the Good Friday Peace Agreement deal
with confidence-building measures. These measures support the
Agreement by providing the pre-conditions for the smooth working
of the institutions. The provisions calling for police reform, the
early release of prisoners and the de-commissioning of arms by the
IRA build trust between the two communities. The participation of
each community in these provisions reduces the perceived security
dilemma and establishes a pattern of mutual cooperation that is
necessary in order for leaders to seek consensus and compromise.
Because these measures are preconditions to the institutions we do
not dwell on them long here. However, we will now provide a brief
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sketch of these measures so that the reader may see the pattern of
confidence-building that these measures can promote.

Reform of the police, known as the Royal Ulster Constabulary
(RUC), is a major demand of the Catholic community. Ronald
Weitzer contends that

policing in communally divided societies is organised
around the defence of a sectarian regime and the preserva-
tion of a social order based on institutionalised inequality
between dominant and subordinate ethnic, racial, or reli-
gious groups. To a greater extent than in more integrated
societies, the police in divided societies are politicised, tend
to be biased against the subordinate group, are unencum-
bered by effective mechanisms of accountability, wield
extensive powers over civilians, and are responsible for
both ordinary crime and security problems.70

The maintenance of law and order is not separate from the sectar-
ian divide. The Catholic community demanded reform of the RUC
during the civil rights movement of the late 1960s. Specifically,
they called for repeal of the Special Powers Act of 1922, which gave
the police exceptional security powers and militarized force,
recruitment of Catholics as the RUC was overwhelmingly Protes-
tant, an expansion of community relations programs, and an inves-
tigation into citizen complaints, among other things.71 The
demands of the Catholic community for police reform in the late
1990s were hardly different.

The Agreement calls for an independent commission on polic-
ing to form. Its goal is to plan a way to get to a set of principles
that the Agreement proscribes: a police system characterized by
“professionalism, effectiveness, efficiency, fairness, impartiality,
freedom from partisan control and accountability both under the
law and to the wider community.”72 At the time of writing the Com-
mission has proposed a number of reforms along the lines proposed
by the Catholic community for decades. The implementation of
these reforms has barely begun, but progress is being made.

The planned early release of paramilitary prisoners from both
communities is another measure aimed at building trust. Both the
Irish and the British governments passed legislation in June 1998
establishing a date of June 2000 to release prisoners associated
with paramilitary groups maintaining the cease-fire. Indeed, in
June and July 2000 approximately 428 prisoners walked away
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from prisons in Northern Ireland. Most of these left the Maze, the
notorious prison that housed political, paramilitary, and terrorist
prisoners at the site of a disused airfield near Lisburn.73

The decommissioning of weapons, especially weapons in the
hands of the IRA, is the most controversial of the trust-building
measures. The Agreement creates an Independent International
Commission on De-Commissioning (IICD) to oversee the turnover
of weapons.74 The British and Irish governments created a
timetable to turn over the weapons that was similar to that of the
release of prisoners. However, events since 1998 show how difficult
decommissioning is to achieve. The IRA refused to contact the IICD
until the Northern Ireland Assembly was functioning. Therefore,
the IRA did not appoint a member to the IICD until December 2,
1999. This action and reaction pattern would repeat itself many
times over (see the next section). Between the ratifying of the
Agreement and December 1999, a series of terrorist acts occurred,
of which splinter groups from the IRA claimed most of the respon-
sibility. Included among these is the devastating explosion in
Omagh on August 15, 1998 that killed 29 and left over 200
wounded.75

After Mendelson’s suspension of the Assembly in February
2000, the IRA withdrew its member from the IICD. Mendelson
promptly issued a statement saying that it was unlikely that
decommissioning would occur by the May 22 deadline in the Agree-
ment. However, by May 2000, the IRA released a statement that it
was ready to begin a process by which it would “completely and
verifiably” put its arms beyond use, but only if Mendelson restored
the Assembly. Inspection of IRA arms dumps occurred throughout
2000. However, on October 26 the IICD chair, General John de
Chastelain of Canada, reported that that no progress had been
made on actual paramilitary disarmament. Two days later Trimble
banned Sinn Fein from ministerial meetings of the North-South
Council. In typical tit-for-tat reciprocity, the IRA refused to con-
tinue putting aside its weapons. The Belfast High Court over-
turned the ban in December but it was not until March 2001 that
the IRA was ready to work with the IICD again. The game between
the IRA and the Unionists continues currently, with the IRA’s polit-
ical wing, Sinn Fein, demanding political inclusion before decom-
missioning while the Unionists demand decommissioning before
inclusion of Sinn Fein.76

The parties to the Agreement did not fully resolve these meas-
ures (i.e., police reform, release of prisoners, and decommissioning)
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in the Agreement. Rather, they are intended to be future develop-
ments that will bolster the Agreement. To this end, the second has
been accomplished successfully, the first is underway, albeit under
an atmosphere of contention, and the third is a stuttering miasma
of gamesmanship, brinksmanship, and accusation. We do not wish
to make any predictions here, but we make a qualified assessment
that if these trust-building measures progress so will confidence in
the governing institutions. If these trust-building measures regress
(e.g., if the IRA refuses to decommission) then support for the insti-
tutions will falter.

The European Union and the Agreement

As members of the EU, both Britain and Ireland have a vested
interest in resolving the conflict, particularly as political and eco-
nomic integration in the EU has deepened. For the Republic, fund-
ing from the EU has significantly contributed to the positive
economic situation of Ireland. Concern over unification with the
economically depressed North may prove to be more of a hindrance,
and thus the willingness to revise Ireland’s demand for unification.
In addition, the EU has provided funding for Northern Ireland,
through the International Fund for Ireland and the Special Sup-
port Programme for Peace and Reconciliation in Northern Ireland
and the border counties of Ireland, as significant incentives for
cooperation and settlement of the conflict.77 Thus, the link to the
EU was not lost on the 1998 Agreement.78

This link was built upon “the modus operandi of EU institu-
tions [which] have encouraged cooperation and agreement
between the British and Irish governments.”79 The EU Commis-
sion and Council created formal equality in Anglo-Irish relations
within a European context. This helped break older, conflictual
patterns of contact between the two nation-states. The bilateral
nature of the current peace process and the notion of “pooled sov-
ereignty” (which we discuss later) in Northern Ireland have their
origins in British and Irish participation in the decision-making
institutions of the EU. 

Furthermore, the EU, while not explicitly referred to as a sep-
arate institution, per se, within the Agreement’s structure, pro-
vides a final layer of representation for the various parties to the
Agreement. The Agreement stipulates that the Northern Ireland
Assembly’s “[t]erms will be agreed between appropriate Assembly
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representatives and the Government of the United Kingdom to
ensure effective co-ordination and input by Ministers to national
policy-making including on EU issues.”80 With regards to the
North-South Ministerial Council, “[a]rrangements [are] to be made
to ensure that the views of the Council are taken into account and
represented appropriately at relevant EU meetings.”81

Additionally, the EU itself provides the opportunity for the
representation and expression of overlapping identities as a supra-
national institution, as well as through cross-border institutions.
In terms of the level of the EU, Northern Ireland is a single con-
stituency with three Members of the European Parliament (MEPs)
in the European Parliament (EP), the legislative body of the EU.
These MEPs are also members of the various political parties in
Northern Ireland and yet “speak with one voice” in the various
committees on which they serve.82 In essence, the fact that they
“speak with one voice” indicates a possible common group identity
as “Northern Irish” MEPs. As Cathal McCall argues, these MEPs
“act as a conduit between the EU center and the Northern Ireland
periphery, leading delegations from Northern Ireland to Brussels
on fact-finding and lobbying missions, as well as hosting visits of
European Commissioners to Northern Ireland.”83 She further
asserts that the EU may serve “as a potential catalyst that will
effect change in communal identities in Northern Ireland.84 Addi-
tionally, cross-border identities may overlap when Irish and North-
ern Irish MEPs, through the EP, act in concert in areas of
national/regional interests.85

In terms of cross-border institutions, and their link to the pos-
sibility of an overlapping identity, the EU has recognized the
border region between the Republic of Ireland and Northern Ire-
land as sharing common economic problems. As Etian Tannam
argues, “these groups may feel they share more in common with
each other than they do with groups in Dublin, Belfast or Westmin-
ster. Thus, a sense of regional identity and of regional interests in
straddling the border may be encouraged by EU efforts to achieve a
Europe of the Regions.”86

The EU provides an interesting analogy to that of the Good
Friday Agreement. As discussed in chapter 3, the governing insti-
tutions of the EU represent our model: cross-border parliamentary
institutions that pool sovereignty. The institutions of the Agree-
ment also contain some of these same elements. The next section
outlines how the Agreement institutions provide multiple forums
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for representation and pool sovereignty across the communities
and across the whole of the British Isles.

Overlapping Identities Through Layers of Representation
and Pooling of Sovereignty

One cannot but help to notice the similar flavor of the institutions
of the British-Irish Peace Agreement and the institutions of the
EU. The British Irish Council (BIC) is an inclusive assembly of
more regional assemblies, much like the European Parliament.
While the latter has legislative ability and the former does not, the
former can act without ratification of other institutions. The North-
South Ministerial Council is reminiscent of the European Council
of Ministers, albeit once again without the legislative ability (but
perhaps with the executive ability of implementation). The British-
Irish Intergovernmental Conference has a format of summitry
much like that of the European Council. We do not wish to push
this analogy too far. Yet we hope that it is clear to the observer that
the general “framework” is the same: a set of international institu-
tions at different levels of government (e.g., ministerial and assem-
bly) with broadly parliamentary features (e.g., representative and
voting) derived from national and sub-national governments.

Importantly, in both the EU and in the new British-Irish Peace
Agreement, these international institutions play three vital roles:
(1) the promotion of overlapping identities through differing layers
of representation (European identity, Northern Irish identity, and
party identification); (2) a framework for credible commitments
(British and Irish governments); and (3) a pooling of sovereignty
(Irish-British communities and Protestant-Catholic communities).
It should be abundantly clear from this discussion that the new
institutions in the British Isles allow all actors multiple forums to
which to bring their concerns. The end result is that both Northern
Ireland communities should feel more secure (thereby reducing the
ethnic security dilemma) because policy does not rest in a single
political arena (e.g., the British House of Commons or the Northern
Ireland Assembly). Likewise, the two national governments have
created institutions in which they can consult and cooperate in the
creation and implementation of policy—fostering a credible com-
mitment by all parties to the Agreement.87
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Three new relationships are of particular importance. First,
the Catholic community can now interact in a structured manner
with the Irish government in Dublin. In this way, the minority
community in Northern Ireland can turn to other political bodies
for redress if the new Northern Ireland Assembly does not meet its
needs. The Agreement also satisfies the Republican movement’s
goal of bringing the conflict into the context of an “Irish” question
and not a question of British internal policy. Of course, the Irish
government has not always, and may not now, support the Republi-
can movement. The Irish in the South harbor no strong idealistic
notions about Irish unification. For example, a 1995 Guardian/
Irish Times poll found, for the first time, that a majority of those in
the South opposed unification with the North.88 Instead, the
matter is often seen with an eye toward the pragmatic and tangible
benefits and costs that would result.89

Including the “Irish” question into the peace calculus could
heighten competition within the Catholic community. For the
Social Democratic and Labour Party (SDLP) and the Nationalists
it represents, the different layers of representation allow their
voice to be heard. Previously they were often ignored beneath the
constant din of Sinn Fein’s Republican cries for unification. This
intracommunity division exists at the level of identity and behav-
ior. Nationalists disagree with Republicans on many issues. A 1996
poll found that supporters of Sinn Fein (Republicans) were more
likely than SDLP supporters (Nationalists) to say that peace talks
would fail, support unification with the Republic, seek reform of
the Royal Ulster Constabulary, and approve of American interest
in Irish affairs.90 In addition, in previous elections (1986 by-elec-
tion, 1987 UK parliamentary elections, and 1989 local and Euro-
pean elections) votes for the SDLP increased relative to Sinn Fein,
further demonstrating differences in support of their respective
positions.91 Finally, regarding voting behavior, vote transfers
between Sinn Fein and SDLP are relatively modest compared to
the solidarity of Unionist transfers.92

The second new relationship is the increased representation of
the Protestant majority. Unionist parties have often been influen-
tial in the British House of Commons. For example, from 1992 to
1997 John Major’s government relied on the Unionists to preserve
the Conservative’s slim majority in the House of Commons. Now,
the Unionist parties can participate in their own regional parlia-
ment (where they surely will be the majority), in the BIC, and also
in the North-South Council. Unionists who would rather reject or
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undermine the Agreement’s institutions face a problem: no input
into the policies that will be implemented without them.93 In addi-
tion, one should not discount the possible impact of a Protestant
first minister having regular meetings with the Irish Taoiseach.
Given the aforementioned attitude of past Irish governments, the
Protestant leader may be able to persuade the Irish government as
to the usefulness of continued partition. Perhaps a crafty Protes-
tant leader could even secure Irish aid in building a strong North-
ern Ireland, one in which the Catholic Nationalists may eventually
distance themselves from the Republicans.

It is important to note that the new institutions provide incen-
tives for the two communities to recognize the objective nature of
the other. It is clear that the two communities are not homogenous
blocs, but rather each contains sharp divisions and distinguishable
sub-divisions.94 Recognition that the “other” is not a Cyclopean,
monolithic group allows for intersectarian negotiation. Polling evi-
dence suggests that knowledge of the differing views of both “self”
and “other” is fairly widespread in both communities.95 Moreover,
more lucid views of the “other” engender trust and compromise,
both of which are necessary for the success of the peace process and
democratic consolidation. For example, a new generation of leaders
(Gerry Adams and Martin McGuinness of Sinn Fein, the political
arm of the IRA; and David Ervine of the Progressive Unionist
Party, the political arm of the Ulster Volunteer Force) has moved to
end the sectarian violence through pressuring their respective
paramilitary organizations to establish and maintain cease-fires.
Andrew Reynolds notes that “these forty-something former combat-
ants appear to have much in common with each other and genuine
respect for their opponents’ histories and motivations.”96 From this,
these more muted views of the other paved the way for compromise
and enhanced the prospects for peace.

The institutions allow each community to see the set of over-
lapping identities. This occurs because political division within
each community becomes transparent. For instance, after the 1998
Assembly elections, the split between Nationalists and Unionists
was clear from self-declaration. However, the split between “Yes”
Unionists and “No” Unionists was also clear, with the former tac-
itly on the same side of the agreement as the Nationalists.97

The link between the British and Irish governments marks the
third relationship. The new international institutions pool the sov-
ereignty of both governments regarding Northern Ireland. In the
new set of institutions, while the British government retains some
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power over the six northern counties, the Dublin government has
perhaps more influence. This devolution works both ways of
course. Financial outlays will still flow from London to Belfast, but
the new devolution will allow the House of Commons to further its
policy of marginalizing Northern Irish politics. 

The Irish government, on the other hand, gains a measure of
control over events and politics north of its border and even more
control over its own sovereign territory. For example, if an island-
wide policy of policing and antiterrorism is established, the Irish
police force could now move more freely against clandestine (and
armed) Republican hideouts in the Republic. The past hesitation to
respond, due to a fear of weakening the position of the Catholic
community in the North, would vanish.

These examples make it clear that the multiple layers of repre-
sentation create greater security for the British and Irish states,
but also for the Catholic and Protestant communities in Northern
Island by recognizing and institutionalizing the “bistatal” nature of
the situation. The links of the two groups with two different states
gives it the “bistatal dimension”: Protestants see themselves as
British, and thus connected to the United Kingdom; whereas the
Catholic minority sees itself as Irish, and hence linked to Ireland.98

The Agreement’s provisions for majority support in the Assembly
and proportionality of both Nationalists and Unionists affords an
opportunity for building much-needed trust in order to surmount
historic animosities.99 The pooling of sovereignty between the Irish
and British governments allows Britain to change the scope of the
regional conflict from one of an internal problem to that of an Irish,
or island-wide, problem. Importantly, the involvement of both gov-
ernments provides a credible commitment to the Agreement and to
the future of the region.

Conclusion

The Good Friday British-Irish Peace Agreement has led to much
euphoria and a counterimpulse of pessimism. Some view the recent
settlement as one that places a new set of institutions onto a cen-
turies-old conflict without addressing the deep societal divisions
that separate the Protestant and Catholic communities. We dis-
agree with this view. Unlike previous attempts at solving the con-
flict, for the first time all the parties to the conflict are active
participants in the Agreement. Importantly, an opportunity for res-
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olution to the long-standing conflict has presented itself through
the establishment of institutions that promote overlapping identi-
ties, provide for multiple layers of representation, and pool sover-
eignty. The key to the success of the new Agreement will be the
degree to which trust is established, security dilemmas are amelio-
rated, and the security of all parties is ensured. As John Lloyd
notes, “[t]he success of the agreement may lie in its very looseness
and ambiguity. Neither side has what it wants . . . each side can
agree to differ while also agreeing to govern.”100 In the end, any
resolution to intractable conflicts must come from the people them-
selves. They must be willing to promote a common, overlapping
identity that transcends in-group/out-group differences and mis-
trust, and promotes peace instead. 
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5

Conclusion

Institutions and the 
Construction of Identity

How can conflicts within and between states among various
nationalist/ethnic groups be ameliorated, or reduced, so that
inequality in wealth and power can be overcome? This is the
research question, or puzzle, that this book has attempted to
answer. Through an incorporation of the social psychology litera-
ture on identity with the political science literature on institutions,
we demonstrate how democratic international institutional struc-
tures that promote multiple and overlapping identities and pool
sovereignty provide a mechanism for resolving issues of identity
and perceptions of inequality that lead to group conflict. We argue
that, unlike internal (consociational or federal) institutions, inter-
national institutions afford the opportunity for conflicting groups
to reduce the enemy image, ethnic security dilemma, and mis-
trust—three aspects that are linked directly to perceived inequality
among groups and lead to conflict. Cross-border institutions have
an effect on the expression of multiple group identities that can
then lead to a reduction in tension by creating an atmosphere
where different ethnic groups lose their strict definitions of the Self
and Other (i.e., enemy images). Moreover, pooling sovereignty
across a number of international (and national) representative
bodies leads to increased access to governmental policy making for
all parties involved, with each party having a stake in government. 
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This chapter briefly revisits the theoretical argument and
summarizes the findings of the three cases used to illustrate our
argument. We conclude by offering areas for future research.

Promoting Overlapping Identities and International 
Institutions 

We assert that cross-border institutions can promote (and perhaps
construct) overlapping social identities if they possess the following
attributes: allow multiple forums for group representation, pro-
mote cross-community trust, and encourage groups to see a
common identity in pooled sovereignty. The cases examined, Spain,
the European Union (EU), and Northern Ireland, serve to illus-
trate our argument. In the Northern Ireland case cross-border
institutions were established in order to address the various griev-
ances between the two ethnic groups. The EU is an international
institution that addresses the interests and concerns of its member
states. In one case (Spain), the government promoted an internal
(federal) institution. In each case there is evidence of an overlap-
ping identity (Spanish, European, and Northern Irish). There is
also variance in terms of the dependent variable (reduction of
ethnic/nationalist conflict). The EU provides a means for member
states to resolve their differences without resort to violent conflict.
In Spain, the Euskadi Ta Askatasuna (ETA, Basque Homeland and
Liberty) continues to engage in violent acts as a means to advance
Basque demands for independence. The level of violence between
Catholics and Protestants has diminished significantly since the
signing of the Good Friday Agreement, particularly as the Ulster
Unionist Party (UUP) has continued to support Sinn Fein’s exis-
tence in the Northern Ireland Assembly. 

We tested several hypotheses using our cases. First, the estab-
lishment of cross-border institutions should promote the growth of
overlapping identities among the groups in conflict. If our theory is
correct, as communities gain representation in new forums, they
should begin to express multiple, and overlapping, identities. This
should be evident in cross-community cooperation and alliances in
these new forums. If groups refuse to work together and maintain
strict, unitary identities, such evidence would disprove our hypoth-
esis. The evidence from the Eurobarometer (EB) surveys demon-
strate that indeed an overlapping European identity has emerged.
In the case of Northern Ireland, a Northern Irish identity exists
that transcends Protestant and Catholic identities, enhanced as
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members of the European Parliament (MEPs) as well as through
representation in the cross-border institutions of the Good Friday
Agreement. 

Second, the intensity with which an individual holds her pri-
mary identity should decline with the continuation of functioning
cross-border institutions. Eurobarometer data continues to show an
increase in identification with Europe, and slight lessening, on
average, of national identities.

Third, group identification of the Self and Other should
become more complex and less antagonistic over time. Such a
reduction in antagonism would reduce the ethnic security dilemma.
Evidence that the intensity of primary identity increases with
involvement in cross-border institutions or that each group’s defini-
tion of Self and Other becomes more monolithic would disprove our
theory. Thus, if over time the new Northern Ireland Assembly rein-
forced strong Protestant and Catholic identities rather than con-
structing a new Northern Irish identity, our hypothesis would be
disproven.

Last, the final indicator of the success or failure of the theory
is the eventual reduction of the conflict. One could argue that the
historical antagonism between Germany and France has declined
significantly with their membership in the European Union. In
Northern Ireland, violent conflict between the two groups has
decreased significantly with the Good Friday Agreement’s institu-
tions. The inclusion of Sinn Fein, the political arm of the Irish
Republican Army (IRA), has had a profound impact on lessening of
violence.

The Model Revisited

In chapter 1 we outlined our argument about the link between
institutions, identity, and ethnic conflict. We also argued that
consociational models of solving ethnic conflict were inadequate if
the source of identity crossed national borders. Consociational
models take identity as static and immutable. Moreover, consocia-
tional institutions promote elite cooperation but do not address
identity as a source of ethnic conflict. We argued that consocia-
tional models can exacerbate conflict at worst, and at best only con-
ceal the ethnic conflict behind a screen of strained, elite
governance.

Figure 5.1 presents the Consociational Model of ethnic conflict
and our “Constructive Model” of ethnic conflict. The Consociational
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Model views conflict organized into “pillars.”1 Each pillar repre-
sents a different ethnic group. Each ethnic group is separate from
the other groups, and identity does not overlap. Elites represent
each group and only one group each. The majority group, in other
words the group that controls most of the socioeconomic resources,
creates the national identity. The minority group(s) retains a sub-
national identity and does not identify strongly with the nation.
The elites from each group negotiate with each other in govern-
ment. Consociational institutions (e.g., proportional representation
and grand coalition) promote elite negotiation, cooperation, and
compromise.

If we view the Consociational Model in this manner, we can
see how federalism would exacerbate ethnic tension instead of
ameliorating it. The principle of consociationalism is to keep ethnic
groups apart from each other while bringing their leaders into
negotiation. If the model is to work, the elites must have a need for
national government to succeed. Federalism creates a source of
power, authority, and security for elite at the level of their support-
ing group. Thus, federalism erodes the “pillar” organization by pro-
viding incentives for elites to concentrate their efforts at the
sub-national level and refusing to negotiate at the national level.

Our Constructive Model portrays ethnic conflict as being
organized into a “Brickwall.” Identities exist at different layers and
multiple layers overlap. From figure 5.1, identities exist at four dif-
ferent levels, with each level being an aggregation of the levels
beneath it: sub-national, regional, national, and supranational.
Thus, an individual might possess a group identity, as well as a
separate and overlapping regional identity, national identity,
and/or supranational identity. Unlike the Consociational Pillar
Model, the Brickwall Model displays the reality that individuals
with different group identity might have a similar identity at a dif-
ferent level. 

Our Constructive Model portrays institutions in a similar
Brickwall organization. Parliamentary and/or representational
institutions exist in a hierarchical structure with supranational
institutions (if any) layered on top of national institutions, regional
institutions, and/or sub-national institutions. The congruence
between the layers of identity and the layers of institution high-
light the relationship between the two. When institutions exist,
they promote an overlapping identity at that level. In chapter 2 we
argued that the federal system in Spain has constructed sub-
national identities among the non-historical minorities while also
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reinforcing the sub-national identity of the historical minorities. In
chapter 3 we explored how the creation of EU institutions has pro-
moted a European identity, which did not exist in any measurable
way before the creation of the EU. When institutions do not exist,
identities remain “unconstructed.” In other words, identities con-
tinue to exist if they already do, and if they do not exist, they do
not come into existence. In chapter 4 we investigated the persist-
ence of the salience of Protestant and Catholic identity in Northern
Ireland. Without any cross-border institutions, these identities con-
tinued to dominate Northern Irish politics, while an overlapping
identity remained noticeably absent. 

Figure 5.2 provides an example derived from chapter 4. It
illustrates how both the Consociational and the Constructive
models view the ethnic conflict in Northern Ireland. The Consocia-
tional Model views the conflict as stemming from two communities
that are separate and exclusive. Different political parties repre-
sent each community. The UUP and Democratic Unionist Party
(DUP), for example, represent the majority Protestant community
and the Social Democratic and Labour Party (SDLP) and Sinn Fein
represent the minority Catholic community. Elites meet in the
Northern Ireland Assembly and attempt to compromise on differ-
ences in order to govern effectively. The underlying social division
remains and is not addressed directly.

The Constructive Model highlights three different aspects: the
multiple and overlapping identities, the external (cross-border) fac-
tors, and the multiple and overlapping institutions. The Brickwall
Model displays how a member of the Protestant community in
Northern Ireland could potentially possess up to four identities:
Protestant, Northern Ireland/Ulster, British, and European. We
presented information and data in chapters 3 and 4 showing that
some members of the Protestant community do indeed recognize
other identities and even hold multiple identities. The Brickwall
Model allows us to see the complexity of multiple identities and
also allows us to see how individuals from one group may share a
common identity with individuals from another group.

The cross-border nature of identity shows up in our Construc-
tive Model. From figure 5.2 (and chapter 4), one can see, for
instance, that the Protestant community also exists outside of
Northern Ireland. In fact, most British citizens are members of this
wider community. To be fair, most non-Northern Irish Protestants
do not identity as strongly with the Protestant community as those
in Northern Ireland. However, this highlights the ties between the
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Ulster Protestants and the British on the mainland. Figure 5.2 also
highlights the existence of other regional identities (e.g., Scottish
nd Welsh) that exist in Britain. It also displays the cross-border
nature of the Catholic identity and its links to an Irish identity
more sympathetic with the Republic of Ireland. The supranational
European identity also exists “on top” of the other identities.

The Constructive Model also illustrates the multiple forums of
representation and participation resulting from overlapping insti-
tutions. This is evident in the case of Northern Ireland from the
regional assembly established by the 1998 Good Friday Agreement
and under the umbrella of Prime Minister Tony Blair and his pro-
gram of devolution all the way to the governing institutions of the
EU. There are also a number of institutions promoting cooperation
between Great Britain and the Republic of Ireland, the Republic
and Northern Ireland, and even between the different nations of
Britain (i.e. Scotland, Wales, and Northern Ireland). These differ-
ent cross-border forums, some of which are the product of the
Agreement, allow for the construction of overlapping identities (as
we explained in chapter 4). 

The Constructive Model highlights the concept of pooled sover-
eignty. It is clear from figure 5.2 that the British Parliament is in
reality a shared parliament of four different nations: England,
Scotland, Wales, and Northern Ireland. Thus, what appears to be a
“national” parliament, and is often thought of that way, can be
understood (using this model) as an assembly of pooled governance.
Indeed, one of the most common complaints from Scottish and
Welsh nationalist Members of Parliament is that Westminster runs
more like an English Parliament even though it is supposed to rep-
resent all of Britain.

In sum, these two models provide very different outcomes for
the reduction of conflict in divided societies. One, the Consocia-
tional Model, reinforces existing identity and group differences,
while the other, the Brickwall Model, provides an avenue for the
reduction of conflict through pooled sovereignty and for promotion
of overlapping and multiple identities. 

Cases Revisited

In chapter 2, we demonstrated that internal institutional solutions
do not alleviate nationalist concerns that arise because of perceived
inequality. The nature of the autonomous communities and the fed-
eral system in Spain promotes nation-building at the expense of
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state-building. Rather than leading to a centralized state, the
decentralization of politics and issues of identity has led to calls for
sub-national government and even independence. The division of
Spain into autonomous communities promoted the building of an
exclusive identity in each community. While federalism was intro-
duced as a solution to the nationalist demands of two regional and
cultural minority groups, the Basques and Catalans, such a struc-
ture exacerbated these sub-national demands by segmenting the
society into exclusive political communities. The failure of federal-
ism is that it institutionalized ethnic/national differences in Spain,
rather than promoting recognition of an overarching state identity.
Specifically, the exclusive self-identification of the Basques pre-
cludes the development of overlapping identities. The Catalan
identity is more inclusive of a Spanish identity, while the Basque
identity is primarily an exclusive identity, a result of three ele-
ments: a difference in the main forms of acceptable political partic-
ipation, a difference in the salience of language, and the impact of
modernization. Catalan nationalism defines itself as a civic/politi-
cal identity, while Basque nationalism is defined in terms of a cul-
tural/ethnic identity. As the survey data show, the federal structure
has not led to a strong Spanish identity. In both Catalan and the
Basque Country, the percent of natives who self-identified them-
selves as being at least “as Spanish as Catalan/Basque” has
steadily declined since 1979.2 Thus, Spain’s federalist experiment,
in allowing for greater regional autonomy and the emergence of
regional parliaments to administer autonomous competencies, has
led to nationalist-regional parties seeking elections (and hence rep-
resentation) through the promotion of national/regional identities.
It appears that federalism in Spain has heightened the ethnic secu-
rity dilemma rather than ameliorating it. 

Moreover, the federal structure has created new national iden-
tities where they did not exist before. For example, in the regions
of Andalucia and Galicia strong regional parties have emerged.
Interestingly, Spanish inclusion in the EU provides the regions
another forum in which to present their concerns. The process of
Europeanization appears to be leading toward an acceptance of
Europe and a European identity among the regions. Thus suprana-
tionalism and regionalism pull the construction of identities in
Spain two directions: toward the larger community of Europe and
toward the small national community.

Identity building in the EU constitutes our second case. While
nationalist conflicts do not directly affect the relationships between
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the member states, the EU is a useful example of how interna-
tional institutions promote an overlapping identity—a European
identity—through representation at the local, regional, national,
and supranational levels. EU citizens maintain their national iden-
tity, but also have taken on a European identity. As we have dis-
cussed, recent Eurobarometer surveys indicate that of those polled,
on average more than half feel both a European and national iden-
tity (with an additional 4% “feeling European only”).

The member states recognize that they have shared attitudes
that are then able to form the basis of a European identity and cit-
izenship. These shared attitudes have found their way in various
declarations from the EU over the past several decades. Impor-
tantly, the Tindemans’ “Report on European Union” in 1975 intro-
duced the term, Citizen’s Europe. The EU went further in 1985
with the Adonnino Committee’s reports that recommended several
symbols to promote a European identity such as a flag, anthem,
and passport. In doing so, the EU deliberately sought to promote, if
not construct, a European identity for its citizens. The 1992 Maas-
tricht Treaty further solidified the promotion and institutionaliza-
tion of European citizenship. As just noted, more than half of the
respondents to the Eurobarometer surveys claim both a European
and national identity.

The various institutions, such as the European Parliament
(EP), provide the mechanism by which to express that identity, as
well as to foster further cooperation between the national govern-
ments. These different layers of representative institutions pool
sovereignty. The EP is the only institution in which EU citizens
directly elect their representatives. While voter turnout has been
low relative to national elections, those that voted express high
levels of trust for EU institutions, with the EP ranked first. 

Moreover, transnational party groups provide the arena for
direct representation of EU citizens and promotion of an overlap-
ping European identity. As discussed in the chapter, the Maas-
tricht Treaty explicitly notes “parties at the European level,” thus
recognizing the pooled sovereignty across national lines at the
supranational level. The existence of transnational parties at the
EP level permits the promotion of overlapping and multiple mem-
berships of their national governments as well as at the European
level. These multiple memberships also permit the promotion of a
European identity as these MEPs advocate at the supranational
level while also consulting with representatives from their
national governments.
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The challenge for the EU is to overcome the perceived demo-
cratic deficit in order to enhance democratic participation and
hence increased representation. Currently, EU citizens are more
satisfied with their national democracy than with the way democ-
racy works in the EU.

Finally, the unequal relationship between Protestants and
Catholics in Northern Ireland in the areas of employment, housing,
and governmental administration plays a significant role in the
continuing ethnic/nationalist conflict and perception of an ethnic
security dilemma. Various institutional attempts at resolving the
conflict were internal solutions—that is, until the 1998 Good
Friday Agreement. For example, the 1973 Sunningdale Agreement
contained all the provisions of a consociational power-sharing
arrangement, yet failed in the end when one of the parties, the
Protestants, opposed. Although there was a proposed cross-border
institution, the Council of Ireland, it lacked real authority and only
gave the Irish in the North a place of representation but not the
Protestants, a glaring asymmetry in representation. 

The 1983 New Ireland Forum moved the two parties closer,
and even promoted the reconstruction of the identity of the Repub-
lic of Ireland to include those residents of Northern Ireland who
were not ethnically Irish. Due to Unionist boycott of the talks and
rejection of the options presented by the Forum (i.e., unitary united
Ireland, federal united Ireland, and joint British-Irish authority
over Northern Ireland), this also failed.

With the 1995 “Frameworks for the Future,” a document pub-
lished by the British and Irish governments, the beginnings of a
new identity for the North emerged that corresponded with new
proposed intergovernmental bodies that would focus on common
interests and identities between Catholics and Protestants. This
Frameworks document paved the way for the 1998 Good Friday
Agreement.

Importantly, the Good Friday Agreement adds the element of
cross-border institutions that allow both sides to express their
grievances and to obtain representation at different levels. Identity
is strong, and yet the existence of a Northern Irish identity that
overlaps with Protestant (Unionist) and Catholic (Nationalist) pro-
vides an avenue for cooperation and common links. In fact, the
political divisions within each community provide for the emer-
gence of overlapping identities. For example, in the referendum on
the Agreement, divisions emerged between Unionists voting “yes”
and those voting “no.” Thus, those Unionists voting “yes” could be
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linked to a common interest, and perhaps identity, with those
Nationalists who also supported the Agreement.

The four new democratic institutions for Northern Ireland
(and the link to the EU, in essence the fifth institution in which
sovereignty is pooled) move beyond an internal (consociational)
institutional solution to an international one. For example, the
North-South Ministerial Council deals with common policy issues
between the governments of Northern Ireland and the Republic of
Ireland, while the British-Irish Council comprises members from
all national and devolved assemblies on the British Isles. Repre-
sentatives from the assemblies in Northern Ireland, Scotland, and
Wales will join with representatives from the British and Irish
national governments. In addition, Northern Ireland’s three MEPs
tend to unify in their efforts at the various committees on which
they serve in the EP (thus the possibility of expression of a
common Northern Irish identity at this international institutional
body). Thus, both ethnic groups in Northern Ireland have several
institutions in which to obtain representation and to seek redress
for their grievances. 

Overall, these cases demonstrate both theoretical links as well
as policy implications. In terms of theoretical links, we argue that
bringing together the literature on social identity theory and insti-
tutions can provide a more thorough understanding of ethnic/
nationalist conflicts, and the means to resolve them. Looking only
at identity issues or only at institutions leaves part of the theoreti-
cal puzzle of resolving ethnic/nationalist conflicts unanswered,
given the existence of ethnic security dilemmas and perceptions of
inequality and mistrust between groups. As we discussed in chap-
ter 1, social identity theory helps to explain why people develop
ethnic/nationalist group identities (as well as other identities)
resulting from the social psychological need to belong and to be dis-
tinct from other groups. Moreover, perceptions of threat to identity
can lead to enemy images about other groups, contributing to con-
flict. Importantly, the literature on cross-categorization shows that
people can have multiple, and thus possibly overlapping, social
identities that can provide the basis for common ground between
conflicting groups. Overlapping memberships in different groups
can lead to decreased intergroup bias and decreased conflict
between in-groups and out-groups.

Additionally, international institutions can have an effect on
the expression of multiple (and overlapping) group identities that
can, in turn, reduce tension by creating an atmosphere where dif-
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ferent ethnic/nationalist groups lose their strict definition of the
Self and Other—that is, enemy images. It is the interaction
between these two concepts, overlapping identities and interna-
tional institutions, which can account for the reduction in
ethnic/nationalist conflict.

In terms of policy implications, international institutions can
play an important role in promoting overlapping identities as a
means to overcome conflict between ethnic/nationalist (and other)
groups. By finding a common identity, and thus common ground,
groups become vested in the positive and beneficial outcomes. Con-
sequently, in order to resolve many such contemporary conflicts
around the world, the international community and individual
states themselves should focus on promoting (and possibly creat-
ing) overlapping identities through representative cross-border
institutions, rather than focusing solely on internal solutions. 

Future Research

While we believe that we have gone a long way toward building a
new theory in this book, and shown its contribution to the larger
discussion of conflict resolution, we still see the need for further
research. In particular, the hypotheses that we derive from our
theory require confirmation through rigorous empirical analysis.
Further comparative studies would be helpful such as cases of
cross-border institutions in other nationalist/ethnic conflicts. Per-
haps the role of the EU in the dispute between the two main
groups in Belgium, the Walloons, and Flemish, might provide
useful and important insights. An examination of the nationalist
aspirations of Quebec inside a federal Canadian state could be
valuable as well. The African nation of Nigeria has experimented
with both consociational and federal arrangements; thus looking at
identity construction in Nigeria would prove useful in testing our
theory. Also of possible interest would be an examination of
whether cross-border institutions promote identity change of lead-
ers, citizens, or both.

In sum, this book links identity and institutions as a means to
resolve nationalist/ethnic conflicts that emerge as a result of
inequality. It shows how institutions can promote overlapping iden-
tities, which may lead to a reduction of tension. Overlapping iden-
tities also reduce the security dilemma between ethnic groups and
lessen strict “us versus them” group relations. Multiple forums of
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representation allow all interested parties to a conflict to have
their voices heard and contribute. Multiple forums also diffuse con-
flict into many different arenas, reducing the possibility that any
one group will constantly feel threatened by the power and/or
authority of other groups.

However, in the end, any resolution to such conflicts must
come from the people themselves. They must be willing to promote
a common, overlapping identity that transcends in-group/out-group
differences and mistrust, and promotes peace instead. The proper
institutions can help people develop and promote these identities,
but the final resolution of the conflict lies on the shoulders of the
people involved.
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